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Massflows on conveyor belts need to be measured in various 
process streams in mineral extraction processes to ensure 
good plant management. Conventional weightometers are, 
however, too expensive to allow a widespread installation 
in these processes. 
This study investigates more economic means to measure the 
rnassflow on horizontal conveyor belts. A deterioration of 
accuracy resulting from an instrument using this technique 
is expected, but the advantages of being able to instrument 
entire plants is very attractive. 
The study uses a model whereby the kinetic energy of the 
belt system is determined during a perturbation to the 
system. From this the massflow can be determined. 
The technique was optimized in a laboratory environment for 
different modes of operation. Both Variable Speed Drive 
and Solid State Relays were used to perturb the system. 
The resulting accuracies were compared against each other. 
Hence a prototype instrument was proposed which was easy to 
install on existing conveyor belts. 
successfully in a mining environment. 
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Conveyor belts (CB) are used to transport all sorts of 
material from one unit process to the next. In the Mining 
Industry ore is transported extensively using CBs. 
As these CBs can be loaded to various degrees it is 
important for good plant management to know what the 
massflow (MF) is along these ore paths. 
MF needs to be know~ 
For instance the 
to monitor the efficiency, the performance of a 
plant and thus its economic viability. Hence the MF 
at the input and at the output of the plant has to 
be known. 
to determine the total amount of material handled 
and the average MF. The MF signal would have to be 
integrated or totalized to determine such values. 
between the different unit processes to optimize a 
plant. 
to ensure the proper blending of chemicals in 
chemical processes by weighing the ingredients. 
to ensure the efficient operation of the equipment 
used on these plants. The efficiency of for 
instance a pulverizing mill very often depends on 












Chapter 1: Introduction 
controlled to ensure its efficient operation. 
Two main criteria determine the usefulness of a massflow 
determination technique or meter: accuracy and cost. These 
two oppose one another. The more accurate a certain 
instrument, the higher the cost, and vice versa. Thus a 
trade off is necessary. Looking at· the spectrum of 
massflow meters (MFM) available on the market, one could 
get the impression that the market tends to be biased 
towards high accuracy/high cost instruments. 
Various techniques are used to measure the MF in these high 
accuracy instruments. All of them though are similar in 
that the weight of the material is measured first. Then 
the MF can be determined by multiplying the weight reading 
with the speed of the belt. 
The most commonly used MFM in mineral extraction plants is 
the nuclear weightometer. Considine [ 1] calls this 
instrument a radioactive transmission gauge of the 
absorption type and describes it as follows: Beta and gamma 
radiation is first passed through an ionization chamber and 
then passed through the moving material which is to be 
weighed. The attenuation of the signal is a measure of the 
material weight per unit area. Advantages of this 
instrument are high accuracy (suppliers quote up to 0.5%), 
and the ease with which it can be installed on existing 
CBs. Disadvantages obviously include the high cost of such 
an instrument. 
Another common technique is batch weighing. Considine [ 1] 
describes this technique as follows: The material is 
discharged into a hopper, which fills until a certain 
definite weight is reached. The inflow is then shut off, 
the hopper and its contents are weighed, and then the 
contents is discharged. The obvious disadvantage of this 












Chapter 1: Introduction 
of weighing. This means that the technique is .not 
continuous as production is cut for some time. A further 
disadvantage is that the CB ?as to be specially adapted to 
suit this technique. However the advantage of this 
technique is its high accuracy (Mitchell[12] quotes the 
accuracy to be about 0.1% of full scale). 
A third technique is 
(Mitchell[12]) or 
(Considine ( 1]) . This 
as follows: Either 
isolated and the mass 
that of continuous. weigh feeders• 
scale-balanced belt-feeders 
technique is describes by Considine 
a portion of or the whole CB is 
on the CB including the material is 
weighed. From the variations in weight due to changes in 
MF the MF can be determined by integration. The advantage 
of this technique is the relative high accuracy that can be 
achieved ( 1-2% for single idler and 0. 5% for multi idler 
techniques - Mitchell ( 12]). A further advantage is that 
any material can be used, because the technique relies on 
the weight of the material alone, and not on its 
radioactive absorption characteristics for instance. The 
integration of instantaneous loads also corrects for 
variations in belt speed. An Obvious disadvantage is the 
special adaptation necessary to install such an instrument 
on an existing CB. 
No provision, however, seems to be made for a low cost MFM 
on the market. Such an instrument obviously would not have 
the same accuracy requirements as the more expensive ones. 
In mineral extraction processes the MF along various ore 
paths need not be determined to the same high degree of 
accuracy. An example is that if the total MF into a plant 
is known to a high degree of accuracy, then the MF along 
individual and parallel CBs inside this plant need not be 
known to the same high degree of accuracy, as the 












Chapter 1: Introduction 
A view shared by Considine [ 1] is that such an instrument 
should then be used in conjunction with more accurate 
instruments. The results from both types of instrument 
could be fed into a Mass smoothing package (Potgieter[13]), 
which acts as a filter, using a Kalman filtering technique 
to obtain a best fit for all the readings. Such packages 
also account for the different accuracies associated with 
the readings by weighting the individual readings 
appropriately. 
The following question is thus posed: Is there a technique, 
which could be used to manufacture a low cost MFM, even at 
the expense of accuracy. Such an instrument could then 
achieve widespread installation within the whole mining 
industry. An additional requirement would be that such an 
instrument should be easy to install on existing CBs in the 
mines. 
An initial investigation was done to test the feasibility 
of measuring MF by measuring the Inertia of a given system 
on-line (Dierks[2]). This study proved on an experimental 
basis that the inertia of an induction motor could be 
measured by perturbing the input to the motor. More 
specifically the frequency of the supply to the motor was 
perturbed. Following this initial investigation a 
provisional patent (Dierks[3]) was taken out on this 
technique by De Beers Industrial Diamond Di vision ( Pty) 
Ltd. and a more detailed study of this method was 
initiated. 
In this thesis first the theory to estimate the massflow on 
a conveyor belt and the basic statistics involved in the 
process of calibration will be described. This is followed 
by a description of the software developed to perform the 
estimation and calibration of the massflow. Then the 
technique is validated first in a laboratory type 
environment and then in an industrial environment. Lastly 













2.1 THE RELATION BETWEEN MASSFLOW AND INERTIA OF A SYSTEM 
In the initial investigation done on the possibility 
of measuring the MF on a horizontal conveyor belt 
(HCB) (Dierks[2]) the basic assumption was made, that 
the inertia of the CB, and thus the inertia driven by 
the motor, is proportional to the MF on the HCB. To 
prove this assumption consider the HCB itself as shown 
in the figure below: 
INDUCTION MOTOR 
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The HCB consists of two main rollers at each end. The 
shaft of one roller is connected to the driving motor. 
This motor is normally a 3-phase induction motor. The 
actual belt runs over these two rollers but is also 
supported in between by idlers. The top part of the 
belt is supported by more idlers as this portion is 
carrying the weight of the material to be transported. 
It can be assumed that both the idlers and the 
bearings of the main rollers impose a load force on 
the motor. It can also be assumed that the material 
on the belt is not distributed uniformly. 
The power on the shaft of the induction motor is the 
product of torque T and angular velocity ~ At the 
main roller a conversion between the rotational and 
the translational frame of reference has to be 
considered. Hence the power delivered to the actual 
belt can be broken into force F and speed v. The 
following block diagram illustrates the frames of 
reference: 
3 Phase Rotational Frame 
Power of Reference 
Translational Frame 
of Reference 
Motor Main F Pro-
and Roller v cessor 
Gearing 
P,f 
Block 1 Block 2 Block 
Figure 2.2: Block diagram of a conveyor belt 
The model of the CB can thus be viewed in two 
different ways: 
a) In the rotational frame of reference 
b) In the translational frame of reference 
3 
MF 
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means that all equations describing that model are 
written in terms of that frame of reference. In the 
above figure the translation between the rotational 
and translational frame of reference takes place in 
block 2 (Main Roller). Thus, if the model is viewed 
in the rotational frame of reference, block 2 is 
merged with block 3. Alternatively, if the model is 
viewed in the translational frame of reference, block 
2 is merged with block 1. 
Thus, there should exist an analogy between the 
rotational and translational frame of reference. To 
prove this analogy consider the power balance for a 
system: 





- Power delivered from the motor to the 
shaft 
- Power supplied to the motor 
- efficiency of the motor 
• . . ( 2 . 2 ) 
where 
Pbelt - Power delivered to actual belt 
By the Principle of Power Invariance the power 
delivered in the rotational frame of reference must be 
equal to the power delivered in the translational 
reference frame, i.e. no losses are considered in the 
conversion between the rotational and translational 
roller. Losses are however involved in the motor, 
which is why the efficiency has to be taken into 
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The power in the rotational frame of reference can be 
broken down as follows: 
p shaft = T d * CJ ... (2.3) 
where 
Td - Driving torque on shaft 
Extending by (1/r * r) it becomes: 
Pshatt = Td * 1/r * r * CJ 
where 
r - radius of the driving roller 
By definition F = T / r and v = CJ * r and 
thus follows: 
Pshaft = Fd * V = pbelt . . . ( 2 . 4 ) 
where 
Fd - Driving force on actual belt 
following 
Eq.(2.3) 
analogy can be determined by 
and Eq.(2.4) describing the 
Thus the 
comparing 
rotational and the translational frame of reference 
respectively: 
Td <=> Fd 
w <=> v 
. . • ( 2 . 5 ) 
••• (2.6) 
To derive the analogy for the MF on the CB, consider 
the mass M on the CB alone as the MF can then easily 
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When looking at the mass the CB is viewed in the 
translational motion space. The force balance of the 
CB is shown in the figure below: 
Figure 2.3: Force balance of a conveyor belt 
Lets assume the mass, which is distributed along the 
CB, can be condensed into a point mass (i.e. a mass 
which is infinitely small and contains the whole 
weight of the mass on the belt). This mass is lying 
somewhere on the CB. The force balance in the 
schematic diagram above stays the same and thus the 
system is the same. The figure below shows the mass 
reduced to a point mass: 
II Fl 0 Fd • 
v 
• 0 
Figure 2.4: Model of a conveyor belt with the its 
mass reduced to a point mass 
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right on top of the driving roller, and the rest of 
the belt can be disregarded. Again if the force 
balance is maintained the system can be regarded as 
not having changed. This model is shown in the 
following figure: 
Fd 
Figure 2.5: Point mass moved to driving roller 
This mass M at a distance r from the centre of 
rotation can be described as an inertia by the 
following relationship (Halliday and Resnick(7]): 
J = M * r 2 . . . ( 2 . 7 ) 
where 
J - Inertia of the body 
An analogy can be derived by considering the force of 
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Face = m * a • • • ( 2 • 8 ) 
where 
Face - Accelerating force 
M - Mass to be accelerated 
a - actual acceleration = dv/dt 
Eq.(2.8) can therefore be rewritten as follows: 
Face = M * dv/dt 
= M * d/dt (v/r) * r 
Multiplying by the radius yields: 
Face * r = M * d/dt (v/r) * r 2 
= Tace = M * r 2 * dtc> /dt 
Thus applying Eq.(2.5) and Eq.(2.6): 
T.,cc = (mr 2 ) * dtJ /dt ... (2.9) 
Comparing Eq.(2.8) and Eq.(2.9), the analogy between 
the rotational and translational frame of reference 
can be extended as follows: 
m <=> mr 2 •.• (2.10) 
The term mr 2 is defined as inertia J in the rotational 
reference frame (Eq.(2.7)). 
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on the CB and the MF can be determined using the 
following equation: 
MF = M * V / 1 belt ..• (2.11) 
where 
v - speed of belt 
lb~t - physical length of belt 
The assumption used in the initial study (Dierks[2]) 
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2.2 A TECHNIQUE TO MEASURE INERTIA OF A SYSTEM 
In the previous section the relationship between the 
mass on a CB and the inertia of the system was 
derived. Hence if the inertia could be measured, the 
MF could be determined, too. Leonard (9] suggests the 
following technique to measure the inertia of a 
system: 
A mass M is moving on a translational horizontal track 
in x-direction at a speed v. Fd is the driving force, 
whereas F1 is the load force opposing Fd. x is the 
distance cover~d within a certain period in time. The 




Figure 2.6: A mass moving along a horizontal track 
According to Newton's law the Force Balance may be 
written down as: 
Fd - F1 = d/dt (M*v) ••• ( 2. 12) 
where 
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As v=v(t) and M=M(t): 
Fd - F 1 = M dv/dt + v dM/dt ... ( 2. 13) 
If the mass on the conveyor is constant, i.e. dM/dt=O, 
Eq.(2.13) can be reduced as follows: 
Fd - F 1 = M dv/dt ... ( 2. 14) 
v = dx/dt; => dv/dt = d 2 x/dt 2 =a ... (2.15) 
Note that this system is similar to the system shown 
in figure 2.4 of the previous section. Hence the same 
analogies can be applied using Eq. ( 2. 5), ( 2. 6) and 




a - angular acceleration= dCi>/dt= d 2 9/dt 2 
Td - driving torque 
T1 - load torque 
Note again that this equation represents the case of 
constant system inertia. 
In order to measure acceleration and torque which is a 
difficult 
following: 
procedure, Leonard[9] suggests the 
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multiplying by CJ : 
where 
Pd - driving power 
P1 - load power 
... (2.17) 
The right hand side of Eq.(2.17) is equal to the power 
lost due to the change of kinetic energy stored in the 
system. 
Leonard suggests that this power relation be used in 
order to measure the inertia of the system in what he 
calls a 'Run-down' test. Therefore the power supplied 
to the system and the angular velocity of the motor 
have to be measured. An advantage of the technique is 
that no details of the plant are required. 
Before applying the. actual Run-down test the 
relationship of T1 = f(~) has to be established. 
This can be done under steady state conditions where 
... (2.18) 
as dCJ/dt = 0 - i.e. the system is running at 
constant speed 
This implies that: 
... (2.20) 
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the function of torque with respect to speed can be 
established. 
Note that it is practical to measure the power 
supplied to the motor, i.e. Psuppi instead of the 
driving torque. This is due to the fact that measuring 
the torque would require a special adaptation of the 
motor pedestal to accommodate the load cells needed to 
measure torque. This power measurement has to be 
corrected for the efficiency of the motor to yield a 
measurement for the load power P1 (Eq.(2.1)). 
Details of the Run-down test: 
The system is running at an initial speed of C,.J 0 • At 
t=t0 the power to the inotor is switched off and the 
plant is left undisturbed. As the plant decelerates 
due to the load torque of the system, the speed should 
be recorded as a function of time. 
Due to Pd equalling zero if the ppwer is switched off, 
J can be determined as follows: 
J = = ... ( 2. 21) 
dt.J /dt * w dc.J /dt 
At any instance in time t 1 the following terms can be 
determined from the speed response: 
a) the speed ~ 1 = e,, ( t 1 ) of the system from the 
speed response 
b) a 1 = dCV ( t 1 ) /dt of the system also from the 
speed response 
c) T1 = T1 (~1 ) from· the load torque 
characteristics determined earlier 
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to yield an estimate for the system's inertia. 
In the initial study (Dierks[2]) a relationship 
between inertia and the angular acceleration was 
established experimentally. This relationship showed 
that the inertia of the system is inversely 
proportional to the deceleration of the system, which 
can be confirmed by Eq.(2.21). No mention was however 
made about the effect of 
relationship. 
17 
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2.3 THE TECHNIQUE'S ANALOGY IN THE TRANSLATIONAL FRAME OF 
REFERENCE 
The aim of this study is to determine a technique in 
order to measure MF, which is simply the mass Mon the 
belt multiplied by the speed v of the belt. As the 
inertia in a rotational frame of reference is 
analogous to mass in the translational frame of 
reference, the technique described in the previous 
section can be converted from the rotational into the 
translational frame of reference. 
Applying these analogies Eq.(2.21) becomes: 
M = ... ( 2. 22) 
dv/dt 
The technique to estimate the mass is similar to that 
of measuring inertia of the system. Thus, the steady 
state characteristics between the load force F1 and 
speed v have to be determined first. This can be done 
by measuring the power delivered to the driving motor. 
Taking Cmot into account a reading for the driving 
power of the motor is obtained. Thus the load force 
can be determined by dividing this power reading by 
the speed of the belt. 
Then a 'Run-down' test can be applied by switching the 
power to the CB off and recording the speed response. 
This response provides at any time t = t 0 the speed, 
deceleration and load force from the load force 
characteristics. Substituting these values · into 
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There are, however, a few shortcomings to be 
mentioned, which do not make it suitable for an 
application where the mass is measured continually in 
an on-line fashion: 
a) Both measurements for power and speed are 
contaminated by noise in an industrial 
environment. This means that the instantaneous 
measurements of speed and power are not 
accurate. As the speed differential is needed 
for Eq.(2.21) the higher frequency components 
have to be accounted for, as differentiation 
only attenuates low frequency components. 
b) The load characteristics are difficult to 
determine as they change continually. External 
influences, which cannot be modelled a long 
time before, play a large role. 
c) The load characteristics cannot be assumed to 
be constant, because the friction of the system 
depends on the speed of the belt. 
d) The technique proposed by Leonard[9] is 
designed for a one-off test, i.e. a test that 
is applied once. It needs to be decided how 
this technique can be adapted to serve as an 
on-line "mass estimator" in an environment 
where the mass has to be estimated continually. 
e) In the Run-down test the system is stopped 
completely. This is not always desirable in 
practice, as this would mean a cut in 
production for the period that the CB is 
stopped. 
f) The efficiency of the motor has to be known as 
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2.4 SUGGESTIONS TO MAKE THE RUN-DOWN TEST SUITABLE FOR ON-
LINE MEASUREMENTS 
2.4.1 Using the Energy Balance rather than the Power 
Balance 
The energy equilibrium can be obtained by 
integrating the power within a defined period of 
t 0<=t<=t1 : 
tl 













translational frame of· reference by using the 
analogies in section 2.1: 
Pd - P1 = M * dv /dt * v ••• ( 2. 24) 
For which the time integration will yield: 
I P, dt - I P, dt dv dt 
dt 
Assuming constant mass M and according to 
P1 = F1 v(t) this becomes: 
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Hence the integrals reduce to: 
I P, dt - F, * x = 1/2 M v' ••• ( 2. 25) 
where 
x - distance covered by the CB in a 
certain period of time 
Imposing time limits for any time period 
t 0<=t<=t1 on the above integral results in: 
dt - F1 * X10 = 
... ( 2. 26) 
The term on the right hand side of the equation 
designates the energy converted into kinetic 
energy, which only has an effect if there is a 
change in speed. During steady state this term 
equals zero. 
As Pd equals zero in a Run-down test, only the 
speed response needs to be recorded. Solving 
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As v 1 equals zero it follows: 
M = ... (2.27) 
v 2 
0 
The advantage of using the energy model rather 
than the power model is that the power and speed 
signal are effectively filtered by an ideal 
filter in that integration can be viewed as a 
filter with infinite time constant. If the 
noise on the signals can be assumed to be of a 
Gaussian nature (i.e. with zero mean), this 
noise is eliminated in this process of 
integration. 
Instantaneous values for speed are not needed 
anymore, but averages. The speed differential 
is also not required anymore. Hence any high 
frequency components on the signal have less 
effect. 
Also note that the dynamics of the speed 
response are not required, as only the initial 
and the final speed needs to be known. The speed 
signal will only be used to determine the 
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2.4.2 Determining the load force before each Rundown 
Test 
Assume the following data logging strategy: 
Power and speed are logged from ta to t 2 • At t 1 
where ta<=t1 <=t2 the signal. to stop the motor is 
given. For ta = Os, t 1 = 1.0s and t 2 = 2.5s, a 
response could look as follows: 












Res nse: Run-down Test 
0.50 1.00 1.50 




Figure 2.7: Data logging strategy to determine 
the load force before each test 
In the above diagram the time span of ta<=t<=t1 
could be used to determine the load force of the 
system in the following way: 
If the system is made to run at steady state, as 
can be seen apart from the noise present in.the 
above response for ~<=t<=~, the kinetic energy 
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••. ( 2. 28) 
Thus the steady state period t 0<=t<=t 1 can be 
used to determine the load force of the system 
in the actual test environment. This overcomes 
the disadvantage mentioned in section 2.~, that 
the load characteristics cannot be known or 
modelled a long time before as they change 
ccmtinually. 
Using the energy equation rather than the power 
equation also has the additional advantage that 
a perfectly filtered signal is used, as all the 
noise is averaged out during the process of 
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2.4.3 Determining the mass from step up responses· 
As this MF measuring technique should be anon-
line technique, i.e. a technique which is 
applied while the system is running, the system 
has to be accelerated again straight after it 
has been stopped. 
Eq.(2.26) can also be used to determine the mass 
on the CB from the step-up response. The 
difference to the Run-down test is that now the 
power supplied to the system is not equal to 
zero, but a value much higher than the normal 
steady state value, as the system has to be 
accelerated. This higher power needed is due to 
the required kinetic energy to accelerate the 
system. As mentioned earlier this kinetic 
energy is proportional to the mass of the 
system. If the step-up response takes place 
during the time span t 3 <=t<=t4 , Eq. ( 2. 26) can be 





Fi * X43 
M = 
where 
v 0- Steady State speed in unperturbed 
mode, i.e. final speed 
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M = ... ( 2. 29) 
1/2 * V 0 2 
Therefore measuring the power and the speed to 
the system, the mass on the CB can be determined 
in the following way: 
a) Determine the distance covered by the CB 
during the acceleration, i.e. the time 
b) 
integral of speed for t 3<=t<=t4 • 
determined at steady state. 
Determine Fi either from 
v 0 can be 
the force 
characteristics or from a similar 
procedure described in the previous 
section. 
c) Determine the integral of. the power 
supplied to the system. 
Substituting all these values into Eq.(2.29) 
will yield an estimate for the mass on the CB 
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2.4.4 Adapting the system so that the Conveyor Belt 
needs only be slowed down. 
As mentioned earlier it is not always desirable 
that the system is stopped, as this results in a 
cut in production. 
A possible solution to this problem would be to 
slow it down by a certain percentage of full 
speed. This however·· cannot be done with a 
normal induction motor alone, as the speed of an 
induction motor is proportional to the frequency 
of the supply to the motor. Hence a frequency 
inverter is needed, where the output frequency 
and thus the supply frequency to the motor can 
be controlled. In a standard Variable Speed 
Drive (VSD) ,i.e. a frequency inverter, the 
input voltage control signal is proportional to 
the output frequency. 








technique uneconomical, because the price of a 
VSD equals that of a nuclear weightometer. Thus 
the option of only slowing the CB down for the 
purpose of measuring the MF is restricted to 
plants where VSDs are already installed for 
other purposes. 
If this control signal is perturbed by a certain 
voltage the frequency on the output of the VSD 
will change and thus the motor speed will 
change as well. In the same way, if this voltage 
perturbation is removed, the system will return 
to its original speed. 
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can be added to the frequency setpoint signal in 
such a way to reduce this signal. Hence the VSD 
will slow the system down. As soon as the 
negative voltage is removed the frequency 
setpoint will return to the original level and 
thus the system will accelerate again. 
The equations to determine the mass on the CB 
would then have to be adapted as follows: 
Va is the initial steady state speed, v 1 is the 
perturbed steady state speed in such a way that 
v 1 < Va. The time between t 1 and ta is the time 
during which the step-down test takes place, 
i.e. the step-down signal to the VSD is applied 
at t 1 • In the same way the time between t 3 and 
t 4 is the time during which the step-up test 
takes place, i.e. the step-up signal is applied 
at t 3 • 
Thus the equations to determine the mass on a CB 
read as follows 
- for the step-down or Run-down situation: 
M = ... (2.30) 
- for the step-up response: 
It4 t3 pd dt 
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2.5 INCORPORATING ALL SUGGESTIONS IN A SINGLE TEST 
PROCEDURE 
Incorporating all the suggestions mentioned in section 
2.4 the following test strategy is proposed to 
overcome various shortcomings of the technique 
mentioned in section 2.3: 
The power and speed responses have to be logged for a 
period of t 40 , i.e. from t 0 to t 4 • The following events 
which take place during the time of t 40 are worth 
noting: 
System is kept at steady state in the 
unperturbed mode. This cycle is used 
to determine the load force of the 
system. 
Step-down signal is applied to the 
input of the VSD to slow it down. 
Run-down or step-down test takes place. 
The speed response can be used to 
determine the mass on the CB. 
Steady state in the perturbed mode. 
This cycle is needed to determine the 
average speed of the system in the 
perturbed mode. 
step-up signal is applied to the input 
of the VSD to speed it up again. 
Step-up test takes place. From the 
speed and power response can the mass 
on the CB be determined. 
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A typical response of power and speed could look as 
follows, where t 0 = Os, t 1 = ls, t 2 = 2. Ss, t 3 = 3. Ss 
and t 4 = Ss: 
Res onse: Mass Determination Test 












Ch 1: Sp~e-d 
1.00 








Figure 2. 8: A typical test response of power and 
speed 
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BEGIN OF TEST 
JV 
Record Power and Speed 
for t 0 < t < t 4 
..iv 
Forf" < t < tl determine r Pia = pd dt ; Xia = v dt to to 
Pia 
=> F1 = --
Xia 
'1v 
Ap~ly Step-down sifnal 
o control signa 
Jr 
For tl < t }"t, determine 
X21 = v dt 
tl 
~ 




Va = . v= I 1 ( t1-ta) ( t3-t2) 
-2 * F1 * X21 
Mdn = (V1 2 - Va 2 ) 
JV 
A~ply Step up-signal 
o control signal 
Jlt 
For J,;' < t < t, aeternine 
P,3 = pd dt i X43 = V dt 
t3 t3 
2 * ( P,3 - F1 *X43) 
M.,p = (Va 2 - V1 2) 
.J.lt 
Determine 
MF = M * Va / lbelt 
..(V 
END OF TEST 
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When a full 100% perturbation is applied note that the 
run-down and step-up test are just a special case of 
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2.6 SHORTCOMINGS OF THE TEST PROCEDURE 
2.6.l Modelling the load characteristics with respect 
to speed 
Up till now it has been assumed in all equations 
that the load characteristics are constant with 
respect to speed. This can, however, not be 
assumed in practise as the load characteristics 
depend both on the speed and the load of the 
mass on the belt. Bearings, which impose a load 
force on the system, 




load force is 
bigger at low speeds. This force will increase 
with increased mass on the CB as the mass exerts 
an additional pressure on the idlers, thereby 
increasing their drag. 
Thus the load friction F1 is not constant, but a 
function of speed v and mass M: 
F1 = f(M,v) 
This load function can be described by a Taylor 
expansion, · which is a higher order polynomial. 
The following polynomial will approximate F1 : 
F1 = F0 + a*v + b*v 2 + c*M + d*M 2 
Determining the above relationship would involve 
running the system for different speeds at 
constant loading of mass, and running the system 
for different masses at constant speed in steady 
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above equation can be found by means of a multi-
linear regression. 
Determining the above relationship would thus 
involve extensive test work on each conveyor 
that this system is going to be installed on. 
This is not practical in terms of the objectives 
of this study (i.e a low-cost MFM that can 
easily be installed on existing CBS). Hence it 
has to be determined if the gain in accuracy due 
to the force being modelled in terms of mass and 
speed is justifiable. This gain can be 
determined on an experimental basis. 
The algorithm incorporating the load force 
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2.6.2 Incorporating the efficiency of the motor 
In section 2.2 it has been suggested that 
measuring the power supplied to the motor by 
means of a power transducer is the most 
practical way to determine the power delivered 
by the motor. If the power supplied to the 
motor is measured, all the power measurements 
used in chapter 2 . 5, which are assumed to be 
measurements of power as delivered by the motor, 
have to be adjusted · for the efficiency of the 
motor. The efficiency thus has to be determined 
somehow. 
It is, however, virtually impossible to 
determine the efficiency of a motor if the input 
and output power are not measured accurately. 
The efficiency of a motor depends on the speed 
(or slip) of the motor which in turn depends on 
the load torque of the motor. 
Typical efficiency characteristics and 
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Figure 2.10: Load characteristics of an 
induction motor 
The above characteristics can be determined.and 
modelled by an equivalent circuit. The 
parameters of the equivalent circuit can be 
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circuit test on the motor. Even if the 
parameters of the equivalent circuit are known 
for a test situation, they cannot be assumed 
constant with time as they change due to many 
other influences, like for instance the actual 
temperature of the motor. 
As the efficiency is difficult to determine and 
because the initial test required to determine 
the parameter of the equivalent circuit is 
lengthy, it is therefore not desirable in the 
light of the objectives for a low-cost MFM, to 
model the efficiency. Hence it has to be assumed 
constant. This assumption is acceptable if the 
motor is loaded with more than 20% of its full 
load power, as can be seen in the following 
figure showing the efficiency load 
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Figure 2.11: Efficiency load characteristics of 
an induction motor 
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the motor include systems that use load cells on 
the chassis of the motor. These techniques have 
also been ruled out as they would require a 





in terms of 
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2.6.3 Measuring the Speed of the Motor 
The speed of the motor can easily be measured 
using a DC Tacho that is mounted on the shaft of 
the motor. This however means that a special 
assembly to mount the tacho has to be provided, 
which is not advantageous in terms of the 
objectives of this study. 
It thus has to be determined if the measurement 
of speed is essential, as the transient response 
of speed is not required. Only the steady state 
values of initial and final speed need to be 
known, which could be determined from the 











 3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Using the technique from the last chapter, an estimate 
for the MF on the CB can be obtained. A decision 
about the performance of the measurement system has to 
be made, preferably on a quantitative basis, to 
determine the accuracy of the measurement. Both 
Considine[l] and Doebelin [4] are referred to in this 
chapter. 
When studying the performance of a measuring device 
the ability to measure the desired input and the 
ability to reject spurious inputs should be 
investigated. The process of calibration does just 
this. It concentrates on these two main features: 
a) It provides the means to correct the measured 
readings should they be incorrect; 
b) It quantifies the amount of error on the 
measured signal due to the spurious inputs. 
By 'Input' is meant the actual quantity to be measured 
or the 'true value'. By 'output' is meant the result 
from the measuring device. The output can also be 
called the 'unknown quantity' in this case, as it is 
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Considine [ 1] suggests that one way to calibrate a 
measurement device is to compare the measured quantity 
to a standard of ~he same physical nature. A proposed 
design for a measurement device could be compared to 
another instrument (called the reference instrument) 
measuring the same quantity, for example. 
It has to be noted that the reading of this reference 
instrument is still not the same as the true value. 
The true value should normally be regarded as unknown, 
as a perfectly exact definition of the physical 
quantity to be measured is impossible. The expression 
'true value' thus refers to a measurement obtained by 
the 'exemplar method' (Churchill Eisenhart / 
Doebelin[4]). An exemplar method is one, which is 
agreed on by experts as being sufficiently accurate 
for the purpose of calibration. 
If a measurement device is calibrated against a 
reference instrument, as suggested above, the reading 
obtained from this reference instrument also has · an 
uncertainty associated with it, even if this is very 
small. This is why a device which is calibrated 
against a second reference device can never be 
calibrated to an accuracy higher than that of the 
reference instrument. 
After calibration this reference device is not 
available anymore. To be able still to make a 
judgement about the accuracy of the measurement 
device, this error has to be defined and quantified. 
To do this the source of the error has to be 
investigated. Then various mathematical models can be 
used to assign a value to the error. 
Thus the error can be defined as follows: The error of 
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deviation of the stated value from the true value' 
Considine[l]. Thus the difference between a true and 
a measured value is equal to the error of the system. 
To define the error for a whole measurement system, 
the individual errors have to be seen in a statistical 
environment. The error therefore defines the bounds 
between which a certain number of readings will lie. 
Generally, the sources of error and in turn the error 
characteristics can be divided into two main areas, 
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3.2 THE STATIC CHARACTERISTICS OF AN INSTRUMENT 
3.2.1 Static Calibration 
To be able to make a judgement on the s,tatic 
characteristics of the instrument a 'static 
calibration' has to be performed on the system. 
In this calibration test the output of the 
measurement device will be compared to the true 
value over a range of input values. 
The static calibration involves initially 
determining the input/output relationship of the 
instrument, i.e the relationship of the 
measurement with regard to the true value. It 
has -to be kept in mind, however, that an 
instrument not only has one input, which is the 
input of the physical quantity to be measured, 
but many other inputs which also have an effect 
to a lesser degree on the output. Many 
different physical causes can be uncovered each 
having a different degree of effect on the 
output. For instance an input of this kind 
could be ambient temperature. 
These kinds of interaction on the output by 
other inputs have to be accounted for. Firstly, 
if the input/output relation of the measured 
value to the true value is determined, the other 
inputs not investigated have to be kept at a 
constant level for the duration of the 
calibration test. Secondly, a family of 
input/output relationships for these other 
influences should be determined. 
A measurement system can, however, never be 
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external influences acting on a system cannot be 
modelled by an Input/Output relationship and 
have therefore to be left uncontrolled. If, 
however, a certain input has a big influence on 
the system an attempt should be made to control 
it as well. 
These input/output relations can then be used to 
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3.2.2 Bias and Imprecision 
The loss of accuracy of an instrument due to the 
error of an instrument is due to a combination 
of bias and imprecision. 
Bias is a systematic error, i.e. an error that 
is constantly repeated. This error has constant 
magnitude and sign. As this error is always 
present it can be removed by calibrating an 
instrument correctly. 
Bias could, for instance, be caused by a 
constant error being made all the time in the 
measurement process. Such an error could be a 
wrong physical constant, which-is assumed. 
Imprecision is a random error associated with 
the measurement. This error has neither 
constant magnitude nor constant sign. Due to 
the random nature of this error, this type of 
error is not constantly repeated and thus it is 
impossible to quantify or even model the exact 
characteristics of this error. 
As mentioned earlier the measuring system can 
never be totally isolated from its environment. 
This results in a number of external influences 
that are impossible to account for, either 
because they are so difficult to control or 
because the influence caused is so small that it 
can be neglected on its own. But if all these 
minute influences are added up, as they would in 
a normal instrument, they begin to have an 
effect as manifested by noise on the signal. As 
no prediction can be made about the behavior of 
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Generating a set of data will result in a random 
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3.2.3 Removing Bias 
First consider the repeated measurement of the 
same true value: 
As bias is a consistent error, it can be assumed 
on an infinite scale, that the average of all 
the random errors equals zero. 
if the average is taken 
In other words, 
from a set of 
measurement data all the errors due to 
imprecision should be filtered out. This 
cancellation of the imprecision is due to the 
statistical nature of the random error. 
The Input/Output relationship can be described 
as follows: 
y ••• (3.1) 
- actual measurement 
- value of the true measurement 
- bias of the measurement 
- error due to imprecision 
Thus taking the average of the set 
measurements the error due to imprecision 1s 
removed: 
n 
.:E y i=l 
n 
Where 
= y = x + bi ••• (3.2) 
y - mean of the measured value 
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Thus the bias can be determined as follows: 
bi = y - x • • • ( 3 • 3 ) 
The bias once determined, can be removed from 
all future readings, by subtracting it from the 
actual measurement. 
The above equation assumes that the same true 
value is measured over and over agai . For an 
actual instrument, however, the true value of 
input changes over a certain range of values, 
which has a change in the output of the 
measurement device as a result. Thus consider 
the measurement over a range of true values. 
Obviously the Input/Output relationship is no 
longer a single correspondence between two 
values but a set of correspondences. If these 
values are plotted against each other on what 
is called a correlation graph, they should form 
a straight line if a direct relationship exists 
r· 
between the input and the output. 
What has been the average of a set of data 
before, becomes now the "average" of the line 
through all these data points. The "average" 
line is more commonly known as the'best fit of a 
linear equation through a set of data. Such a 
best fit can be obtained by using the Least 
Squares Estimation Algorithm (Volk([16]). 
The equation of this best fitting linear 
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equation: 
y = m x + b .•• (3.4) 
where 
y - measured quantity 
x - true value of quantity at a certain 
point 
m - slope of the best fit linear 
b - y-intercept of the best fit linear 
The slope and the y-intercept of the best fit 
can be obtained by applying the measurement data 
to the following equations (Volk[l6]): 
n * ~(y*x) - ~y * ~x 
m = •• ·. (3.5) 
n * ~x 2 - ( ~x ) 2 
~y * (~x) 2 - ~(x*y) * ~x 
b = • • • ( 3 • 6 ) 
n * ~x 2 - ( ~x ) 2 
The bias in this case is removed from the 
measured data by using a rearranged form of 
Eq. ( 3. 4) : 
x = (y - b) I m • • • ( 3 • 7 ) 
Thus, apart from quantifying the amount of 
imprecision 
constitutes 
the process of calibration 
removing the bias from measured 
readings. A properly calibrated system thus 
should have no error due to bias associated with 
it. This is however very difficult to achieve 
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3.2.4 Quantifying Imprecision 
~a develop a method to quantify imprecision, the 
imprecision of a measurement describing the 
same single true value will be considered first. 
It is assumed that the bias on the measurement 
has been removed. 
In section 3.2.2 the origin of the error due to 
imprecision was discussed. It was found that 
the magnitude and sign of this error change 
randomly. Thus if the set of measurement data 
of a single true measurement is plotted on a 
probability plot a typical random scatter will 
be obtained. Due to the random nature of the 
data it can be assumed that the average of the 
random errors equal zero, i. e the average of 
the measurement data equals the true value. 
This random scatter can be described by 
statistical methods using the Probability 
Density Function (PDF) ( Doebelin [ 4]) , and thus 
boundaries can be defined which describe the 
amount of imprecision associated with a 
measurement. A typical random scatter is 
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NuMbe~ of Readings 
19r-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---, 
4 ············································· ......................................... , 
9 
99 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 199191192 193194195 196 197198199 119 
Sea.le Rea.ding 
Figure 3.1: A typical random scatter 
The probability that a measurement lies between 
boundaries a and b on the above plot equals 
P(a<x<b): 
P(a<x<b) = J:f(x) dx = F(x) ••. (3.9) 
where 
f (x) - Probability Density Function (PDF) 
F(x) - Cumulative distribution function 
The probability that a measurement lies between 
the limits of plus and minus infinity equals 
unity as all the measurements definitely lies 
somewhere on the x-axis. 
The most commonly known model to describe such a 
PDF is the Gaussian Bell curve: 
1 -<x-µ)2 
f (x) = * e 2*a 2 ••• (3.10) J 2*'ff *a 
- mean value 
where 
µ. 
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The above equation is governed by two constants. 
The mean value determines the position of the 
curve on the x-axis. 
shape of the curve. 
The SD determines the 
The function plotted for 
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x <=> Measurement 
c SD = 5 + SD = 2:1 
Figure 3.2: The Gaussian Bell Curve 
Although the Gaussian PDF may only be an 
approximation it can be assumed true for an 
infinite number of measurements taken. Tests to 
prove the suitability of the model do exist, but 
they are lengthy to perform. 
environment the Gaussian PDF 
In an engineering 
can generally be 
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From the Gaussian distribution the SD can be 
defined: 
n 
L; (x - x) 
(j 2 = i=l ~~----
n-1 
where 
x - mean of all measurements 
x - actual measurement 
n - no of measurements 
... (3.11) 
SD can be defined as follows: The SD describes 
the bounds between. which certain amount of 
readings lie. a is the boundary between which 
68% of all readings lie. 2a describe the 
boundaries between which 95% of all readings 
lie. The table below summarizes a few more of 
these statistical boundaries: 







Table 3.1: Boundaries of error of imprecision 
The SD is the value used to determine a value 
for the system's error of imprecision. It is 
obvious that if a certain boundary is quoted it 
must be qualified, which type of boundary it is, 
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the 99.7% limit. The difference in the value 
specified for the error is considerable. This 
qualification is however often left out in 
practice, which makes the estimate of error 
unreliable. 
The equation of the standard deviation of a 
single true value can be extended to yield a 
standard deviation associated with a measurement 
for a set of true values. 
The standard error of the measured value can 
hence be determined as follows: 
am = (1/n) * ~(m*x + b - y) 2 ••• (3.12) 
where 
m - slope of best fit line determined by 
using LSE technique 
b - y-intercept of best fit line 
y - measured value 
x - true value 
The above equation, however, fixes the standard 
deviation for the. whole range of measurements, 
even if a future measurement lies outside this 
range. 
To underline this statement consider the 
following case: Measurements are taken over a 
range of r 1<=r<=r 2 in an evenly distributed 
manner. The above equation assumes that the 
error is constant over this range. But what 
happens if a measurement near the border or even 
outside this range is considered. A measurement 
near the c~ntre of this range is described a lot 
better, as it can be ref erred to other 
measurements on either side. A measurement 
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to measurements on one side, and thus it is 
described in much less detail. A similar case 
occurs where the measurements are closely 
populated over a range near the centre of the 
scale, with only a few values describing the 
extremes of the range. The error near the 
extremes, which is much less described than the 
centre of the range, cannot be assumed to have 
the same error as the measurements near the 
centre. Obviously the error near the extremes 
should be bigger than near the centre. 
A process accounting for 
described by Miller[ll]. 
bound not by a 1 inear, 
equation. 
this shortcoming is 
He describes the error 
but by an elliptical 
Miller distinguishes between determining the 
error associated with a certain measurement and 
between determining the error of a future 
measurement. He calls these processes 
'Prediction' and 'Discrimination' respectively. 
In practise these two 'processes differ in that 
in prediction the true values are used to 
determine the error associated with a set of 
measurements like in the process of calibration. 
In discrimination the results from the process 
of prediction are used to determine the error 
and the true value from a future measurement. 
Prediction is thus the qualification of the 
unknown from the true, whereas Discrimination is 
the determination of the true from the unknown 
using the results from prediction. 
In the model that Miller describes it has to be 
noted that the x-value is always regarded as the 
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value is always the measured value or the 




or subtracting the error bound E 
upper and lower boundary limit 
f(x) = y = b + m*x ± E ... (3.13) 
where 
E - Error which defines boundary 
( x-x,.) 2 
E 2 = F * am 2 * [l + l/n + 
where 
n 
:E ( X1-Xm) 2 j=l . 
• • • ( 3. 14) 
F - F - distribution number 
[Miller(ll)] 
am - standard error of measurement as 
before (Eq.(3.12)) 
x,. - mean value of the whole range of 
true values 
The F-distribution number can be looked up in a 
F-distribution table. 
percentage boundaries 
It is dependant on the 
required, e.g. the 
boundaries that contain 95% of all 
The F-number depends also on the 




prediction as Miller calls it, and on the number 
of future true values to be predicted (usually 
assumed one for a single estimation process). A 
copy of the F-distribution table for the 95% and 
99% limits is given in Appendix B. 
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through a set of data, the above equation can be 
used to plot the elliptical boundaries for the 
set of data representing a certain percentage 
boundary. Such a typical best fit line and the 
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Figure 3.3: A t pical best fit line and the 
associated 95% boundary limits 
·100 
As can be seen the distance between the best 
fit line and one of the boundaries is the least 
near the centre of the range of true values and 
increases as one moves away from the mean. It 
should be Joted that the standard error of a 
measurement is the vertical distance between the 
best fitted line and the boundary function. 
To use the Eq. ( 3 .14) in the process of 
discrimination two constants are defined, which 
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1 
... ( 3. 15) 
••. ( 3. 16) 
Eq.(3.14) .thus reduces to: 
• • • ( 3 • 1 7 ) 
In the process of discrimination a measurement 
is given. From this measurement the true Value 
represented by the measurement and the error 
associated can be determined. Note that now the 
error between the determined true value and one 
of the boundaries is required. This error is 
equal to the horizontal distance between the 
best fitted line and a boundary in Figure 3.3. 
To determine the actual true value and the 
associated error Eq. (3.13), (3.14), (3.15) and 
(3.16) have to be rearranged and solved for x. 
This is a rather lengthy process. The final 
result as stipulated in Miller[ll] can be 
written down as follows: 
••• ( 3. 18) 
where 
Y = Y - Ym 
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The above equation can be split up in order to 
distinguish between the portion due to the true 
value and the portion due to the error: 
x = 
m 
••• ( 3. 19) 
The first term (y-b)/m represents the true value 
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3.3 THE DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF AN INSTRUMENT 
The dynamic characteristics are relevant when the true 
value to be measured changes a lot. 
To determine the dynamic characteristics of an 
instrument the transfer function of the instrument has 
to be determined. The transfer function is a 
mathematical model, that indicates how the system will 
respond to a certain input. 
If the output of an instrument is fast responding to 
changes on the input, the dynamical characteristics of 
the instrument have little effect on the overall 
characteristics of the instrument. If however the 
response time of the instrument is slow in comparison 
to the changes on the in ut, the dynamical 
characteristics have to be accommodated in the process 
of calibration. 
The figure below illustrates a way to account for the 
dynamics of an instrument: 
\ 
t(s) Measurement m(s) 
... Device r 
M(s) 
Low Pass f (s) 
.... Filter r 
F(s) 
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of t(s) representing the true value to be measured can 
not be directly correlated to the measured signal 
m(s), unless: 
a) The system is in steady state, i.e. t ( s) is 
constant. In this case, if the bias of the 
system is removed, the input equals the output. 
b) The response time of the measurement device is 
so fast, that its response can be regarded as 
instantaneous. Another way to view it, is to 
have a look at the pole distribution of the 
transfer function M(s). If the pole closest to 
the origin is positioned at negative infinity 
in the s-plane the response of such a system to 
a step change on the input can be regarded as 
instantaneous, i.e. the output follows the 
input. 
If the above two cases are not true, the best way to 
solve the problem is to filter the signal of the true 
value t(s) with a low-pass filter F(s), which has the 
signal f (s) as output. If the time constant of the 
filter is chosen to be similar to that of the 
measurement device, the two output signals can be 
assumed to have similar dynamical characteristics and 
hence these two signals can be correlated against each 
other. 
It has to be noted that often instruments are only 
calibrated for steady state. To do this, the system 
has to be insured to be at steady state when 
performing the calibration. Also a response time has 
to be specified. The response time gives an indication 
of how long after a step change is applied to the 
input, steady state is reached. 
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be considered is, if no direct reference measurement 
can be made of the true value for the purpose of 
calibration. Consider the following case: 
t ( ) ( ) s p s 






, m( s) u r(s) 
Figure 3.5: Incorporating the dynamics of a process 
In the above figure it can be seen that signal t(s) 
can only be measured after the process of P(s), which 
obviously changes the dynamics of the signal. Thus the 
signal of the reference device r(s) cannot be directly 
calibrated to the signal of the measurement device 
m( s). One way to overcome this problem is to model 
the dynamics of the measurement process and the 
process itself and thus to account for these models by 
means of a low or high pass filter on the output of 
the reference signal in a similar way as it was done 
above. 
If the process is however not easy to model, there is 
a different way to perform the calibration, which is 
however a crude method. A low pass filter with a time 
constant longer than that of any of the processes, 
should be put on the output of both the measurement 
and the reference device. The effect of these filters 
will override any dynamical changes on the system and 
thus it will filter the undesired effects due to 
dynamical changes. Only definite slow changing signals 
will be reflected on the outputs of the two filters. 
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constant the outputs can be directly correlated 
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3.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
As the field of statistics is so involved it is often 
neglected to some degree. As a result misconceptions 
exists on how to determine the error of an instrument, 
as the error is not clearly defined. 
A typical example was confirmed by Doebelin[4], where 
he describes an example on how the error is quoted in 
the normal engineering practice. He writes that often 
the accuracy of an instrument is given by a single 
measurement, sometimes even as a percentage of full 
scale. It is not made clear to what the exact meaning 
of the single error value is, and the full scale 
reading is not specified either, if one wants to know 
the value of the actual error. 
This even happens if a calibration was carried out, 
but the actual error is not calculated. The error is 
sometimes taken as being the largest deviation from 
the fitted line of calibration. Clearly this is 
somewhat unsatisfactory as this one reading used may 
be a freak reading and thus is definitely not 
representing the normal. 
Manufacturers also quote percentage accuracies which 
often are too good to be true. Still they are not 
quoting an incorrect error bound, but the error bounds 
between which very few of the total readings lie. 
Another person would regard this limit as the error 
bounds for a high percentage of the readings, and thus 
is going to be disappointed very soon. 
Due to these misconceptions experienced during these 
studies it was thought necessary to make an attempt in 
• 
the previous chapter to clarify these. The techniques 
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calibrating the prototype instrument. 
The results are again going to be stated as a single 
error value. But if this value is qualified to what 
exactly it represents, this is acceptable. 
The values given for the imprecision in this study 
will always represent the 95% confidence or error 
bands. The value stated will be percentage error of 
full-scale at the mean of the range of readings. 
An example for the how the single value for the 
imprecision E1 is obtained is shown in the following 
figure. x111 is the mean massflow, e is the error at 
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Figure 3.6: Typical correlation graph (Best fit line 
and error bounds) 
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4.1 GENERAL REMARKS ABOUT SOFTWARE 
4.1.1 Basic Aims of Software 
The main aim of the software packages written is 
to implement the MF estimation technique 
described in chapter 2 and the calibration 
techniques described in chapter 3 into suitable 
software packages. These packages are to serve 
as a prototype instrument which can be run from 
a Personal Computer. 
4.1.2 Hardware Reguirements 
The programs can be run on any IBM compatible 
PC. The PC used in this application was a 12MHz 
AT machine manufactured by MIAO. 
The graphics adapter used was a Hercules 
Graphics Adapter. The programs are however 
written in such a way that they can run on any 
conventional graphics adapter. 
No special Memory is required. The standard 
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the programs . The machine used in this study 
had a numeric co-processor (80287) on the mother 
board. This will only have an effect in the 
compilation and the speed of running of the 
programs. Programs that are compiled assuming 
that a numeric co-processor is available can not 
run on machines without a numeric co-processor. 
The Input/Output card used was a Data 
translation DT2801 card. This card consists of 
16 linear (8 differential) analog to digital 
converter channels and 2 digital to analog 
converter channels. The software developed to 
drive this card is contained in the DT2801_4.PAS 
sub-routine. 
4.1.3 General Software Development Policies 
While developing the software it was aimed to 
make the software as user friendly as possible. 
It has to be kept in mind, however, that the 
software developed serves only as a prototype. 
The emphasis was thus laid on functionality 
rather than user friendliness. An instrument 
developed for the market should not take the 
form of a software package implemented on P.C., 
but rather a microprocessor based unit. 
The software was modularized as far as possible. 
The tasks were broken down into unit processes, 
which were then coded into subroutines in the 
Turbo Pascal Compiler Version 4. O [ 15]. Turbo 
Pascal provides the excellent facility of units, 
which are subroutines, that can easily be 
linked and called up in any main program. 
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as possible, so that they could later be used in 
other programs without adapting them. The 
possibility exists that these subroutines might 
be used in a future instrument. This explains 
why no global variables where used in the 
programs as these would have made the 
subroutines more specific. If all parameters 
are passed to and from a subroutine it is a lot 
clearer what is happening in the execution of 
the subroutines. 
In the programming process the subroutines and 
main programs where defined into a hierarchical 
structure. The main program is in the highest 
level coordinating all subroutines. The 
subroutines are part of lower levels in the 
structure, depending on how specialized their 
task is. A more specialized subroutine can only 
call up a more general subroutine, which is a 
subroutine on a lower level. The four levels of 
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LEVEL 4: Kain prQgialS 
DLOG.PAS, GRAF.PAS, HFCM.PAS 
MFCA.PAS, MF.PAS 
LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 










TYPES.PAS, CRT, GRAPH, DOS 
DRIVERS.PAS, FONTS.PAS 
Figure 4.1: Hierarchical structure of programs 
and subroutines 
Thus describing the levels of the hierarchy in 
more detail: 
Level O: This is the base of ·all subroutines. 
It only includes TYPES.PAS, which 
mainly defines certain data records and 
performs very basic functions like 
highlighting items on the screen, or 
reading an integer or a real from the 
screen. Subroutines which are part of 
the Pascal Compiler (i.e. Dos, Crt, 
Graph, Drivers and Fonts) can also be 
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Level 1: General file ·handling, mathematical 
and . graphics subroutines form part of 
this level. 
this level 
The aim of subroutines in 
is to .enhance the 
subroutines available in the Pascal 
·compiler. 
Level 2: The .~ubroutines in :this level are 
designed to :support specific main 
programs. The subroutines .are tailored 
to perform more specific tasks and 
functions needed by a specific main 
program. As these subroutines may be 
needed by more than one main program, 
they are part of a Unit so that they 
can be used by all main programs. 
Level 3: This level of subroutines only contains 
data subroutines. The reason to put 
the data into a separate subroutine and 
not into the main program is to keep 
lengthy data records, like screens for 
different menus out of the main 
program. This will make the structure 
of the main program clearer. 









subroutines in the different levels, 
and coordinates these accordingly. 
The actual listings · of all the programs and 
subroutines together with an index can be found 
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Data format contains the actual samples taken 
for up to six channels as well as the 
sampling frequency, no of samples, no of 
channels, size of step applied to output 
channel and when the step was applied, 
legends of the channels logged and title of 
response. File data in this format is denoted 
by the file extension '*.dat'. 
2) Mas sf low Correlation Data Format (Data B) : 
This data format contains actual massf low 
samples taken from the reference instrument 
(channel 1) and mas sf low samples determined 
from the step-down and step-up responses of 
power and speed (channel 2 and 3 
respectively). All samples are saved in 
their uncalibrated mode, i.e. the values 
obtained have not yet been adjusted by the 
calibration coefficients. Also contained in 
this data record are the number of samples, 
title of the set of samples and regression 
results (i.e. results if channels 2 and 3 are 
correlated versus channel 1) . File data in 
this format is denoted by the file extension 
'*.cor'. 
3) Massflow Data Format (DATA C): This data 
only contains the calibrated massf low data 
obtained from the step up response of power 
and speed. It also contains the time when a 
specific massflow sample was taken to be able 
to make a judgement on the average massflow. 
File data in this format is denoted by the 
file extension '*.dam'. 
Examples of the exact data formats used are 
shown in Appendix E, 
the data record that 
75 
whereas the definition of 
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4.2 THE SOFTWARE 
To explain the function of the individual software 
packages one basic aim has to be kept in mind: 
The software is to obtain data either from the 
actual process or from disc, process this data 
and then store it on disc again. The 
processing of the data should be done to serve 
the basic aims of the software development 
outlined in Section 4.1.1. 
The function of the software is shown in a general 










Figure 4.3: Basic function of software 
To define the function of the individual unit 
processes of the above process the blocks in the above 
figure have been broken down into smaller blocks. It 
has to be kept in mind that not all the unit processes 
might be needed in the same software package, but to 
illustrate the relation of these unit processes to one 
another in the gross context they have all been 
included in this one diagram. Which of the unit 
processes is needed for which program is explained in 
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Three groups of software packages can thus be 
distinguished: 
A - Manual data acquisition and correlation 
B - Automatic data acquisition and correlation 
C - Automatic data acquisition 
The function of the programs in each of these levels 
are described in the following sub-sections. The 
actual 1 istings of the programs and subroutines are 
given in Appendix C, whereas the actual menu 
structures and the detailed functions of the 
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4.2.1 Manual Data Acguisition and Correlation 
The aim of this group of software packages is 
firstly to obtain a set of real time pulse 
responses of speed, power and reference massflow 
which are then stored onto disc. These responses 
are then recalled from disc one by one and thus 
the massf low can be determined from these 
responses. This technique has the advantage that 
the real time responses are saved, and thus they 
can be used to evaluate different massf low 
estimation techniques. 
The data acquisition program is a very general 
data logging program (called DLOG.EXE) which 
sends out a pulse to perturb the system and thus 
logs up to six input channels. The data is saved 
to a file on disc in the DATA A format. The 
functional block diagram is shown below: 
Hardware Personal Computer 
m( t) m ( z) 
+ 
I 
v(t) Data v(z) 
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I 
In the above diagram m, v and p refer to 
massflow, speed and power respectively. The 
independent variables t and z indicate whether 
the signal is in the continuous or sampled time 
domain. 
Once the data for the responses of different 









responses to yield an estimate of the massf low 
in the system. This can be repeated for all the 
responses in a test series to yield a set of 
massf low data that can be used to calibrate the 
instrument versus a reference massflow meter. To 
allow for the dynamics of the instruments an 
option exists to filter the signal 
appropriately. The set of massflow samples 
obtained can be saved on disc using the DATA B 
format. The function block diagram of MFCM.EXE 
is shown below: 
Personal Computer 
( ) m z 
p(z) Corre-




I Display I~ 
QJ QJ 
Data A Data B 
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A third package that should be part of this 
group of programs is a package to display the 
real time response graphs on screen. Here not 
only the option of displaying one graph alone, 
but the option to compare various responses to 
one another is important. These two 
require~ents have been incorporated into one 
program called GRAF.EXE (It should be noted that 
the uni ts of the vertical axis of the graphs 
always represents binary PC counts, 
otherwise specified). 
4.2.2 Automatic Data Acguisition and Correlation 
unless 
.This group of programs consists of one program 
called MFCA~PAS. The aim of this program is one 
step further from the group of programs in the 
last sub-section. Once a suitable technique to 
estimate the massflow on a conveyor belt has 
been established, the saving of real time 
responses to disc is not required anymore. In 
MFCA the response from a pulse perturbation is 
recorded and immediately processed to yield an 
estimate for the massflow on the conveyor belt. 
This massf low estimation is also performed in as 
On-Line fashion as it is performed as soon as 
the system has reached steady state. The 
mas sf low estimates can then be calibrated 
against a second reference massflow reading to 
prove their correlation. The massflow data 
samples can then be stored on disc in the DATA B 
format. A block diagram describing the 
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Corre-




Figure 4.7: Structure of functions in MFCA.EXE 
4.2.3 Automatic Data Acquisition 
The aim of the third package, called MF.EXE, is 
to propose an algorithm that can be used in a 
final instrument. Thus the option of 
calibration is not needed anymore. Only the 
subroutine to log the power and speed responses 
of a pulse perturbation as well as the data 
processing routine to determine the massf low of 
the system are the same as before. Normally 
included in commercial mas sf low meters is the 
option to determine the average, total, maximum 
and minimum of massflow over a specified period 
of time. Such an option has also been included 
in this program. The massflow estimates obtained 
in this program can be stored on disc together 
with the time when the sample was taken in the 
DATA C format. The block diagram below explains 
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Personal Computer 























5.1 DESCRIPTION OF BASIC PLANT 
The aim of the laboratory set-up at the DIAMOND 
RESEARCH LABORATORIES (DRL) was to have a plant which 
could effectively be used to measure and calibrate the 
MF on a HCB for different MF rates. The DRL developed 
a test plant which consists of three main parts: 
- A Hopper bin (HB), which includes a vibrating 
feeder 
- A horizontal conveyor belt (HCB) 
- An inclined conveyor belt (ICB) 
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~ Horizontal Conveyor 
Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of laboratory test rig 
The HB acts as a storage for the gravel to be used. 
In a test situation the gravel would be fed via the 
vibrating feeder onto the HCB. From the HCB the gravel 
would fall through a chute onto the ICB which feeds 
the gravel back into the HB. 
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Photograph 5.1: Photograph of the test plant at the DRL 
Photograph 5.2: Photograph of the control panel of the test 
rig 
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5.2 SPECIFICATIONS OF THE 380V CIRCUITRY 
5.2.1 Horizontal Conveyor Belt 
As explained in Chapter 2 an option was required 
to perturb the speed of the ~CB. The following 
options were suggested: 
- For plants where a VSD is already in use it 
was suggested to use this VSD. 
- Using Solid State Relays (SSRs) to cut the 
power to the HCB is a more economic option 
for those plant applications where the use 
of a VSD is not justified. 
Both these options have been included in the 
laboratory test plant. In the following diagram 
a circuit diagram of the 380V supply to the 
motor of the HCB ~s shown: 
88 
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Two switches provide the following options: 
A - The Automatic/Direct 
provides the option 
HCB with 380 Volts, 
Selection Switch 
of supplying the 
50 Hertz mains 
supply (Direct), or to perturb the 
supply in a way as specified by switch 
B (Automatic). 
B - If switch A is selected to Automatic, 
switch B gives the option between 
using the SSRs or the VSD to perturb 
the system. 
Both the VSD and the SSR are controlled by 0 .. 10 
Volt signals. In a normal plant environment it 
is however preferable to use current signals 
(4 .. 20rnA). This has the advantage of less 
external influences and hence less noise on the 
signals. Thus the current signals that control 
the SSRs and the VSD (denoted by ( b) and ( c ) 
respectively) are converted to a voltage signals 
(O .. lOV) using current to voltage converters. 
The output of the VSD is isolated from the mains 
by a relay to prevent any feedback effects due 
to the VSD if the system was running in the 
direct mode. 
The power transducer (PT) that is switched in 
series ·to the motor will be dealt with in the 
next section. 
The starting and stopping circuit for the HCB is 
the standard circuit used to switch 3 phase 
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5.2.2 Inclined Conveyor Belt 
The starting and stopping circuitry of the ICB 
is also the standard circuit as is used for the 
HCB. A circuit diagram Appendix F shows the 
actual circuit used in this application. 
5.2.2 Vibrating Feeder 
The grave~ is fed onto the HCB by means of a 
vibrating feeder. This vibrating feeder is 
driven by another VSD, where the frequency 
supplied to the vibrating feeder is proportional 
to the feed rate and thus the massf low of 
gravel. By varying the voltage control signal 
to this VSD the massf low could be controlled and 
thus the system could be tested for different MF 
rates. A diagram in Appendix F illustrates the 
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5.3 INSTRUMENTATION CIRCUITRY 
The instrumentation circuitry consists of a system 
that feeds the controller signals from a PC to the 
test plant and to measure the variables of speed, 
power and reference massflow. The diagram down below 
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from Supply 
(see fig 5.2) 
















o .. 20mA 
4 . . 20mA 
e 5.4 




PC A/D Card 
I/V Ch 2 
Converter 
and o .. lOV 
Filter Ch 1 
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for VSD 




Circuit o .. 
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Figure 5.3: Circuit diagram for instrumentation of 
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5.3.1 The Control Signals for the SSRs and the VSD 
The control · signal for the SSRs consists of 
generating a DC voltage ( 5 .. lOV) on the output 
of channel 1 of the PC which is then converted 
into a current signal to comply with the current 
signal standards. 
In the case of the VSD a setpoint signal 
normally exists 
control loop that 
already, either from some 
uses the speed of the CB to 
control some parameter ( eg. level of ore in a 
crusher) or just from a manual setpoint control 
unit. In the case of the laboratory test rig 
the setpoint was supplied from a manual setpoint 
control unit. To this signal a perturbation 
signal from the PC was added, to slow the CB 
down. Adding currents is not easily perf armed 
and it was thus suggested that the current 
signals be converted to voltage signals which 
can be added with an op-amp adding circuit. The 
signal from the PC was already a voltage signal 
which thus need not be converted. The block 
diagram below shows how this adding of current 
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Setpoint Signal 




O .. lOV 









4 •• 20rnA 
Signal to VSD. 
Figure 5.4: Block circuit diagram to add 
currents 
A circuit diagram in Appendix F shows the actual 
op-amp summing circuit used to add two voltage 
signals together (Horowitz and Hill[8]. 
Hence if the PC generates a negative voltage on 
the output of channel o, the sum of this signal 
and the setpoint signal is less than the 
original setpoint signal. Thus the CB will slow 
down. As soon as zero Volts is supplied by the 
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original setpoint and thus the CB will return to 
the original speed. In this way a perturbation 
to the control signal can be performed easily. 
5.3.2 Speed 
The speed is measured with a DC Tacho that is 
mounted on the shaft of the motor driving the 
HCB. It supplies a o .. 90V signal for speed 
varying from o to 1500 r.p.m. To convert this 
signal to a standard voltage signal it needs to 
be attenuated to give a o •• lOV signal for a o to 
1500 r.p.m. signal. This can be done with an 
attenuation circuit or by a potential divider. 
This signal is then converted to a current 
signal by means of a voltage to current 
converter. 
Near the PC this current signal is converted 
back to a voltage signal, as the Analog to 
Digital converter in the PC can only read 
voltages. 
To reduce the noise on the signal it needs to be 
filtered. A first order low-pass passive filter 
is sufficient to filter the high frequency 
noise. It also prevents aliasing which is an 
effect whereby high frequency noise is 
interpreted as a low frequency signal by the 
sampling circuit (EEE417 Control Engineering II 
Course Notes [ 6] ) . The time constant of the 
filter "tf depends on the sampling frequency of 
the PC 't' s which in turn depends on the time 
constant of the plant 'tP again. In a later 
section 't P and thus "t's and "tf are determined. 
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Calibration of the speed signal involved 
determining the relationship between 
translational speed [m/sec] and binary counts of 
the PC. This was done by measuring the 
translational speed (by timing the revolution of 
the CB) and the corresponding amount of PC 
binary counts as determined by the A/D converter 
of the PC for different speeds. By plotting 
translational speed versus PC binary counts the 
calibration curve for the speed was established. 
The slope of this calibration graph corresponds 
to the conversion factor needed to convert PC 
binary counts to meters per second: 
1 count = 4.98809 * 10-4 m/sec 
The calibration graph and the results of the 
linear regression performed to obtain the slope 
of the graph is show in Appendix G. 
5.3.3 Power 
Measuring power can be done most economically by 
using a commercially available Power Transducer 
(PT), which measures the power of a system using 
the two or three Watt meter method. Two PTs 
were considered for this application. The first 
PT ( PTa) uses the three Watt meter method, 
whereas the second PT (PTb) uses the two Watt 
meter method to measure power. Both units were 
installed and tested in a configuration shown in 
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Figure 5.5: Measuring power using PT using the 
two Watt meter method 
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Figure 5.6: Measuring power using PT using the 
three Watt meter method 
The results from the two PTs were found to give 
inconsistent readings in the following instances 
and hence they were considered unreliable: 
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(eg. with no mass on the belt) 
VSD, the readings from PTa 
correspond to those of PTb. 
using the 
did not 
if the HCB was running 'under constant 
loading once being supplied directly from 
the mains supply and then being supplied by 
the VSD (which was adjusted so that the 
belt speeds were the same) , the readings 
from the PTs did not correspond. This test 
was done for both PTs and non-
correspondence was identified for both. 
if the system was running at 50% speed 
using the VSD, the reading from PTa was 
negative, indicating, that if the reading 
was true, power was f d back into the 
supply. However the reading from PTb was 
positive under these running conditions. 
The following possible sources of error were 
identified: 
a) The power 
Transformers 
up. 
transducer or the Current 
(CTs) were incorrectly wired 
b) The CTs were only suitable for true 50 
Hertz sine waves (RMS). 
c) Running an induction motor at low 
efficiencies causes power to be drawn at a 
low power factor. The PTs can only 
measure power correctly at power factors 
close to unity. 
d) The PTs were not suitable to measure the 
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wave shapes which consisted of a 
fundamental and harmonics, as supplied by 
the VSD. 
The possible sources of error were investigated 
consecutively: 
a) The wiring of both the CTs and the PTs 
were confirmed to be correct. 
b) The CTs were characterized, by 
investigating the current wave shapes on 
the input and the output of the CT for 
frequencies between 10 and 50 Hertz. A 
typical trace of these curre~t wave shapes 
is shown in the following figure: 
Graph - 1: 
Cursor X' 
'I;; 12.9 mV 
Tl< 48. 30 ms 
'Yo - 45. 2 m\I 
To 19. 30 ms 
t1V -513.1 mV 
<> T -29. 00 ms 
500 mV.-'div 0.00 v 10.0 ms/div 0.000 s 
Figure 5.7: Input and output current wave 
shapes of a current transformer 
From the current wave shapes the 
attenuation and the phase shift generated 
by the CT could be determined for various 
~requencies. The attenuation was found to 
correspond with the winding ratio of the 
CT, if the amplitu~e of the input and the 
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shift could be observed for the range ,of 
frequencies investigated. 
As the wave shapes on the output of the CT 
were not distorted in any way, i.e. they 
were an exact replica of those on the 
input, it was assumed that the high 
frequency components of the wave were not 
affected either, otherwise the wave shape 
on the secondary of the CT would have a 
different shape to that on the primary. 
It could thus be concluded that the CTs 
are not responsible for the lack of 
correspondence between the readings of 
power. 
c) Considering the load characteristics of 
an induction motor with respect to the 
power factor of the system it can be seen 
that the power factor (pf) is undesirably 
low if the motor is loaded at less than 40 
% of full power (i.e. pf < 0. 8) • These 
load characteristics are shown in the 
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Figure 5.8: Power factor load characteristics 
of an induction motor 
It has been mentioned in chapter 1 that if 
the system runs at above 20 % of full load 
the efficiency can be assumed constant. 
This requirement has to be increased to 
40% of full load to insure that the phase 
angle between the voltage and the current 
phasors is less 35 degrees. 
The motor driving the HCB was determined 
to be operating at less than 30 percent of 
full power if the CB is fully loaded, thus 
clearly below the acceptable limit. 
Hence the 3HP motor was replaced with a 
lHP motor. This resulted in an improvement 
in the readings of the PTb, but not in 
those of PTa. 
d) The last problem that the PTs were not 
suited to the application of measuring 
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system can only be solved if the error due 
to the harmonics can be characterized and 
thus be accounted for. The calibration of, 
the power readings from the PT versus a 
moving coil 
indication . of 
Watt meter will give a good 
the error involved as the 
reading from a moving coil Watt meter can 
be assumed accurate even in ·the presence 
of harmonics. 
The only PT that showed an improvement with any 
of the above suggestions was PTb. Thus this was 
the PT chosen for the Tests. 
The only shortcoming of PTb was its slow 
response time. After consultation with the 
manufacturer the time constant of the filter on 
the output of the PT was changed from 220 msec 
to 12.3 msec. The steady state readings were 
confirmed not to have changed. The circuit 
diagram of the PT as supplied by the 
manufacturer is shown in Appendix F. 
This PT already has a 0 .. 20mA output signal I 
which can hence be used as is. Near the PC this 
signal was converted to a voltage signal by a 
current to voltage converter and then filtered. 
This was done by a first order low-pass filter 
in a similar way as for the speed signal in the 
previous section. 
The PT was then calibrated against a moving coil 
Watt meter to establish the relationship between 
actual Watts and Watts as determined by the 
power transducer. The calibration curves and the 
regression results are shown in Appendix G. 
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that the correspondence between the readings 
from the moving coil Watt meter ~nd the PT ls 
acceptable. The direct and linear relationship 
between these two watt meters was observed In 
both modes of operation, i.e. direct mode and 
VSD mode. There is however also an offset 
present on th~ readings. If the system is 
operated in the direct mode the offset amounts 
to 4 7 Watts ( o. 94% of full scale) and if the 
system is operated with the VSD the offset 
amounts to 23 Watts (0.46% of full scale). 
As the slope of the calibration graph is linear 
and equals unity, the relationship between PC 
binary counts and the power delivered can be 
determined as follows: 
5 KW = 20 mA = 10 v = 2048 counts 
Where 20 mA and 10 V denote the maximum 
possible control signal 
Thus 
1 count = 2.4414 Watts 
5.3.4 Massflow 
The MF on the HCB needs to be measured with a 
reference massf low instrument to be able to 
calibrate the massflow estimation technique. 
This can be done by using another massf low meter 
or by a technique suggested by the DRL. This 
technique relies on the fact that the gravel is 
fed in a circular fashion from the HB along the 
HCB to the ICB and then back into the HB. Refer 
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It thus follows that the mass that is not in the 
HB is distributed along the belts. The 
technique of the DRL assumes that both the 
inclined and the horizontal belts run 
synchronous speed. The MF can then 
determined as follows: 




- Mass of gravel on the belts 
Mhopper 
- Total mass of gravel in the 
system 
- Remaining mass of gravel in the 
hopper bin 
Thus the MF equals: 
MF = Mbelt * V / lbelt . . . ( 5 . 2 ) 
where 
v - speed of belt [m/s] 
at 
be 
lbelt - total length of belt (horizontal 
and inclined) 
Hence 
MF = Mbelt / tcycle ••• (5.3) 
where 
tcycie - cycle time of a particle of mass 
from the time it leaves the HB 
unti·l it falls back into the HB, 
or the time to cover distance lb~t 
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This technique needs to be extended to 
incorporate the varying speed of the HCB due to 
the VSD. This can be done as follows: 
... (5.4) 
where 
Mh - mass on HCB at any instance in time 
M1 - mass on ICB at any instance in time 
Mehl - Mass in the chute that directs mass 
from HCB onto ICB at any instance 
in time 
Mch2 - Mass in the chute that directs mass 
from the ICB back into the HB at 
any instance in time 
As the HCB, chute 1, the ICB and chute 2 are all 
in series it follows that the massflow is 
constant along the CBs. The chutes will be 
approximated by a small CB of length lchi and lch2 
running at speed vchi and vch2 for the first and 
second chute respectively. Substituting 
Eq.(5.2), Eq.(5.4) becomes: 
lchl lch2 
M = MF * ( belt +--+--+ 
vchl vch2 
It will be assumed that the speed of chute CBs 
equals the speed of the belts preceding the 
chute. 
Thus: 
Vch1 = Vh 
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Hence: 
Mbe1t 
MF = ••. (5,.5) 
lh + lchl 11 + . lch2 
+ 
vh V1 
Thus the following constants need to be 
determined: 
The length of the HCB and ICB were determined 
with a tape measure: 
lh = 9. 50 m 
1 1 = 11. 25 m 
The equivalent length of the chutes was 
determined by measuring the time a particle took 
to pass through the chute at constant and known 
speed for the HCB and ICB: 
lchl = 2. 06 m 
lch2 = 1. 33 m 
The speed of the ICB was measured by measuring 
the time of 10 revolutions of the belt: 
V1 = 1.12 m/s 
The variables to be measured consist of: 
vh is already measured with a tacho and thus 
only needs to be entered into the above 
equation. Mooit can be determined by measuring 
M~t when no mass is on the conveyor belts (i.e. 
before a test) and Mhopper can be measured during a 
test. 
A problem experienced during the testing was the 
107 
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STEP-UP: Auto-correlation: VSD109911: lOV ->.O\i 









ACTUAL MASSF'LOll C 11hl 
15 23 30 38 53 60 . 68 75 
Figure 5.9: Correlation graph illustrating the 
effect of Hyst~resis due to ~he 
reference massf low determination 
technique· 
This hysteresis explains 
\ 
chapter the correlation 
performed for the MF being 






steps o:t ·decreased irt small steps, but never 
both. 
I 
Hence a device is needed which measure·s the 
weight in the HB and feeds this signal back to 
the PC. This can be done by ·mounting the actual 
HB on load cells~ In the case of the Laboratory 
' ' test .rig at the DRL three strain gauge type 
load cells·. are used ·to support the entire weight 
of the HB. 
circuit the · ~ignal 
amplified on its own, 
are ·added together 
accommodate the empty 
before the three signals 
and the offset (to 
mass of the HB) is 
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PC, is filtered by a first order low pass 
filter. 
The relationship between the mass in the HB and 
PC binary counts can be established as follows: 
1626.6 kg = 8.03 v 
lOV = 20mA = 2048 Pc counts 
Hence 
1 count = 1.011032 kg 
To confirm the validity of the technique to 
measure the massflow on the conveyor belt, the 
results determined from Eq. ( 5. 5) were compared 
to actual belt cuts. 
correlated well as 
The two massf low estimates 
can be seen by the 
calibration graph and results in Appendix G. 
The maximum deviation between the determined 
value using Eq.(5.5) and the value obtained from 
a belt cut was 3%. 
5.3.5 Other Variables to consider 
A - Friction of the system 
As mentioned in chapter 2 the function of load 
force F 1 wi t.h respect to mass M and with respect 
to speed v has to be determined. This can be 
done by running the conveyor at constant speed 
and mass on the belt and thus measuring the 
power supplied to the belt. Dividing the power 
measurement by the speed measurement will yield 
an estimate for the load force of the system. 
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masses on the belt, and thus the first and 
second order correlation between speed and mass 
versus force were established. The correlation 
graphs together with the regression results are 
show in Appendix G. The load force 
characteristics thus could be modelled by a: 
- 1st order model: 
F1 = 416 + 1. 85*M - 256*V 
- 2nd order model: 
+ 0.25*M + 0.00693*M 2 
- 524*v + 293*v 2 
In the following section it is determined 
experimentally if this lengthy correlation 
process of the load force is necessary and 
justifiable, or whether it would not be easier 
to just assume the load force as being constant. 
B - Sampling frequency 
To accurately log the system data with a PC the 
system response had to be sampled at the correct 
frequency. Too low sampling frequencies would 
result in a loss of information and too high 
frequencies would result in excessive, 
unnecessary data being captured. 
A rule of thumb to chose the sampling frequency 
is, that the period of sampling should be 
approximately one tenth of the time constant of 
the plant ( EEE417 Advanced Control Notes [ 6]). 
A further rule of thumb to determine the time 
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twice the sampling period. 
Thus the time constant of the test plant was 
determined. A typical response and the 
calculation of the time constant is shown 
Appendix G. The response time can be 
approximated to equal 100 msec. 
Hence the sampling period was set to 10 msec, 
and the time constant of the filter to 20msec. 
C - timing of Datalogging Routine 
The timing of data capture routines can be 
calibrated in various ways. If the sampling 
time of the routine is in the order of seconds 
the Dos clock of a PC can be used to ensure the 
correct timing. The Dos clock samples time to a 
resolution of lOOth of a second only. Thus if 
the sampling time is in the order of milli 
seconds as in the case of this study, other 
means have to be thought of. 
One solution would be to introduce a certain 
number of wait states in form of wait loops 
between successive samples. The number of wait 
loops depends on ~s and on the speed of the PC. 
The exact number of wait loops can only be 
established by trial and error. 
An option has been included in the software to 
do a certain number of sampling tests with a 
specified number of wait loops. From the total 
time it takes to log all the samples (determined 
by using the dos clock), the actual and the 
required sampling time can be determined, which 
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number of wait loops can be increased or 
decreased accordingly. An example of what the 
screen looks like after such a trial and error 
test is shown in the following table: 
TIMING CALIBRATION OF DATALOG 

























Table 5.1: Example of timing calibration of 
datalogging routine 
The timing of the data logging routine was 
confirmed by specifying a pulse of length 250 
msec to be put out by the· PC. This pulse was 
then logged with a high speed digital 
oscilloscope and the pulse length was measured. 
An example of the trace of the digital scope is 
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Figure 5.10: Confirming the timing of the data 
logging routine with a 250 msec 
pulse 
As can be seen from the above figure the pulse 
length is indeed 250 msec, and thus the routine 
to calibrate the sampling time can be assumed 
correct. A problem was however experienced in 
the way that the number of required wait states 
varied from one execution of the program to the 
next. It is thus suggested that. the timing of 
the data logging routine is checked each time 
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5.4 RESULTS OF TESTS PERFORMED 
5.4.1 Validating the Technigue to use 
This section aims to validate the technique to 
be used in the instrument that is going to" be 
proposed in a next section and which is then 
going to be tested on a mine. The following 
options will be investigated in more detail: 
Assuming the load force of the system is 
constant with respect to speed and mass on 
the belt 
- Modelling the load force with a first order 
model 
- Modelling the load force with a second 
order model 
- Disregarding the dynamics of the speed' 
signal and thus assuming the speed signal 
equal to a pulse. 
To investigate the above cases and to compare 
the various options objectively against each 
other, real time responses of power and speed 
were obtained for different massflows by using 
the DLOG package. These responses were then 
used to estimate the massf low on the HCB using 
each of the above techniques. As a reference 
massf low was obtained with each of these 
responses from the difference of mass in the 
hopper bin, ~he MF estimates coulq be correlated 
against each other and thus the imprecision for 
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The real time responses were obtained for 
various modes of operation. The operation modes 
differed in that the size of steps varied. The 
size of step applied equalled 100%, 75%, 50%, 
and 25% of full speed, whereas the initial 
setpoint always equalled 100% or full speed. 
A typical pulse response of speed and power for 
the system running at 100% and a 75% 
perturbation or step being applied, is shown 
below. Typical pulse responses for speed and 
power for the other modes of operation are given 
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Figure 5.11: Typical speed pulse response for a 
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3.00 i.00 5.00 
Ch !: MF = 0 11hr Ch 2: MF = 36 t1hr Ch 31 MF = 68 1/hr 
Figure 5.12: Typical power pulse response for a 
75% step iri speed 
These real time responses were used in the MFCM 
package to estimate the MF on the CB for the 
different options mentioned above. The values 
of imprecision will give an indication of the 
loss of accuracy due to the application of the 
above options in the techniques. The 
calibration results are shown for both massflow 
being estimated from both the step-up and step-
down response. 
The values given for the imprecision will 
represent the 95% confidence or error bands. 
The value stated will be percentage error of 
full-scale at the mean of the range of readings. 
The results for the different options and for 
the different modes of operation can be 
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9.-0 Step from full speed 
100 75 50 25 
6.15 8.24 9.89 19.94 
6.18 8.24 9.88 19.90 
6.17 8.25 9.90 19.94 
9.29 7.98 10.28 21.70 
Percentage imprecisions of massf low 
estimates as determined from step-
up responses 
9.-0 Step from full speed 
100 75 50 25 
12.24 78.50 36.70 69.90 
15.04 69.70 37.90 74.50 
14.40 75.60 35.80 64.84 
98.50 29.67 136.10 65.10 
Percentage imprecisions of massf low 
estimates as determined from step-
down responses 
Comparing the two tables it can be seen that the 
imprecisions from the MF estimates from the 
step-up responses are superior to the ones from 
the step-down response. 
Comparing the first three cases in the two 
tables above, where the load force is modelled 
as a constant, a first order polynomial and a 
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imprecision hardly changes in the case where the 
MF estimates are determined from the step-up 
response. In the case of the step-down response 
the imprecision varies: For a 100% perturbation 
the imprecision deteriorates whereas for the 25% 
perturbation the imprecision improves as the 
load force is modelled with a higher order 
model. Generally it can said that the modelling 
of the load force with a higher order polynomial 
has little effect on the imprecision. In the 
light of the effort connected to determining the 
load force characteristics it is of great 
benefit to assume the load force as a constant 
force independent of speed and mass on the belt. 
Considering the last case of interest, where the 
speed is not measured, but assumed to be of a 
pulse form, similar to the actual perturbation, 
the imprecisions for the MF estimates as 
determined from the step-down response have 
deteriorated considerably, whereas only a slight 
deterioration in the MF estimates from the step-
up response can be observed. This confirms the 
statement made in chapter 2, that the dynamics 
of speed will have little effect on the MF 
estimate from the step-up response. It can thus 
be concluded that if the step-up response is 
used to estimate MF on the conveyor belt it is 
not entirely necessary to measure the speed of 
the system. This has the advantage that no 
tacho is needed for the measuring instrument. 
The setpoint to the VSD can be used to determine 
a value for the speed of the belt. 
Hence the following strategy is suggested: 
- Use the step-up response to estimate the 
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precision is superior and secondly the 
speed needs not be measured. 
- The load force can be modelled by a 
constant as determined from a steady state 
test before each pulse test. 
During the following tests the speed, however, 
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5.4.2 On-line Calibration Results 
The strategy suggested in the previous section 
will thus be used to estimate the massf low on 
the HCB in an on-line fashion. This will be 
done using the MFCA package. 
Four modes of operation were investigated: 
A - Using the VSD to perturb the system: 
Keeping the initial setpoint speed at 
100% of full speed and thus applying 
various steps of speed. 
B - Using the VSD to perturb the system: 
c -
D -
Running the system at different initial 
speed setpoints and thus applying such 
a step that the CB will stop. 
Using the SSRs to effect the 
perturbation: The system is stopped by 
cutting the power to the system 
Using the SS Rs to effect the 
perturbation: The power to the system 
is cut for 0.5 seconds. Hence the HCB 
will only slow down and then speed up 
again. 
For the cases where the VSD was used to perturb 
the system, only the imprecisions from the step-
up response will be discussed. The regression 
results from the step-down are however always 
shown in Appendix H. 
Operation mode A was investigated for steps of 
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power responses for a 50% perturbation is shown 
in the following two figures. Typical responses 
for the all sizes of steps investigated are 
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Figure 5.13: Typical speed pulse response for a 
50% step in speed 
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Figure 5.14: Typical power pulse response for a 
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The imprecision equals the 95% confidence band 
expresses as a percentage error of full-scale at 
the mean of the range of readings. The results 
of imprecision for tests run at different sizes 
of step are given in the table below: 
Table 5.4: 
IMPRECISION 





Imprecisions of massf low estimates 
for various steps with constant 
setpoint 
The correlation graphs and the regression 
results for the above tests are shown in 
Appendix H. 
Plotting these imprecisions versus the 
percentage step applied will yield the following 
graph. Given a certain required imprecision for 
the MFM this· graph can then be used to determine 
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Figure 5.15: Imprecision versus percentage step 
applied. 
Operation mode B was investigated for initial 
speed setpoint of 100%, 75% and 50% of full 
speed, while always applying such a step that 
the system would stop. 
A typical speed and power response for the 
system running at 50% of full speed is shown in 
the following figures. Responses for all the 
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Figure 5.16: Typical speed pulse respo se for an 
initial speed setpoint of 50% of 
full speed 










o.oo 2.00 3.00 
Ch 1: Mr = o vhr Ch 2: HF' = 22 1/hr Ch 3: HF' = '15 t1hr 
Figure 5.17: Typical power pulse response for an 
initial speed setpoint of 50% of 
full speed 
The resulting percentage imprecisions as 
determined from a series of tests is summarized 
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graphs and the regression results for each 
initial speed setpoint are shown in Appendix H. 
INITIAL SPEED IMPRECISION 





Imprecisions of massf low estimates 
for various steps with constant 
set point 
The imprecisions for this series of tests are 
not of prime importance. More interesting are 
the regression results. It can be seen that for 
different initial speed setpoints the regression 
results in terms of y-intercept and slope differ 
considerably. This might impose a problem if 
the HCB is operated under speed control as then 
the calibration changes each time the speed 
setpoint changes. Correlating the slope and the 
y-intercept against the size of the initial 




























Figure 5.19: Correlation of slope versus initial 
set point 
In a case where this change in calibration 
constants does impose a problem, the calibration 
coefficients could be modelled by fitting a 
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the change in calibration coefficients. This 
would however complicate the installation of a 
MFM that should be an instrument easy · to 
install. 
It also follows that the imprecisions for a belt 
running at constant speed will be superior to 
the case where the speed is controlled, as the 
calibration coefficients can always be assumed 
accurate. 
In operation mode C the SSRs were used to 
perturb the motor in such a way that the CB was 
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Figure 5.20: Typical speed pulse response for 
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Power Res onse 











0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 . uo 5.00 
Ch l: MF = 0 t!hr Ch 2: MF = 17 tlhr Ch 3: MF = 35 tlhr 
Figure 5.21: Typical power pulse respo se for 
the system being perturbed with 
SSRs 
The imprecisions as derived from the step-up and 
step-down responses are shown in the following 
table. The actual correlation graphs and 
regression results are shown in Appendix H. 
IMPRECISION 
[ % J 
Step-up 25.60 
Step-down 20.72 
Table 5.6:. Imprecisions of massf low estimates 
when perturbing system with SSRs 
It follows that the imprecision has 
deteriorated, if this case is compared to the 
case where the system is perturbed with a VSD 
when running at full speed and applying a 100% 
step. This deterioration of imprecision is 
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importance and hence if the cost of a VSD in not 
justified. Also note that superior results for 
the precision are now obtained from the step-
down response and not from the step-up response 
as in the case where the system is perturbed 
with a VSD. 
In operation mode D the SSRs were again used to 
perturb the system, but in such a way that the 
power was only cut for 0.5 seconds. The system 
was thus not allowed to stop, but only to slow 
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Figure 5.22: Typical speed pulse response for 
the system being only slowed down 
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0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 uo 5.00 
Ch 1: MF = 0 11hr Ch 2: MF = 22 11hr Ch 3: MF = 45 11hr 
Figure 5.23: Typical power pulse respo se for 
the system being only slowed down 
with the SSRs 
The imprecisions as derived from the step-up and 
step-down response are shown in the following 
table. The actual correlation graphs and 
regression results are shown in Appendix H. 
IMPRECISION 
Step-up 91.45 ~ 0 
Step-down 22.08 ~ 0 
Table 5.7: Imprecisions of massf low estimates 
when perturbing system with SSRs 
A radical deterioration of imprecision can be 
observed for the step-up response, whereas the 
imprecisions of the step-down response only 
deteriorated slightly. The option of applying a 
shorter perturbation and thus letting the system 
only slow down is only of benefit if the step-
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5.4.3 Cross Validation Results 
Cross Validation is done to prove the 
consistency of the results. It is done in such a 
way that a certain portion of the data is used 
to calibrate the instrument and thus these 
calibration coefficients are applied to the rest 
of the data. The error that results is an 
indication of the error that could be expected 
in practice if the instrument is calibrated on a 
few samples and 1s then left to itself. 
As only the total amount of tons recorded per 
hour or per shift is of interest the cross 
validation will be performed on a basis of the 
error in the total amount of tons measured. 
For instance if the Reference meter indicates 
that 100 tons have flow across the CB in the 
past hour and the MF estimation technique 
indicates that only 95 tons have flown across, 
the error will equal - 5 %. It has to be noted 
that the error of instantaneous readings will be 
higher as the totalizing of the MF to yield tons 
in a certain portion of time acts as an 
integrator on the measurements, i.e. a filter 
with infinite time constant (see chapter 2), and 
thus the random error or the imprecision on the 
reading will be filtered away (see chapter 3). 
The cross validation will also only be performed 
for one test mode, which is the test mode which 
yielded the best imprecision. The test mode 
investigated is the case where the system is 
running at full speed and a 100% step is applied 
with the VSD. The system was calibrated by 
slowly increasing the MF on the belt until full 
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determined by the reference instrument and as 
estimated is shown below: 
IDNNAGE 
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Figure 5.24: Time graph of reference and 
estimated massf low 
This response was used to perform a 
validation in the following way: The time 
was split up into 5 equal intervals: 
0 <= t <= 1000 sec 
1000 <= t <= 3000 sec 
3000 <= t <= 4500 sec 
4500 <= t <= 6000 sec 




The interval 3000 <= t <= 4500 was used to 
calibrate the instrument as it represents the 
readings at the centre of the scale of 
measurements. Normally the first time interval 
would be chosen, but the calibration is of no 
use if carried out for the instrument operating 
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The resulting calibration coefficients were as 
follows: 
Y-Intercept: 207.95 
Slope: 7 .15 
These calibration coefficients were then applied 
to all the other time intervals. The table below 
shows the actual· tons flown across the CB in 
that particular time interval and the associated 
error if this reading is compared to the 
reference reading. 
Time Interval Total Tons Error 
[sec] [ t] [%] 
O<=t<=1500 2.01 20.450 
1500<=t<=3000 6.52 -2.060 
3000<=t<=4500 9.98 0.224 
4500<=t<=6000 13.82 -0.733 
6000<=t<=7500 16.64 -0.673 
O<=t<=7500 50.94 0.155 
Table 5.8: Table of cross validation results 
It can be seen that the error between the 
estimated mas sf low and the actual mass flow in 
very small. Only in the first case between o 
and 1500 seconds the error is considerable. 
This error, however has little effect on the 
total tons flown past the CB in the two hours 
that this test was conducted. The 2 tons 
measured in the first 1500 seconds 
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can hence be concluded that the MF estimation 
technique gives excellent results if the results 
are totalized. 
In the last case illustrated in the table above, 
where the same calibration constants have been 
applied to all the data, the error in total tons 
measured is even lower, which confirms the 
statement made above that a totalizer acts as a 
filter with infinite time constant. 
The correlation graph for this series of tests 
can be viewed in Appendix H. 
5.4.3 Effects of Filtering 
All the above samples have been taken as is 
without applying any kind of filtering. The 
effect of filtering to reduce the imprecision 
associated with an instrument is investigated in 
this section. 
The Reference and the estimated MF samples were 
filtered three different filters: 
a) ~f = O secs (i.e no filtering) 
b) 'tf = 60 secs = 1 min 
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The correlation coefficients resulting from this 
filtering were as follows: 






[ s] Coefficient 
0.9963 
. 0. 9986 
0.9991 
Correlation factors versus filter 
time constant 
It can be seen that the filter only results in a 
slight improvement of the precision. This is 
due to the fact that there aren't any dynamical 
effects which the filter can account for. Thus 
it can be assumed that the dynamics of the 
Reference instrument and the estimation 
technique are similar. 
The correlation curves and the time plots of 
massflow for the three filters applied are shown 
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5.5 PROPOSED INSTRUMENT 
The results in the previous sections indicate that the 
precision for a system using the VSD to perturb the 
system are superior to a system where the SSRs effect 
the perturbation of the system. The cost of a VSD 
justifies an application using a VSD only to such a 
system where a VSD is already installed. The cost of 
the VSD thus has no effect on the overall cost of this 
MFM. If a VSD is not available on a system that this 
MFM should be installed on, the SSRs is an option to 
effect the perturbation to the system, at reduced 
accuracy however. 
Results from the previous sections also showed that 
the load force of the system can be approximated as a 
constant, and that the speed signal need not be 
recorded, if the step-up response is used to determine 
the massf low on the system. 
Hence a prototype instrument is proposed, which ties 
all the results from the previous sections together 
and using the theory as described in chapter 2. This 
instrument also aims to fulfill the objectives of this 
study of being a low-cost massf low meter easy to 
install on existing HCBs. 
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1,__------------1w Card ,___ _ _, 
(to driver 
Motor of HCB) 
SMART BOX 
Figure 5.25: Block diagram to illustrate functional 
layout of proposed instrument 
The system consists of a smart box, an adding circuit 
and a PT. 
The smart box is basically a micro processor based 
device with some memory, a high speed two channel A/D 
converter and a two channel D/A converter. The CPU 
logs the power and control signal (which is 
proportional to the speed of the CB), while perturbing 
the control signal to the VSD with a pulse. From the 
response it can determine the MF. Thus it will send a 
signal proportional to the MF to the second output 
channel which may be connected to a display or some 
data logging device. 
The adding circuit is a normal op-amp adding circuit. 
The adding in this case is not performed by the smart 
box, because in a case the smart box being switched 
off, the system now still operates further. 
The PT is a commercially available device. The device 
should however be checked if it delivers consistent 
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The algorithm to be programmed onto the microprocessor 
is explained as follows: 
The power signal Pd and the control signal c have to 
be logged for a period of t 4a, i.e. from ta to t 4 • The 
following events which take place during the time of 
t 4a are worth noting: 
System lS ~ept at steady state in the 
unperturbed mode. This cycle is used 
to determine the load force of the 
system. 
t = t 1 Step-down signal is applied to the 
input of the VSD to slow the CB down. 
t 1 <= t <= t 2 : System slows down. 
t 2 <= t <= t 3 : Steady state in the perturbed mode. 
This cycle can be short, as only the 
average speed of the system in the 
perturbed mode needs to be determined. 
Step-up signal is applied to the input 
of the VSD to speed it up again. 
t 3 <= t <= t 4 : Step-up test takes place. From the 
power response the mass on the CB can 
be determined. 
End of test 
A typical response of power and control signal will 
look as follows, where ta = Os, t 1 = 1. Os, t 2 = 2. 5s, t 3 
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Figure 5.26: A typical test response of power and 
speed 
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BEGIN OF TEST 
-lY 
Record power and control signal 
for t 0 < t < t4 
.JY Forf < t < ti determine r Pia = pd dt ; Xia = c dt to to 
Pia 
=> Fi = --
Xia 
.tV 
Apply Step down sifnal 
to control signa 
-lY 
For t, < t f "t, determine 




Va = . v= , i (ti-ta) ( t3-t2) 
~ 
Alply Step up signal 
o control signal 
-0-Forf, < t < t, detefine 
p43 = pd dt ; X43 = C dt 
t3 \ t3 
2 * ( p43 - Fi *X43) 
Mup = 
(V1 2 - Va2) 
-'V 
Determine 
MF = M * Va / lbelt 
ii-
END OF TEST 
Figure 5.27: Flow chart to illustrate the algorithm to 
be used in the proposed instrument 
This test can be repeated at equal intervals or can be 
performed if a certain condition is met, like that the 
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The length of the test determines the minimum sampling 
period of the instrument. It is however suggested 
that the sampling period should be much longer than 
the length of the test as this will decrease the 
influence the instrument has onto the system. In the 
example of a pulse response given above the length of 
the test equals five seconds. During the test series 
the test was however only applied every 30 seconds. 
The requirement of the instrument being easy to 
install are met. Only the power to the motor ne~ds to 
be cut to install the.PT. The adding circuit has to be 
switched in the control signal cable before the VSD. 
The low cost was the second requirement of this 
instrument. The cost of such a circuit could be 
summarized as follows (excluding the price of a VSD): 
- Smart box 
- PT 





R 3410.- (excl. GST) 
This cost estimate at July 1990 prices shows a 
considerable saving if the price of a nuclear 
weightometer (R20.000.-) or the price of a Load Cell 














6.1 DESCRIPTION OF BASIC PI...ANT 
The aim of the test plant in an industrial environment 
was to test the prototype as suggested in the last 
section of the previous chapter in an industrial 
environment to prove its suitability and usefulness. 
It can generally be assumed that the external 
influences in a true industrial environment are bigger 
than in an laboratory environment. This explains why 
a portion of the tests as performed on the laboratory 
test rig are repeated on a mine test rig. 
The criteria used to choose a test rig was that a MFM 
had to be available on that particular process stream, 
in order that the instrument could be calibrated. The 
mine chosen for the tests was the De Beers 
Consolidated Diamond Mine in Kimberley. 
The test rig consists of one of the feeder belts to a 
crushers in the Re-crush Section of the Treatment 
Plant. 
HCB. 
Oversize material was fed into a bin above the 
Through an adjustable gate the gravel fell onto 
the HCB which transported it to the crusher. Behind 
the crusher the crushed material was send on a CB past 
a nuclear weightometer to screens, where the oversized 
material was sorted out again. A schematic diagram of 
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Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of test rig in an 
industrial environment 
In the photographs below the laboratory test plant and 
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Photograph 6.1: Photo of the test rig on a Mine 
J ' ,_ ' 
- ~ 
,[ 
' Photograph 6.2: Photo of the control panel of the test rig 
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During the installation of the prototype it was 
important that the time of interruption of the power 
to the CB was kept to a minimum. The same applied for 
the actual tests done. 
In the following sections the specifications of the 
test plant are given more detail. 
6.2 SPECIFICATIONS OF 380V CIRCUITRY 
The only option of perturbation investigated on the 
mine was that with a VSD. The VSD was already 
existent on the mine as the level of the crusher was 
controlled by controlling the speed of the belt. As 
the belt was already installed in the plant no 
start/stop circuits were required. Thus the direct 
supply of the power to the motor was only interrupted 
to install a PT. 
Below a schematic circuit diagram of the required 
changes are shown. The dotted line indicates the 
interruption of the power supply cable. A detailed 
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I/V (b) 
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Figure 6.2: Circuit diagram for the 380 v network of 
the test rig used on a mine 
As the signal controlling the VSD has to be a voltage 
signal and as the signal standards require a current 
signal the current signal controlling the VSD has to 
be converted from a 4 .. 20mA signal to a o .• lOV signal. 
The signal from the PT is already a current signal 
which can hence be used as is. 
6.3 INSTRUMENTATION CIRCUITRY 
The instrumentation circuit basically consists of 
feeding the signals of speed, power and reference 
massflow from the test plant back to the PC and to 
perturb the control signal of the VSD from the PC. A 
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6.3.1 The Control Signal for the VSD 
The setpoint signal for the VSD is obtained from 
a Proportional control loop, which controls the 
level in the crusher by varying the speed of the 
belt. This speed signal is to be perturbed by a 
pulse to slow the belt down and subsequently to 
speed it up again. 
As the speed signal is changing continuously 
depending on the level in the crusher, the tests 
would obviously be influenced by these changes. 
Thus the setpoint signal had to be kept constant 
for the duration of the test. This can best be 
done with a sample and hold circuit which is 
switched in series with the setpoint control 
signal. This Sample and Hold circuit is 
triggered when the signal from the PC is stepped 
negative. The circuit then holds the output at 
the value of the input for the duration of the 
test. After the test the output follows the 
input again. A detailed circuit and timing 
diagram of the circuit is shown in Appendix I. 
As mentioned before the signal from the Sample 
and hold circuit is then passed through an 
adding circuit. On the adding circuit the 
perturbation signal from the PC is added to step 
the signal to the VSD first down and then up. 
As the signals should normally be current 
signals the same circuit as used for the 
laboratory test plant is suggested to add 
currents. The operation of this circuit has 
already been explained in the previous chapter 
and the circuit diagrams have already been shown 
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6.3.2 Speed 
The speed was again measured with a DC Tacho 
generator. In this case the tacho was not 
mounted on the shaft of the driving motor, but a 
wheel mounted on the shaft of the tacho which 
touched the actual belt. The tacho was mounted 
on a spring loaded lever which would always 
ensure that the wheel was pressed against the 
belt. A photograph below illustrates the 
arrangement: 
Photograph 6.3: Photo to illustrate mounting of tacho. 
The voltage signal from the tacho is converted 
to a current signal to conform with the systems 
standards. Just before the PC it is converted 
back to a voltage signal. It is then filtered 
by a low pass filter to eliminate high frequency 
noise, before it enters channel 1 of the input 
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The calibration was performed by timing a number 
of revolutions of the belt and at the same time 
logging the speed on the PC. Thus a calibration 
curve could be plotted (m/s vs. PC counts). From 
the regression results the relationship between 
the translational speed and PC counts could be 
established: 
1 PC count = 6.216 * 10-4 m/sec 
The calibration graph and the regression results 
are shown in Appendix J. 
6.3.3 Power 
During initial tests at the DRL it was 
established that the most consistent readings of 
power were obtained from the PT using the Two 
Wattmeter method. This same PT was thus chosen 
for the tests in an industrial environment. 
It was however impossible to confirm the 
validity of the power readings against a moving 
coil Watt meter for instance, as was done in at 
the DRL. The readings from the PT thus had to be 
assumed to be true. This might be a foolish 
assumption as it can also be assumed that the 
motor driving the CB is normally overrated. As 
mentioned in the previous chapter this has the 
disadvantage of a low power factor and an 
uneconomic efficiency. Thus inaccurate power 
readings can be expected from the PT. 
As the output signal from the PT is already a 
current signal it needs not be converted, but it 
is converted to a voltage signal near the PC. It 
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being send into channel 2 of the A/D card of the 
PC. 
The conversion coefficient could 
established as follows: 
lOkW = 20mA = lOV = 2048 PC counts 
Thus 
1 PC count = 4.8828 Watts 
6.3.4 Massflow 
thus be 
The reference massf low to calibrate the MF 
estimation technique against was obtained from a 
nuclear weightometer which was mounted behind 
the crusher. 
The signal from this reference MFM is already a 
4 .. 20mA signal. Thus the signal need only be 
converted and filtered near the PC before it is 
read by channel 3 of the A/D card of the PC. 
The calibration of the nuclear MFM was performed 
by a professional firm. A copy of the 
calibration results is shown in Appen.dix J. Thus 
the conversion coefficient should be established 
as follows: 
300 t/hr = 20ma = lOV = 2048 PC counts 
Thus 
1 PC count = 0.1464 t/hr 
During the tests an off set error was established 
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if the CB was running empty. 
As the nuclear weightometer is switched behind 
the crusher the dynamics of the crusher have to 
be taken into account, if this massflow signal 
is to be used to calibrate the MF estimation 
technique. In chapter 3 it is suggested that 
both the massf low signals should be filtered by 
a filter that has a much larger time constant 
than the crusher itself. In this way all 
dynamical effects are suppressed. 
6.3.5 Time constant of plant 
.To determine the time constant of the system 'tP 
and thus the sampling frequency ~s and the time 
constant of the f i 1 ter "f, a similar procedure 
as in the case of the laboratory test rig was 
followed. 
The ~P was determined to be approximately equal 
to 200 msec. A detailed calculation of the time 
constant is shown in Appendix J. 
Hence 'ts was taken as 2 o msec and 'tf was taken 
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6.4 RESULTS 
The tests on the mine served the purpose to validate 
the MF estimation technique in an industrial 
environment. The following strategy was used in the 
tests: 
The load £orce of the system was assumed to be 
constant 
The speed was logged for confirmatory reasons. 
This was however not entirely necessary. 
For all the tests performed the CB was 
perturbed in such a way that the system was 
stopped totally and then speeded up again. 
The dynamics of the crusher in the process of 
calibration were accounted for, by filtering 
both the reference and the MF estimate. 
6.4.1 Constant Speed Tests 
Firstly the CB was investigated and calibrated 
for constant speed applications. The system was 
run at constant speeds of 100%, 75%, 50% and 25% 
of full speed and thus perturbed to stop. A 
typical response of speed and power is shown in 
the following figures for a speed set point of 
50% of full speed. Copies of typical speed and 
power responses for the other initial speed 
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Figure 6.5: Power Pulse Response for v0 = 100% 
·A direct correlation between the MF estimated 
and the reference massflow would not yield any 
results, as the dynamic characteristics of the 
crusher would distort the results. The results 
thus have to be filtered. To chose an adequate 
filter time constant both MF samples were 
filtered for different values of 'tf and the 
resulting envelopes of the reference and the MF 
157 
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Figure 6.8: MF time plot for tf = 6000s 
Correlating these filtered traces against each 
other for different ~f will give an indication 
of the improvement in correlation due to the 
filtering. The following table shows the 
correlation coefficients for different 
The actual correlation curves are shown in 
Appendix K. 
Filt r Time Correlation 




Table 6.1: Table of filter time constants 
versus correlation coefficients 
From the above table it can be seen that there 
is a significant increase in the correlation 
coefficient if 
seconds. This 
tf is increased from 60 to 600 
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above, where the traces coincide for the case 
where the filter time constant equals 600 
seconds, but there is a lot of noise on the 
traces for the case of 60 seconds. 
A further increase in tf from 600 to 6000 
seconds only results in a small increase in the 
correlation coefficient. On the time traces it 
can be seen that the two traces do not coincide 
any better due to this higher ~f. In fact 
dynamical information seems to be lost as all 
the dynamical changes are filtered out. Thus 
the filter .time constant of 600 seconds (or 10 
minutes) was assumed best and was for the rest 
of the tests. 
Hence correlation tests were performed for all 
tests at different setpoints. In the table 
below the correlation coefficients are shown for 
different initial setpoints. The time plots and 
the correlation graphs for these test are shown 
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The test investigated was 10 000 seconds (2 
hours 45 minutes) 1ong. In the cross validation 
the initial 2000 seconds (33 minutes) were used 
to calibrate the instrument. These were 
determined to be the following for 1'e = 600s: 
Y -intercept 2389.90 
Slope 6.30 
These calibration coefficients were then applied 
to the rest of the test in 2000 second 
intervals. As mentioned above the total 
estimated tons recorded and the error on this 
reading if it is compared to the true amount of 
tons flown past are of interest. The table 
below illustrates the results for each 
individual time period. 
Time Interval Total Tons Error 
[sec] [t] [ % ] 
O<=t<=2000 31.21 0.19 
2000<=t<=4000 22.04 19.32 
4000<=t<=6000 31.37 16.40 
6000<=t<=8000 33.14 12.70 
8000<=t<=10000 24.52 22.00 
O<=t<=lOOOO 142.27 13.40 
Table 6.4: Table of cross validation results 
for v 0 = 100% 
From these results it can be seen that the 
errors for the 2000 second intervals vary 
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error being 50 to 55% occurred in two instances, 
but these high error have little effect on the 
overall error measured, as the mass measured 
during this period is small compared to the 
total mass recorded. 
It has been noted that the error of the total 
amount of tons over the whole period of the test 
is significantly lower than over the 2000 second 
intervals above. Errors for the whole interval 
varied between 2 to 13 percent, which is an 
improvement from the results above. This 
assumes that the calibration coefficients as 
determined in the first 2000 seconds is applied 
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calibration coefficients were assumed constant, 
i.e. accurate only for one particular initial 
speed setpoint. Two possible solutions do exist 
to this problem: 
Modelling the change in calibration 
coefficients with respect to the speed of 
the system. 
- Filtering the responses with a filter that 
has a longer time constant and thus 
eliminates the dynamical changes. 
The first possible solution can generally be 
ruled out, as determining the model of the 
calibration coefficients with respect to speed 
would greatly complicate the installation of a 
instrument. 
Thus the second solution of filtering the 
envelopes with a filter of bigger time constant 
was investigated. The time plot where the MFs 
were filtered with a filter with a time constant 
of 6000 seconds is shown below for Test 1 and in 
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Figure 6.10: Time plot for Test 1 when speed is 













The correlation coefficients for the two tests 
for both filter time constants are shown below. 
The actual correlation graphs for Test 1 and 2 









Table of correlation coefficients 
for different filter time constants 
From the correlation coefficients it can be seen 
that there is a considerable improvement by 
filtering the results with a filter with a 
longer time constant. The disadvantage is 
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The Cross Validation is also here an important 
aspect. It will be performed in a similar way 
as in the constant speed application. A filter 
time constant of 6000 seconds will be assumed 
for this cross validation, and the first 2000 
seconds will be used to calibrate the 
instrument . 
• The results from the cross validation can thus 
be summarized in the following table for the two 
tests done: 
Test 1 Test 2 
Time Period Total Error Total Error 
[sec] [ t] [ % ] [ t] [ % ] 
O<=t<=2000 45.81 0.41 70.55 -0.42 
2000<=t<=4000 51.27 12.21 75.24 -1.43 
4000<=t<=6000 48.22 17.46 77.55 1.567 
6000<=t<=8000 36.92 9.39 75.70 -4.77 
8000<=t<=lOOOC 37.42 4.73 - -
O<=t<=lOOOO 216.80 11.27 297.03 -1.23 
Table 6.6: Cross validation of MF results when 
speed is controlled 
From the above table it can be seen that the 
errors vary between o to 17 % if the totals of 
mass from the estimation is compared to the 
I 
actual tons flown past. Again the improvement of 
the error can be observed if the total is taken 
over a longer time period. 
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mentioned in the application of the speed being 
controlled. This is due to the fact that the 
calibration technique employed to calibrate the 
instrument in the instance of the speed being 
controlled needs, some explaining. 
In the constant speed applications the 
calibration coefficients were obtained by using 
the correlation coefficients as a guide, thus 
obtaining a zero offset unity slope result from 
the regression if. the· calibrated MF estimates 
were correlated against the reference MFs. 
Using this technique in this application yielded 
no results. Thus another technique was thought 
of: 
The Y-intercept of the calibration coefficients 
was obtained by running the belt empty for at 
least 10 minutes and applying the perturbation 
tests to the system. The average of the 
uncalibrated MF estimates equalled the Y-
intercept of the calibration coefficients. The 
calibration slope was obtained from a typical 
test series like Test 1 or Test 2. The slope was 
determined on a trial and error basis until the 
total tons over a certain stretch of time were 
equal. 
Thus the calibration results for the above tests 
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Table of calibration constants from 
correlation results 








Table of calibration constants from 
cross validation tests 
It is obvious that considerable problems exist 
in calibrating such an instrument. Questions 
are posed how such an instrument could be 
calibrated in practise by using belt cuts. For 
such applications it is suggested that the 
instrument is calibrated after performing a 
large number of perturbation tests and thus 
taking the average to filter all the noise out. 
In deciding which speed to use to calibrate the 
system to it is suggested that the system is 
calibrated for 50% speed setpoint as this seemed 
to be the average around which the speed was 
fluctuating in a test situation. 
Care must thus be taken when calibrating this 













Massf low rates need to be measured on various process 
paths for good plant management. Conventional 
weightometers are however too expensive to warrant a 
widespread installation in mineral extraction 
processes. 
This study was initiated to investigate more economic 
means to measure the massflow on conveyor belts. A 
specific objective of the project was to develop a low 
cost unit that should be easy to install on existing 
conveyor belts. The possible deterioration in accuracy 
over conventional methods was recognized, but in a 
widespread installation the effective precision of the 
low-cost unit could be enhanced by a mass smoothing 
package. 
The technique employed to measure the massflow on a 
conveyor belt, firstly determines the absolute mass on 
a conveyor belt and then deduces the massflow by 
multiplying this mass by the speed of the belt. 
The method to measure massf low in this investigation 
was adapted from a technique which determines the 
inertia of a system by means of a 'run-down' test. 
The direct analogy between mass in a translational 
frame of reference and inertia in a rotational frame 
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the translational frame of reference consists of 
switching the power to the system off and then 
studying the speed response of the system. 
The original run-down test needed further adaptations 
to serve as an on-line mass estimator. These included 
using an energy model rather than a power model to 
measure the mass, because this reduced the amount of 
noise on the speed and power signals. In the energy 
model the energy converted to kinetic energy was 
proportional to the mass transported by the system. 
Thus the energy model could also be used to measure 
the mass from the starting response of a system, if 
the power response was measured as well. 
By imposing a perturbation onto the system, the system 
was forced to slow down and then speed up again, and 
thus energy was converted to kinetic energy. The mass 
on the conveyor belt could be determined, by logging 
the speed and power responses during this 
perturbation, and thus determining the kinetic energy. 
A few shortcomings were noted with this technique in 
that the power delivered to the motor was not 
proportional to the power delivered-by the motor over 
a whole range of loads. This was due to the efficiency 
characteristics of the motor which are neither 
constant nor linear with speed., The power delivered 
by the motor could however be assumed proportional to 
the power supplied to the motor for loads above 40% of 
full load, as it was shown that both the efficiency 
and the power factor could be assumed constant at such 
loads. 
A second shortcoming was that the exact load-force 
characteristics in terms of mass and speed of the 
conveyor belt had to be known to fully describe the 
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relationship in practice. Preliminary test showed, 
however, that the accuracy did not deteriorate if the 
load force was approximated by a constant value, 
provided the massf low was determined using the step-up 
response. The load force was hence established under 




of speed requires that a tacho 
to be specially installed on the 
This is a disadvantage as it adds to 
the overall cost of the instrument and it makes the 
instrument difficult to install. Preliminary tests 
also showed that the speed needs not be measured, if 
the step-up ·response is used to determine the mass on 
the conveyor belt. 
The basic statistics involved in calibrating such an 
instrument were also investigated. The basic 
procedure of calibration consists of the 
quantification and removal of the bias on a set of 
measurement data. It further includes the 
quantification of the imprecision associated with a 
measurement. For this project, the calibration was 
done by correlating the estimates obtained from the 
above technique against measurements from another 
reference massflow meter of higher accuracy. 
In that way the bias could be determined by fitting a 
linear function through the correlation data points to 
yield the calibration coefficients in terms of y-
intercept and slope. 
The imprecision associated with a set of measurement 
is the spread in the readings on either side of the 
best fit line. The wider this spread the lower the 
accuracy. Thus statistical models were be used to 
describe the scatter of such readings, assuming that 
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described, between which a certain percentage of 
the readings lie. The standard measure of imprecision 
used in industry is the 'standard deviation' which 
denotes the bounds between which 68% of the readings 
lie. In this study the bounds between which 95% of 
the readings lie has been chosen, which is equal to a 
error band twice the width of the standard deviation. 
Thus the results of imprecision in this study look 
worse than those normally quoted for accuracy. This 
is however only due to the percentage error bounds 
being chosen differently. 
The error can not be assumed constant over a range of 
readings, as measurements near the centre of range of 
readings are described in much more detail than 
measurements near the extremes of the range of 
readings. The error bounds can thus not be assumed as 
a parallel line to the best fit line, but it should be 
modelled with an elliptical function, which will yield 
less error near the mean of all readings. The error 
thus stated will always be the width of the 95% 
confidence band near the mean of the range of 
readings, expressed as a percentage of full scale. 
Dynamical effect had to be accounted for as well. 
This was done by filtering the data appropriately. 
The software was written to implement the above mass 
measuring technique and to calibrate the system 
appropriately to a reference massf low reading. This 
software was also to serve as a PC based prototype 
instrument which was to be used on a mine. Options had 
to be included to test the technique for various test 
conditions. 
The software can be divided into three groups 'of 
software packages. 
real-time response 
The first group consisted of a 
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graphical response display package (GRAF) and a 
mas sf low correlation package obtaining the speed and 
power responses manually from a file (MFCM). This 
group of packages was used to validate the technique 
and to perform preliminary test. The second group 
consisted of a massflow correlation package, which 
obtained the speed and power responses automatically 
from the actual plant in an on-line fashion {MFCA). 
This package was used to calibrate the prototype 
instrument technique against a reference massf low 
meter. The last group consisted of the actual 
prototype massflow meter (MF), which included the 
finally proposed technique to measure the massflow on 
a horizontal conveyor belt. 
The massf low measuring technique was then tested 
firstly in a laboratory environment and then in a true 
industrial environment. 
The tests performed on a laboratory test rig included 
validating the technique for different modes of 
operation. Two ways to perturb the speed of the 
system to produce a change in kinetic energy were 
investigated. The first uses a Variable Speed Drive 
( VSD) to perturb the speed setpoint of the system 
while the second uses Solid State Relays to cut the 
power to the system at a specific instance in time. 
A VSD has the advantage that the speed can relatively 
easy be perturbed as the frequency of the VSD can be 
altered by adding a negative voltage to the frequency 
control setpoint signal. An added advantage is that 
the system needs not be stopped totally, but can also 
just be slowed down. 
As one of the objectives to this study was that the 
final instrument be a low cost instrument, the use of 
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would not be justified, as the price of a VSD lies in 
the same region as a conventional weightometer. The 
use of the technique based on a VSD is thus only 
justified for applications where such a device is 
installed already for other purposes. The additional 
cost related to installing such a massf low measuring 
device can thus be considered as low cost. 
The test performed for the system being perturbed with 
a VSD comprised investigating the system for different 
size speed steps applied to the system, and 
investigating the calibration coefficients for the 
system running at various initial speed setpoints. 
Test results from the system being perturbed with a 
VSD showed that the best accuracy could be obtained 
for the system running at full speed and then being 
perturbed to stop. The error associated with the 
reading equalled 5. 3%. Applying smaller steps this 
accuracy decreased slowly to 24.1% when a step of only 
25% was applied. 
Running the VSD at different speed setpoints yielded 
calibration coefficients that changed, as the speed 
setpoint changed. This created the problem that the 
calibration is different for each speed that the 
system is operating at if the speed is varying. One 
solution to the problem would be to model the 
calibration coefficients with respect to speed, which 
would however complicate the calibration process. A 
second solution proposed that the results be filtered 
by a low pass filter with a long time constant. In 
this way all dynamic changes in the speed setpoint 
were filtered out. 
Perturbing the system with SSRs would be a more 
economic option for those conveyor belts where the use 
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included that the system could not be perturbed as 
easily as in the case of the VSD. The system could 
only be controlled to run or switched off. The period 
for which the system was switched off could however be 
controlled. As the system required some time to stop 
after the power was cut, the system could be switched 
on again before it actually stopped. In this way the 
influence of the perturbation on the system could be 
reduced. 
When the system was operated with SSRs the precision 
was not as good as in the case of the system being 
perturbed with a vso. The imprecision for the system 
being forced to stop totally equalled 20. 7% for the 
massflow being determined from the step-down response. 
For the case of the power being cut only for a short 
duration of time and thus speeding the system up again 
the imprecision equalled 22.1%. It was noted that the 
imprecision of the measurements as determined from the 
step-up response were unacceptably large in comparison 
to the results from the step-down response. 
Generally it can be stated that the accuracy for the 
system being perturbed with SSRs was not as good as 
that for the system being perturbed with a VSD. 
However the lower cost factor of the technique using 
SSRs made it a viable option to consider for 
applications where a VSD was not installed. 
Due to the higher accuracies obtained from the system 
using a VSD for the perturbation, this technique was 
investigated in more depth. 
Two aspects were of special importance: Firstly the 
cross validation of data and the total tons recorded 
for a specific period of time and secondly th~ effect 
of filtering. The cross-validation was done by 
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test was then divided into five equal time intervals. 
One of these time intervals was used to calibrate the 
system appropriately. The calibration coefficients 
from this calibration were then applied to the other 
intervals thereby simulating the practical operation 
of the instrument. The error was measured by 
integrating the mass flow signal over that specific 
period o.f time, and then comparing the total tons 
recorded for that period of time against the reference 
mass measurement for the same period of time. 
Results from such a cross validation being _performed 
on a set of data measured in the laboratory 
environment resulted in the error between the 
estimated tons recorded and the actual tons recorded 
being between 0% and 3%. An extreme case of the error 
being 20% occurred at very low massflow rates, which 
thus did not have much effect in relation to the total 
amount of tons recorded. The error also decreased if 
the total tons were recorded over longer periods of 
time. 
Filtering the measurement data reduced the noise level 
on the measurements. As the dynamics of the massflow 
estimation system were similar to that of the 
reference massflow meter, the filtering did not have 
much effect. 
Following this initial validation of the massflow 
measurement technique a prototype was proposed, which 
was then implemented on a mine. The technique of 
using the VSD was proposed, because of the superior 
accuracies obtained where using this technique. Thus 
it was assumed in the implementation that a VSD was 
already installed. The instrument that was proposed 
consisted of a micro~processor based 'Smart Box' , a 
power transducer and an adding circuit. The total 
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was determined to be R3, 410. - in July 1990 prices, 
which indicates a considerable saving against 
conventional weightometers ranging from R 17,000.-. 
The tests performed on the mine always assumed a full 
perturbation, i.e. the system was forced to stop. It 
also had to be kept in mind that the reference 
massf low meter on the process stream was separated by 
a crusher to the horizontal conveyor belt. Thus the 
dynamics of the crusher had to be accounted for. This 
was done by filtering the results with a filter that 
had a time constant longer than that of the crusher 
and the measurement devices. 
The system was first investigated for a constant 
initial speed application. The filter time constant 
chosen equalled 600 seconds, which was determined from 
experimental test. A longer time constant did not 
bring any further improvement. Direct correlation 
results indicated correlation coefficients of between 
O. 92 and O. 97 for , different initial setpoints. A 
figure for the imprecision of the system would not 
have yielded any results due to the dynamics of the 
crusher. The test did however indicate that the 
calibration constants varied for different initial 
setpoints of speed. 
The cross validation results gave an indication of the 
accuracy of the massflow estimation technique. 
Performing the test in a similar fashion as for the 
laboratory test rig, the error between estimated and 
actual massflow varied between 0% and 24% for specific 
periods of time. Extremes also occurred during the 
cross validation, but these cases had little effect on 
the overall error as the massflow rates measured 
duf.ing these periods were small. The errors improved 
to a range of 0% to 13% if the tons recorded were 
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The system being operated under controlled speed was 
of special interest. A direct correlation between the 
actual and the estimated mas sf low rates showed less 
correlation than before. This indicated a loss of 
correlation due to the inconsistent calibration 
coefficients at different initial speed setpoints. A 
way to overcome this problem was to filter the results 
more. This resulted in the dynamical changes being 
lost, but the error results improving. The filter time 
constant chosen equalled 6000 seconds. 
Cross Validation results indicated the. errors for 
specific time intervals to lie between 0% and 17%. 
This error improved to lie between 0% and 11% if the 
total tons recorded .for a specific period of time was 
logged for a longer period of time. Care has to be 
taken however when calibrating such a system which has 













Chapter 7: Summary and Conclusions 
7.2 CONCLUSIONS 
In conclusion the following can be stated: 
The technique to measure the massf low by 
determining the kinetic energy converted by the 
system during speed perturbation was proved to 
yield sensible results. 
The application of using the VSD yielded better 
results than the using SSRs. The high cost of 
a VSD limits this application to conveyor belts 
where a VSD is installed already. 
The accuracies obtained from constant speed 
applications were better than the ones obtained 
from varying speed applications. This problem 
could however be solved by filtering the 
massflow signal appropriately. 
Specifically, 
options exist: 
for an industrial application two 
Where a VSD is installed the mass can be 
estimated to an accuracy of 13% over a three 
hour average in a constant speed application. 
Instantaneous massf lows can be determined to an 
accuracy of 12% (assuming a 68% error band and 
assuming a filter with a 10 minute time 
constant). In a case where the speed is 
varying the mass can be determined to an 
accuracy of 11% over a three hour average. 
If a VSD is not installed the SSR provides an 
economic alternative. Here the massflow can be 












Chapter 7: Summary and Conclusions 
laboratory environment (assuming a 68% error 
band). 
The above results make this technique viable for 












Chapter 7: Summary and Conclusions 
7.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
Following the conclusions of this thesis the following 
recommendations are made: 
Construct a micro-processor based prototype 
instrument as suggested in chapter 5. 
Install such an instrument on a mine and test 
it for extended periods of time. 
Use the results 
feed them into 
improve the 
measurement. 
from such a instrument 
a mass balancing package, 
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As mentioned before the load force F1 will be modelled with 
a higher order polynomial with regard to speed v and mass M 
on the CB: 
F1 = Fa + a*v + b*v 2 + c*M + d*M 2 
The parameter Fa, a, b, c and d can be determined from a 
multi-linear regression between v ,M and F1 for different 
speeds and masses on the CB. 
To model the load force of the system the speed and the 
mass on the CB need to be known. The mass on the CB is, 
however, not known, and thus the terms 'c*M' and 'd*M 2 ' can 
not be determined. It is also assumed that the term Fa is 
not constant with time, and hence this term will also be 
regarded as unknown. The coefficients of speed a and b are 
however assumed constant with time. Collecting all the 
unknowns into one variable Fu the above equation becomes: 
The test sequence and the timing used in this procedure is 
the same as described in section 2.5. F1 can be determined 












Appendix A: Load Characteristics Incorporation 
calculated if the speed of the system is known. 
Hence the energy converted into frictional energy has to be 
determined: 
J F,(m, v) • v(t) dt 
E, = J (F 0 + a•v + b*v') * v(t) dt 
E, = I F0 *v(t) dt + I a•v' (t) dt + J b*"'(t) dt 
J v' (t)dt + b* J v'(t)dt 
The integrals of v 2 and V3 can only be determined 
numerically from the speed signal as an analytical solution 
does not exist. The distance x 12 covered in a time span 













Appendix A: Load Characteristics Incorporation 
The equations to determine the mass read as follow: 
- for the step-down response: 
- and from the step-up response 
J
t4 Jt4 
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Appendix B: F-Distribution Numbers 
Upper Significance Limits of the F-Distribution1 P=t.ot 
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C.1 INDEX TO SOFTWARE ROUTINES: 
Subroutine Source Source Listing 
Name Filename Page Number 
ADC_READ DT2801 4 247 
-
AREA MATH 232 
AUTOCORRSCALE PLOTGRAF 242 
AUTORESPSCALE PLOTGRAF 239 
CHGCORRSCALE PLOTGRAF 243 
CHG FREQ MATH 235 
CHG PARA MODEL 315 
CHG SCALE PLOTGRAF 239 
CHGSTRING FILEHAND 215 
CHGTITLE FILEHAND 216 
CHKDIRECTORY FILEHAND 217 
CHKFILENAME FILEHAND 217 
CHKOVERWRITE FILEHAND 218 
CHKPULSETIMING DT2801_4 259 
CHKRANDOMTIMING DT2801_4 261 
CHKSTEPTIMING DT2801_4 257 
COPYPARA MODEL 314 
COPYRESPDATA FILEHAND 220 
CORR GRAPH PLOTGRAF 241 
CUBICAREA MATH 232 
DAC_WRITE DT2801_4 248 
DETMASSFLOW DETMF 249 
DETRESP MODEL 312 
DISREGARD_UP_ 
TO_STEP MATH 234 
DISPLAYINIT PLOTGRAF 243 
DISPLAYNO PLOTGRAF 244 
FILENAME FILEHAND 216 
FILTER MATH 233 
FITTIMEOO MODEL 308 
FITTIMEll MODEL 309 
FITTIME21 MODEL 309 












Appendix c: Software Listings 
Subroutine Source Source Listing 
Name Filename Page Number 
FITZ! MODEL 310 
FITZ2 MODEL 311 
GAUSS_N MATH 228 
GAUSS_! MATH 229 
GRAF COMP PLOTGRAF 240 
GRAPHINIT PLOTGRAF 236 
GRAPHSETUP PLOTGRAF 237 
HIGHLIGHT TYPES 211 
INITDATA DLOGD 266 
INITMENUO MFCMD 282 
INITMENUl DCONVD 329 
INITMENUl DETFRICD 324 
INITMENUl DETMFD 254 
INITMENUl DLOGD 267 
INITMENUl FITD 332 
INITMENUl GRAFD 271 
INITMENUl MF CAD 292 
INITMENUl MFCMD 282 
INITMENUl MFD 299 
INITMENUl MOD ELD 315 
INITMENUl PLOTGRAD 245 
INITMENUll MFCMD 283 
INITMENU12 MFCMD 283 
INITMENU2 DETFRICD 324 
INITMENU2 DETMFD 255 
INITMENU2 DLOGD 267 
INITMENU2 GRAFD 272 
INITMENU2 MF CAD 293 
INITMENU2 MFCMD · 284 
INITMENU2 MFD 300 
INITMENU2 MOD ELD 316 
INITMENU2 PLOTGRAD 246 
INITMENU3 DETFRICD 325 
INITMENU3 MFCMD 284 
INITMENU4 MFCMD 285 
INITMENU41 MFCMD 285 
INITMODEL MODEL 311 
INITPARA MODEL 313 
INITPARAOO MOD ELD 316 
INITPARAll MOD ELD 317 
INITPARA21 MOD ELD 317 
INITPARA22 MOD ELD 318 
INITVAR MFCMD 281 
INITVAR DETFRICD 323 
INITVARl MF CAD 291 
INITVARl MFD 298 
INITVAR2 MF CAD 292 












Appendix c: Software Listings 
Subroutine Source Source Listing 
Name Filename Page Number 
LABELS PLOTGRAF 240 
LOADCONST FILEHAND 223 
LOADCONSTM FILEHAND 224 
LOADCORRDATA FILEHAND 220 
LOADLOOPDATA FILEHAND 224 
LOADMFDATA FILEHAND 222 
LOADRESPDATA FILEHAND 218 
LSE ESTIMATE 303 
LSE2 ESTIMATE 303 
MASSBIN DETMF 250 
MASSFLOWBELT DETMF 250 
MASSFLOWNUC DETMF 250 
MATRIXMULT MATH 226 
MEANCALC MATH 230 
MFCALI DETMF 252 
MFSTATS DETMF 251 
NELM ESTIMATE 304 
NORM MATH 234 
ONLINE_MEANSDEV MATH 230 
OFFSET MATH 233 
PLOTDATALIN PLOTGRAF 238 
PLOTDATAPIX PLOTGRAF 238 
POSITION FILEHAND 214 
PULSE DATALOG 258 
PULSERESPONSE DATALOG 258 
QUAD AREA MATH 232 
RANDOMRESPONSE DATALOG 260 
READ INT TYPES 212 
READ REAL TYPES 212 
REGRESS MATH 231 
RN DOM DATALOG 260 
SAVECONST FILEHAND 223 
SAVECORRDATA FILEHAND 221 
SAVELOOPDATA FILEHAND 225 
SAVEMFDATA FILEHAND 222 
SAVERESPDATA FILEHAND 219 
SELECTPARA MODEL 314 
SEMI_MEANSDEV MATH 230 
SET_UP DT2801_4 249 
SET_UP_Ul ESTIMATE 301 
SET_UP_U2C ESTIMATE 302 
SET_UP_U2R ESTIMATE 302 












Appendix c: Software Listings 
Subroutine Source source Listing l Name Filename Page Number 
STEP DATALOG 256 
STEPRESPONSE DATALOG 256 
SUMERRSQR MODEL 312 
TIMED I FF TYPES 213 
TPO MATH 233 
utu MATH 227 
UtY MATH 227 












Appendix C: Software Listings 
C.2 SUMMARY OF SOFTWARE ROUTINES: 
C.2.1 General and Basic Menu Routines: 
Subroutine Source Description 
Name Filename 
Highlight Types Highlights a string of 
text on a text screen 
Writemenu Types Writes a text menu on 
a text screen 
Readint Types Reads an integer num-
ber from the keyboard 
Readreal Types Reads a real number 
from the keyboard 
Timediff Types Calculates the time-
diff rence between two 
samples from the Dos-
clock 
C.2.2 Filehandling Routines: 
Subroutine Source Description 
Name Filename 
Position - Filehand Finds the position of 
the first free space 
in a string 
Chgstring Filehand Edit a string from the 
keyboard 
Filename Filehand Enter a filename from 
the keyboard 
Chgtitle Filehand Enter a title from the 
keyboard 














































Appendix C: Software Listings 
Description 
Check if file exists 
Checks if file may be 
overwritten 
Load response data 
from file 
Save response data to 
a file 
Copy response data 
from one record to a 
next 
Load a massf low corr-
elation data file from 
disc 
Save a massf low corr-
elation data file to 
disc 
Load a massf low data 
set from a file on 
disc 
Save a massf low data 






constants for ref e-
rence massf low meter 
Load no of wait loops 
required for data cap-
ture routine 
Saves no of wait loops 









































Appendix C: Software Listings 
Description 
Matrix multiplies two / 
matrices 
Determines product of 
matrix U and the 
transpose of U 
Determines product of 
matrix U and Vector Y 
Gauss Reduction with N 
solution vectors 
Gauss reduction with 1 
solution vector 
Determines mean and 
standard deviation in 
an on-line fashion 
Determines mean and 
standard deviation of 
a small set of data 
in an on-line fashion 
Determines the mean 
and standard deviation 
of a set of data 
Perform a linear 
regression between two 
sets of data 
Determines the area 
under a response 
Determines the area 
under the square of a 
response 
Determines the area 































Appendix C: Software Listings 
Description 
Determines a number 
raised to the power of 
n 
Filters a real time 
data response 
Subtracts the bias 
from·a real time 
response 
Normalizes a real time 
response with respect 
to the step applied 
Disregards all samples 
of a real time re-
sponse no to the step 
Changes the frequency 
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. 
Description 
Determines and initia- I 
lizes the Graphics 
Adapter 
Sets screen for a real 
time response 
Plots a response in 
form of lines 
Plots a response in 
form of pixels 
Automatically scales a 
real time response 
Change scales of 
response graph 
manually 
Insert legends for 
each channel plotted 
Plot two graphs on the 
same screen to compare 
them 
Set up Screen for a 
correlation graph and 
plot correlation graph 
Automatically scales 
a correlation graph 
Change scale of corre-
lation graph manually 
Initializes display of 
Massf low meter 






















set_ up Dt2801 
-
4 
Step Data log 
stepresponse Data log 
Chksteptiming Data log 
Pulse Data log 
Pulseresponse Data log 
Chkpulsetiming Data log 
Rndom Data log 
Randomresponse Data log 
Chkrandomtiming Data log 
202 
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Description 
Reads a Voltage from a 
A/D converter 
Sends a Voltage from a 
D/A converter 
Sets A/D and D/A card 
up for Data logging 
Basic procedure to 
perform step test 
Routine to set up and 
perform step test 
Calibrate timing cycle 
of step test 
Basic procedure to 
perform pulse test 
Routine to set up and 
perform pulse test 
Calibrate timing cycle 
of pulse test 
Basic procedure to 
perform random 
sequence test 
Routine to set up and 
perform a random 
sequence test 
Calibrate timing cycle 
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Determine massf low 
from kinetic energy 
response of a pulse 
test 
Calibrate reading from 
Nuclear Weightometer 
Calibrate reading of 
mass in hopper bin 
Determine reference 
massf low from dif-
ference of mass in 
the hopper bin 
Determine statistical 
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Estimate Sets up U matrix for 
LSE Algorithm (pole 
positions) 
Estimate· sets up Y vector for 
LSE Algorithm (pole 
positions) 
Estimate Sets up U matrix for 
LSE Algorithm (zero 
positions, real poles) 
Estimate Sets up U matrix for 
LSE Algorithm (zero 
positions, complex 
poles) 
Estimate Performs L.S.E. 
Estimate Performs L.S.E. to 
determine transfer 









function by using Nelm 
algorithm 
Determines linear 
response for a given 
set of parameters 
Determines first order 
response for a given 
set of ·parameters 
Determines second 
order response with 
real poles for a given 
set of parameters 
Determines second 
order response with 
complex poles for a 
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Description 
Determines first order 
response in sampled 
data domain for a 
given set of para-
meters 
Determines second 
order response in 
sampled data domain 
for a given set of 
parameters 
Specify which type of 
model to use 
Determine theoretical 
response of model 
Determine sum of 
errors squared between 
theoretical and 
measured response 




of transfer function 
to default values 
Select certain para-
meter to regress on 
and fix others 
Copy parameters for 
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Dlogd Initialize variables 
for Dlog 
Dlogd Initialize Main menu 
for Dlog 
Dlogd Initialize Change 
Format menu for Dlog 
Grafd Initialize Main menu 
for Graf 
Grafd Initialize Change 
File to Display menu 
for Graf 
Mfcmd Initialize variables 
for Mf cm 
Mfcmd Initialize Main menu 
for Mf cm 
Mfcmd Initialize menu for 
Manual Data Acquisi-
tion for Mf cm 
Mfcmd Initialize Variables 
Initialization menu 
for Mf cm 
Mfcmd Initialize Filename 
Initialization menu 
· for Mfcm 
Mfcmd Initialize Results 
menu for Mf cm 
Mfcmd Initialize Transfer 
Files menu for Mfcm 
Mfcmd Initialize Data 
Processing menu 
for Mf cm 
Mfcmd Initialize Graphical 
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Subroutine Source Description 
Name Filename 
Initvarl Mf cad Initialize variables 
for Mf ca 
Initvar2 Mf cad Initialize data logg-
ing variables for Mf ca 
Initmenul Mf cad Initialize Main menu 
for Mf ca 
Initmenu2 Mf cad Initialize Variables 
Initialization menu 
for Mfca 
Initvarl Mf d Initialize variables 
for Mf 
Initvar2 Mf d Initialize data log-
ging variables for Mf 
Initmenul Mf d Initialize Main menu 
for Mf 
Initmenu2 Mf d Initialize Variables 
Initialization menu 
for Mf 
Initvar Detfricd Initialize variables 
for Detfric 
Initmenul Detfricd Initialize Main menu 
for Detfric 
Initmenu2 Detfricd Initialize Variables 
Initialization menu 
for Detfric 
Initmenu3 Detfricd Initialize Filenames 
and Title Initiali-
zation menu for 
Detfric 
Initmenul Dconvd Initialize Main menu 
for Dconv 
Initmenul Fitd Initialize Main menu 
for Fit 
Initmenul Plotgrad Initialize Change 
scales menu for 2 
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Source Description 
Filename 
Plotgrad Initialize Change 
Scales menu for 1 
channel for Plotgraf 
Modeld Initialize Model 
Specifications menu 
for Model 
Modeld Initialize Parameter 
Specifications menu 
for Model 
Modeld Initialize parameters 
for linear model for 
Model 
Modeld Initialize parameters 
for first order model 
for Model 
Modeld Initialize parameters 
for second order model 





for second order model 
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C.2.9 Main Programs: 
Program Source Description 
Name Filename 
Dlog Dlog Logg a real time 
response 
Graf Graf Plot a real time 
response on screen 
Mf cm Mf cm Manual massf low data 
correlation package 
Mf ca Mf ca Automatic massf low 
data correlation pack-
age 
MF Mf Ma:ssf low meter proto-
type 
Detfric Detfric Determine friction 
characteristics of 
system 
Dconv Dconv Apply data conversion 
to response data 
Fit Fit Identify transfer 
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C.3 LISTINGS OF SOFTWARE: 
C.3.1 Types.pas 
{ **************** * •• * *********. ******* ************* ************* **** ***** *} {*** UNIT PROCEDURE LIBRARY WHICH DEFINES VARIOUS TYPES AND RECORDS ***} 
{*** FILE: TYPES.PAS ***} 
{ ************************** ************ ******************************* ****} 
UNIT types1 





maxsamp = 1000; 
massflowmax soc; 
masscorrmax = 500; 
respdatamax = 501: 
respdatachannel = 6; 
{maximum dimension for matrices} 
{maximum number of :rnassflow samples posssible} 
{maximum number of correlation samples possible} 
{maximum number of samples for a real time response} 
{maximum number of channels to be sampled for a real time response} 
TYPE 
{ Types used for Filehand l 
labeltype =array [1 •• respdatachannel] of 
screenmenu =array {l .. 24] of string[SO]: 
string[ 10 J: 
{contains one menu for the screen} 
response= array (l •. respdatachannel,O .. respdatamax] of integer: 
responsedata = record 










{ Types used in Model J 
parameterdata record 
no: integer: 
{no of samples in this response - max of respdatamax} 
{no of channels sampled - max of respdatachannel} 
{sample at which step was applied} 
{size of step in volts} 
{sampling frequency in Hertz} 
{labels for the different channels sampled) 
{title of the response) 
{actaul response data) 
para:array(l •. 101 of real; 
vari:array[l .. lOJ of integer1 
{no of para.meters neede for the model} 
{actual value of parameter} 
{flag to indicate if parameter is to be 
regressed on or not} 
end: 
modeldata = record 





{value indicates if model contains real poles[l) or complex poles[2Jl 
{title of model} 
{ Types used in Math J 
matrixbig • record 
rows,cols:integer: {no of rows and columns in matrix - limited to a sxmaxsamp matrix} 
a:array(l •• maxsamp,l •• S]of real: {contains actual entries of matrix} 
endt 
matrixsml • record 
rows,cols:integer: {no of rows and·columns in matrix - limited to a maximum of lOxlO} 
a:array[l .• lO,l .. lO]of real: {contains actual entries of matrix} 
end; 
vectorbig = record 
elements:integer: 
v:array[l •• maxsamp]of 
end; 
vectorsml = record 
elements:integer: 
v:array[l •. lOJof real1 
end: 
{ Types used in Plotgraf J 




corrscale • record 
{no of elements in vector - limited by maxsamp} 
real: {contains actual entries of vector} 
{no of elements in vector - limited to maximum of 10} 
{actual entries of matrix) 
{maximum and minimum of y-scale} 
{maximum and minimum of horizontal t-scale} 
ymin,ymax,xmin,xmax:array[l .. 2Jof real; 
end: 
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( Types used in Detmass t 
correlationdata = record 
data:array[l .. 4,l •. masscorrmax} of real; 
{actual data arrays for which the correlation 
is to be checked} 
nsamples,nzero:integer; {no of samples in total and no of samples taken 
for initializing the system} 
title:string[SO}; (title of correlation data} 
end; 
regressiondata record 
slope,yconst,error,r,ymean,xmean,yerror,Cl,C2:array{l •. 2] of real; 
(information about best fit for a linear function: slope, y-intercept, 
end; 
error of estimate at mean, correlation coefficient, mean of y and x values, 
standard error of y value, constants Cl and c20 to determine the confidence band) 
constant record 
speed,power,dh,offset,slope,error,Fa,Fb:real; 
{calibration constants of m/s/count for speed, W/count for power, 
length of conveyor belt, 
zero offset and slope of calibration graph, error associated with massflow reading, 





(calibration constants for speed of inclined conveyor belt, length of horizontal 
and inclined conveyor belt, equivalent length of the chutes, kg/count for mass 




(time instances when steady state for input being high starts (- ssupl, 
steady state for input being low (- ssdnJ, instance of step dow  (- stepdnJ, 
and step up (- stepup), and instance when last sample is (-ssend). 
Sequence: ssup-stepdn-ssdn-stepup-ssend } 
dostime = record 
hour,min,sec,seclOO:word: (record to contain a sample from the dos-clock} 
end: 
Types used in Massf low } 
massflowdata = record 
data:array[l .. massflowm.ax]of real; 





(array of actual massflow samples} 
{array of time samples indicating when 
sample was taken} 
(no of samples} 
(error associated with reading} 
(title of massflow test} 
PROCEDURE Highlight(mode:integer); 
PROCEDURE wri temenu (screen: screenmenu) ; 
PROCEDURE readint(x,y,nopos:integer:VAR n:integerl: 
PROCEDURE readreal(x,y,nopos:integer:VAR n:real); 





(N** MODULE NAME HIGHLIGHT ***} 
{*** ------------------------------------------------------------- ***} (A** PROCEDURE highlights a string of text written to the ***} 
{*** screen in a flashing mode (mode=l) or a ***} 
{*** normal mode (mode•O). If the output is al-***} 
(*** ready in the highlighted mode the output is***} 
{ *** set to normal ***} 
(S** CALL SEQUENCE HIGHLIGHT(mode) ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS mode•l => flashing output; mode=O => normal•**} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
(G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
(M** MODULES CALLED 
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{A** PROCEDURE writes the menu contained in an array of ***} 
{*** strings to the screen ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE WRITEMENU(arrayofstrings) ***} 
CI** INPUT PARAMETERS array of strings ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED none ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
{C** COMMENTS none ***} 
{ ****************************** ********************************** * ********} 




for i:~l to 24 do writeln(screen(i]); 
END; 
{*************************************************************************} 




{A** PROCEDURE Reads a string supposed to be an integer ***} 
{*** from the keyboard and converts the string ***} 
{*** to an integer ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE READINT(x,y,nopos,integernumber) ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS position on screen (x,y)' no of positions ***} 
{*** allocated for the number ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS actual integer ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED crt ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS if the string entered is not an integer ***} 
{C** COMMENTS if <ENTER> is keyed in, the old number is ***} 
{*** accepted ***} 
{*************************************************************************} 










gotoXY(x,y);for i:=l to nopos do write(' '); 
gotoXY(x,y);readln(readstring); 
if readstring<>'' then val(readstring,n,code); 




until (code=OJ or (readstring=''l: 
END; 
{*************************************************************************} 













(G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
{M** MODULES CALLED 
CE** ERROR CONDITIONS 
{C** COMMENTS 
{*** 
Reads a string suppossed to be a real 
from the keyboard and converts the string 
to a real number 
READREAL{x,y,nopos,realnumber) 
position on screen (x,y), no of positions 












If string entered is not a real ***l 
If <ENTER> is keyed in the old Number is ***) 
accepted *** l 
{*************************************************************************} 






















gotoXY(x,yl:for i:=l to nopes do write(' 'l: 
gotoXY(x,yl:readln(readstringJ: 
if readstring<>'' then val(readstring,n,code); 
if code<>O then 
begin 
Sound( 1000 l ;delay( SO l ;nosound; 
end; 
until (code=Ol or (readstring=''); 
END; 






















determines the time difference in msec's ***} 
between two time samples from the dos clock***} 
TIMEDIFF(first time sample, second time ***l 
sample, time difference) ***} 
two time samples as taken from the DOS ***} 
clock (Type: dostime; see TYPES) •••} 









PROCEDURE timediff(tl,t2:dostime:VAR dt:longintl: 
BEGIN 
if tl.min>t2.min then begin t2.min:=t2.min+60; t2.hour:=t2.hour-l; if t2.hours-l then t2.hour:=23:end: 
if t1.sec>t2.sec then begin t2.sec:=t2.sec+60; t2.min:=t2.min-l: end; 
if tl.seclOO>t2.seclOO then begin t2.seclOO:=t2.seclOO+lOO; t2.sec:=t2.sec-l; end; 
t2.hour:=t2.hour-tl.hour: 









{H** REVISION HISTORY: ***) 
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C.3.2 Filehand.pas 
{ ******************** ************** ************ ********** ***** * ••••• ******} (*** UNIT PROCEDURE LIBRARY TO HANDLE DATA FILES ***l 
(*** FILE:FILEHAND.PAS ***) 
{ * * *. *** * * * *. ** •• * * * **** * * * * •• * *** * *. *. *. ** * * •• * ** ••• * * * * * *. * ** *. * ** * * * * * * } 
UNIT filehand1 
{ * •••• * * ************* ************ ******* ************** *********** ••••••• **} 
INTERFACE 
{ ** ** ••• ****** * ****** ******************* ••••••••••••••••••••• ********* * ***} 





PROCEDURE filename(VAR name:str50:1d:string)1 
FUNCTION chgtitle(what:str50:strin:str50):str501 
PROCEDURE chkdirectory(VAR name:strso:VAR flag:boolean): 
PROCEDURE chkfilename(VAR no.me:str50;VAR flag:boolean); 
PROCEDURE chkoverwrite(VAR name:str50:VAR flag:boolean): 
PROCEDURE loadresponsedata(VAR name:str501 VAR loaddata:responsedatal: 
PROCEDURE saveresponsedata (VAR name: strSO: storedata: responsedata) ; 
PROCEDURE copyresponsedata(datal:responsedata:VAR data2:responsedatal: 
PROCEDURE loadcorrdata(VAR name:strso:VAR corrdata:correlationdata:VAR reqdata:reqressiondata); 
PROCEDURE savecorrdata(VAR name:strSO;corrdata:correlationdata;regdata:reqressiondata); 
PROCEDURE loadmfdata(VAR name:str50:VAR data:massflowdata)1 
PROCEDURE savemfdata(VAR name:str501data:massflowdata)1 
PROCEDURE Loadconst(VAR Csp:constantl: 
PROCEDURE saveconst(VAR csp:constantl1 
PROCEDURE Loadconstm(VAR cm:massflowconst); 









{A** FUNCTION finds the position of the first free space ***} 
{*** in a character string ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE POSITION( string) *** t 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS string to be investigated •••} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS position of first space •••} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED none •••} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 











until (endid<>''l or (pos=lll 
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{ ********************************** ***************** * ••••••••••••••••••••• } 
{N** MODULE NAME : CHGSTRING ***) 
{*** ------------------------------------------------------------- ***} 
{A** FUNCTION edits a string by taking the appropiate ***} 
{*** action as defined by the user from the key- ***} 
{*** board ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE CHGSTRING(string,clearing string,position, ***} 
{*** x position,y position) ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS name of string, clearing string, current ***} 
{*** position of cursor in string and x, y posi- ***} 
{*** tion of most left hand entry of the string ***} 
{*** on the screen ***} 
{O** OUTPUT PARAMETERS updated string ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED crt ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***) 
{C** COMMENTS clearing string is a string consisting of ***} 
{*** spaces to clear the allocated space on the ***} 
{*** screen. The length of the clearing string is••*} 
{*** equal to that of the actual string ***} 










gotoXY ( x ... pos-1 , y) ; 
key:=readkey; 
while key<>ll3 do 
begin 
if key=IO then 




{left arrow pressed) 
{right arrow pressed) 
{delete pressed} 
end 




















gotoXY(x,y) ;write( name): 
gotoXY(x ... pos-1,y);key:=readkey: 
endr 
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{ ******************************************************* ************** * ***} {N** MODULE NAME : FILENAME ***) 
{*** ------------------------------------------------------------- ***} {A** PROCEDURE creates a filename which can be entered and ***} 
(*** edited one by one ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE FILENAME(string containing filename, ***) 
{ *** extension 1 ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS string containing default subdirectory and ***) 
{*** name of file, extension of filename ***} 
{O** OUTPUT PARAMETERS edited filename •••) 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 












if extension is entered as '',the routine ***} 
will detect if the filename already contains•••} 
a extension or it will assume no extension ***>' 
( *************************************************************************} 












if test='. ' then 
begin 
pos:=pos-4; 
if id<>'' then delete(nam.e,pos,4); 
end; 
insert(id,name,pos): 
clrscr:gotoXY( 20 ,10) :writeln( •filename: •); 
name:=CHGSTRING(name,clear,pos,30,10): 
clrscr:gotoXY(20,lO):writeln('filename: ',name): 
gotoXY(37,12J:write(' okay? [yJ ');okay:=readkey; 





{ N** MODULE NAME : CHGTITLE ***) 
{*** ------------------------------------------------------------- •••} 
{A** FUNCTION edits a previously entered title string one ***} 
{*** by one ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE CHGTITLE( explainstring, ti tlestring) ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS Explanation of the string,title string ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS edited title string ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED Crt ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 













clrscr:qotoXY( 5,10) rwriteln(what,' 'l t 
strin:-cHGSTRING(strin,clear,posl,S+pos2+2,10)1 
clrscr:qotoXY(5,lO):wr1teln(what,': ',strin}: 
gotoxy(22,12);write(' okay? [yJ '):okay:mreadkey: 
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{ ************ ••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ******** .......... } 























checks if the directory defined for a new 
file or a file to be read from is valid, 
i.e. that the directory defined exists 
CHKDIRECTORY(filename,flag} 
filename 
flag indicating whether to continue 
none 
Crt,Types 
if directory does not exist 
This check is done by writing a dummy file 
to the defined directory. Should this 
















{ ************************************* *********************** •••• **** ***** } 

























HIGHLIGHT(ll:gotoXY(25,20J;writeln(' Directory does not exist 'l:normvideo: 
gotoXY(lS,22);writeln('Press <ENTER> to re-enter directory or <ESC> to Escape'): 
opt: =readkey; 
if opt=llJ then FILENAME( name,.' l: 
end: 
until (opts#27l or (flag=true); 
END: 
{*************************************************************************} 
{ N** MODULE NAME CHKFILENAME ***} 
{*** ------------------------------------------------------------- ***} 
{A** PROCEDURE checks if the name defined for a file to be***l 
{*** read is valid, Le. that the file exists ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE Cl!KFILENAME( filename, flag} ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS filename ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS flag indicating whether to continue ... } 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED Crt,Types ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS if filename does not exist ***} 
CC** CO!IMEliTS none ***} 
{**********••···························································••} 
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HIGHLIGHT(l);gotoXY(27,20);writeln(' File does not exist '):normvideo: 
gotoXY(l2,22);writeln{'Press <ENTER> to enter new filename or <ESC> to Escape')~ 
opt: =readkey: 
if opt=#lJ then FILENAME(name,''l: 
end1 
until (opt=#27) or (flag=true): 
END: 
{ * ••••••••• ************************ ***************************************} 




{A** PROCEDURE checks if the name defined for a new file ***} 
{*** does already exist and if it does exist ***} 
(*** whether to overwrite it ***} 
{S** ·CALL SEQUENCE CHKOVERWRITE(filename,flag) ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS filename ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS flag indicating whether to overwrite ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED Crt,Types ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS if filename does already exist ***} 
{C** COMMENTS none ***} 
{*************************************************************************} 











if IOResult=O then 
begin 
sound(lOOO);delay(250);nosound; 
clrscr:HIGHLIGHT(l):gotoXY(25,20);writeln(' File does already exist 'l:normvideo: 
gotoXY(25,22):write('Press <ENTER> to overwrite'): 
gotoXY(Jl,2J);write('<ESC> to Escape'): 
gotoXY(Jl,24):write('<R> to Re-enter filename'): 
opt:=readkey: 
if opt=#lJ then flag:atrue: 
if (opt='r'l or (opt='R') then FILENAME(name,''l: 
close (disc) : 
end 
else flag:=true: 
until [opta#27) or (flag=true): 
EliDI 
{*************************************************************************} 
{N** MODULE NAME LOADRESPDATA ***l 
{*** 
------------------------------------------------------------- ***} 
{A** PROCEDURE loads a file of data in the RESPONSEDATA ***} 
{*** record format ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE LOADRESPDATA( filename, datarecord) ***} 
{l** INPUT PARAMETERS filename ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS data record ***l 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED Cr~,Types ***} 
[E** ERROR CONDITIONS if file does not exist ***l 
{C** COMMENTS details about RESPONSEDATA data record in ***l 
{*** unit TYPES ***} 
{*************************************************************************} 
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BEGIN 
Cl!KDIRECTORY(name,flagJ; 
if flag=true then CllKFILENAME(name,flagJ; 
if flag=true then 
with loaddata do 
begin 








for i:=l to nochannel do read(disc,labels[iJJ; 
readln(discl; 
readln(disc,title); 
for i:=O to (nsamples-1) do 
begin 
for j: =l to nochannel do 
begin 
read(disc,datastring); 











{A** PROCEDURE stores a data record in the RESPONSEDATA ***} 
{*** recordon disc ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE SAVERESPDATA(filename,datarecordl ***} 
(I** INPUT PARAMETERS filename, data record 
····> {O** OUTPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
[G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED Crt,Types ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS if file already exists ***} 
{C** COMMENTS details about RESPONSEDATA data record in ***} 
{*** unit TYPES ... } 
{*************************************************************************} 








if flag=true then CHKOVERllRITE(name,flagJ: 
if flagctrue then 
with storedata do 
END; 
begin 





writeln( disc,ns&mples:5,' ',l,' ',nochannel,' ',whenstep,' 
writeln(disc,frequency:l0:4J; 
for i:c l to nochannel do write(disc,labels[iJ:lOJ1 
writeln(disc); 
writeln(disc,titleJ: 
for i:=O to (nsamples-ll do 
begin 
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{A** PROCEDURE copies one data record in the RESPONSEDATA ***} 
{*** format into another data record ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE COPYRESPDATA(datal,data2) ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS datal data record to be copied FROM ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS data2 = data record to be copied TO ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED Types ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
{C** COMMENTS details about RESPONSEDATA data record in ***} 
{ *** unit TYPES ***} 
{ ************************* ****** ******************************************} 
PROCEDURE copyresponsedata( datal: responsedata;VAR data2: responsedata); 
VAR 
i, j: integer; 
BEGIN 
data2.nsamples:=datal.nsamples: 
data2. nochannel: =datal. nochannel: 
data2. whenstep: =datal . whenstep: 
data2.step:sdata1.step; 
data2.frequency:=datal.frequency; 
for 1:=1 to datal.nochannel do 
data2.labels[ i J :=datal .labels[ i J; 
data2. title:=datal. title; 
for i:=O to (datal.nsamples-ll do 































a linear regression and the data which was ***} 
used in the regression process, 1.e.the ***} 
data for which the correlation was checked ***l 
LOADCORRDATA(filename,correlation data ***) 
record, regression data record} ***} 
filenam~ ***} 
record containing the regression data (i.e.•••) 
results from the regression process) and a ***} 
record containing the data used in the reg-•••) 
ression process (i.e. correlation Data) ***) 
none 
Crt,Types 
if file does not exist 





regression data record see the unit TYPES ***} 
{*************************************************************************} 










if flag-true then CHKPILENAME(name,flagJ1 
if flag=true then 
with corrdata,regdata do 
begin 












readln (disc, x:mean [ l J , x:mean [ 2) ) 1 















for i: =1 to nsamples do 
begin 
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END: 
{ ••• ************************** ************* ******* •••••••••••••••••••••••• } 
{N** MODULE NAME SAVECORRDATA ***) 
{ *** {A** 
(*** 






saves the resulting data from a linear ***} 
regression and the data which was used in ***l 
the regression process, i.e. the data for ***} 
which the correlation was checked to a file•••} 
SAVECORRDATA( filename,correlation data ***} 
record, regression data record) ***} 





record containing the regression data (i.e.•••} 
results from the regression process) and a ***} 
record containing the data used in the reg-•••} 
ression process (i.e. correlation Data) ***} 
(O** OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 









{ E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
{C** COMMENTS 
If file·already exists 
for details about correlation and 
{*** regression data record see the unit TYPES ***} 
{*************************************************************************} 








if flag=true then CllKOVERWRITE(name,flagl: 
if flag=true then 
END: 
with corrdata,regdata do 
begin 
message:=' Please Wait - Saving File: '; 






writeln(disc ,slope(l J: 12:5,' ',slope[ 2J:12: s,' : Slope' l: 
writeln(disc,yconst[l):l2:5,' ',yconst[2J:l2:5,' :Y-intercept'l> 
writeln(d1sc,error[1]:12:5,' ',error(21:12:5,' :Error at mean'); 
writeln(disc,r[l]:l2:5,' ',r[2]:12:S,' :Correlation Coefficient'): 
writeln(disc,yerror(l 1 :12:5,' ',yerror[2] :12:5,' :standard Error in Y-Estimate'): 
writeln(disc,xmean( l 1 :12 :5,' ',xn.ean[ 2]: 12·: 5,' :X-mean'): 
writeln{disc,ymean(1]:12:5,' ',ymean(2]:12:5,' :Y-mean'); 
writeln(disc,C1[1]:12:10,' ',C1[2]:12:10,' :Constant 1'}; 
writeln(disc,C2[11:12:5,' ',C2(2]:12:5,' :Constant 2'}; 
writeln(disc): 
for i:=l to nsam.ples do 
begin 
for j:=l to 3 do 
write(disc,data[ j, iJ :7: 2,' ')' 
writeln(disc)' 
end; 
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{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
{M** MODULES CALLED 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
{C** COMMENTS 
{*** 
loads massflow data from file 
LOADMFDATA{ filename, mass flow data record 
filename 
data record containing massflow data 
none 
crt,Types 
if file does not exists 
for more information about the massf low 











{ *********** ** ** ************* * ** **** ****** ************* * ******** ********* *} 










if flag=true then CHKFILENAME(name,flag): 
if flag=true then 
with data do 
begin 









resdln (disc) : 
readln(disc): 































saves massf low data on file 
SAVEMFDATA(filename, massflow dats record 





if file already exists 
for more information about the massf low 





















if flag=true then CHKOVERllRITt:(name,flag): 
if flagctrue then 
with data do 
begin 
















writeln(disc, 'Title: ',title); 
writeln(disc,'No of Samples: 
writeln(disc,nsamples:4,' 
writeln(disc); 
Error (t/hr l:' l: 
',error:8:2): 
writeln(disc,' Massflow Time'): 
writeln(disc,' [t/hr] (hrs:min:sec] '): 
for i:=l to nsamples do 
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PROCEDURE loads the constants used in the massflow 
***} 
***} 
{*** determination process ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS 




data record containing speed, power, cali- ***} 
bration and friction constants ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
{M** MODULES CALLED 





for details about the data record see TYPES ***l 
{*************************************************************************} 





reset( disc) 1 









readln (disc, Fa); 




















{E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
{C** COMMENTS 




data record containing speed, power, cali-













for details about the data record see TYPES ***l 
{*************************************************************************} 
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***} (M** MODULES CALLED 
(E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
(C** COMMENTS 
none ***} 
for details about the data record see TYPES ***} 
{ ******************************************** * ******* ******************* * *} 





reset (disc) ; 

















{~·· PROCEDURE loads the no of wait loops to be executed ***} {*** in the datalogging process ···~ {S** CALL SEQUENCE LOADLOOPDATA(noloop) ***} 
(I** INPUT PARAMETERS none ... ~ 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS no of waitloops ***} 
(G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED none ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
{C** COMMENTS none ***} 
<******************************••••••••••••••••••••***********************> 








reset( disc) 1 
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( ••••••••••••• *************************** •• ******* ******** * •••••••••• *****} 




{A** PROCEDURE stores the no of waitloops to be executed ... } 
{*** in the datalogging process ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE SAVELOOPDATA( noloop) ***} 
fl** INPUT PARAMETERS nOloop ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED none ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
{C** COMMENTS none ***} 









close (disc) : 
END: 
{ •••••••••• ************************** ************************* **** ********} 
{H** REVISION HISTORY: ***) 
{*** VERSION BY DATE COMMENTS ***} 
{*** 
{*** 
1.0 KCAD 26-02-90 ***l 
***} 
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C.3.3 Math.pas 
{ ••••••••••••••••• ** ************************ ****** *****. ******** •••••••••• } 
(*** UNIT PROCEDURE LIBRARY TO PERFORM CERTAIN MATHEMATICAL ***) 
( *** MANIPULATIONS ***) 
{*** FILE: MATH.PAS ***} 
{ *** *************** * ***** * * ** **** * ••• ****** ••••• ******** ************ * *****} 
UNIT math; 
{ ********* * ************** ** ****************************. **** ••• ***********} 
INTERFACE 





PROCEDURE matrixmult(A,B:matrixsml;VAR C:matrixsml); 
PROCEDURE UtU(VAR B:matrixsml): 
PROCEDURE UtY(VAR B:vectorsml); 
PROCEDURE gauss_N(A:matrixsml;VAR B:matrixsml); 
PROCEDURE qauss_l(A:matrixsml;VAR S:vectorsml}; 
PROCEDURE ~nline_meansdev(val'ue ,NT:real ;VAR mean,stddev ,state:real); 
PROCEDURE semi_meansdev(n:inteqer;value:real;VAR mean,stddev,statel,state2:real); 
PROCEDURE meancalc(data:responsedata;ch,start,range:integer:VAR mean:integer:VAR dev:real); 





PROCEDURE filter(breakfreq:real;ch:integer;VAR data:responsedata); 
PROCEDURE offset(VAR data:responsedata); 
PROCEDURE norm(VAR data:responsedata): 
PROCEDURE disregard_up_to_step(VAR data:responsedata); 









{A** FUNCTION matrix multiplies two matrices, i.e.C=A*B ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE MATRIXMULT(A,B,C) ***} 
(I** INPUT PARAMETERS A and B Of type Matrixsml ***l 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS c of type Matrixsml ***} 
(G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
(M** MODULES CALLED Crt, Types ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS matrices uncompatible ***} 
(C** COMMENTS for info about Matrixsml see TYPES ***} 
{*************************************************************************} 





if A.cols<>B.rows then 
begin 
clrscr;HIGHLIGHT(l);gotoXY(20,lO); 
writeln('lll matrices uncompatible 111');normvideo; 




for i:=l to A.rows do 
for j:=l to A.cols do 
begin 
sum:cO; 
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{*************************************************************************} 
{ N** MODULE NAME : UtU ** *} 
{*** ------------------------------------------------------------- ***} 
!A** FUNCTION matrix multiplies the transpose of a matrixU•••J 
!*** with the matrix U itself i.e. B=Ut•U •••) 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE UtU(B) ***) 
(I** INPUT PARAMETERS u of type MatriXbig •••} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS B (type matrixsml) •••} 
















{ * * * * * * * * * * •• *. * * * *. * •• *. * •••• * * * * ** * * * ** * *. * * •• * * * * *** * * * ••• * * ••••• * * * * * * } 
PROCEDURE UtU(VAR B:matrixsml): 
VAR 
i, j ,k:integer: 
sum:real: 
BEGIN 
for i:=l to U.cols do 
for j:=l to u.cols do 
begin 
sum:=O: 
for k:=l to u.rows do sum:=sum + U.a[k,jJ•U.a[k,iJ: 






{ N** MODULE NAME : UtY ***} 
{*** ------------------------------------------------------------- ***} {A** FUNCTION matrix multiplies the transpose of a matrixU***} 
{*** 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
!M** MODULES CALLED 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
{C** COMMENTS 
{*** 
with the vector Y i.e. B=Ut*Y ***} 
UtY(B) ***} 
U of type Matrixbig and Y o; type vectorbig ***I 
B ( type vectorsml ) •• • ) 
u and Y 
crt, Types 




for details about MatriXbig, Vectorbig and ***I 
Vectorsml see TYPES ***} 
{*************************************************************************} 





if .U.rows<>Y.elements then 
begin 
clrscr:HIGHLIGHT( 1) :gotolCY( 10 ,10): 
writeln('ll! matrix U uncompatible with vector Y lll'J:normvideo: 




· for 1:=1 to u.cols do 
begin 
sum.:=O: 
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solves a set of simultaneous equations with ***} 
N sol4tion vectors, using the Gauss ***} 
Reduction process with Partial Pivoting for ***} 
accuracy ***} 
GAUSS_n(A,B) ***I 
coefficients matrix A, solution matrix B ***} 
(both of type matrixsml) ***) 
Gauss reduced solution matrix 8 (matrixsml) ***} 
none 
Crt, Types 
- if coefficient matrix not square 
- dimensions of solution vector do 





***} ( C* * COMMENTS 
- the solution vectors are represented by a ***} {***  ... matrix ***} 
- for details about matrixsml see TYPES 
***} { ********************* ·················································•**} 





if (A.rows<>A.cols) then 
begin 
end 
clrscr;HIGHLIGHT(l);gotoXY(lS,lO);writeln('lll coefficient matrix not square lll');normvideo; 
gotoXY(lS,lS);writeln('press <ENTER> to continue'):readln; 
else if (A.rows<>B.rows} then 
begin 
clrscr;HIGHLIGHT(l); 
gotoXY(lO,lO);writeln('lll dimensions of solution matrix do not match 
coefficient matrix Ill'); 
normvideo: 







for i:=l to n-l do 
begin 
largcoef:=A.a[i,iJ; (look for highest leading Coefficient} 
largindex:=i; 
for j:=iH to n do 
if abs(A.a[j,iJ) > largcoef then 
begin 
largcoef :=abs(A.a( j, i J); 
largindex:=j; 
end; 
if largindex<>i then (interchange rows if ·necessary} 
begin 










B. a[ largindex, j J :=B.a[ 1, j l; 
B.a( i, j J :=temp; 
end: 
for j:=i+l to n do (subtract multiples from row i from lower rows} 
end; 
begin 
factor:•A.a( j, i ]/A.a[ i, i J; 
for k:=i+l ton do A.a[j,kJ:=A.a[j,kJ - factor•A.a[i,k]; 
for k:=l to nn do B.a[j,kJ:=B.a(j,kJ - factor•B.a[i,kJ; 
end: 
for k:=l to nn do B.a[n,kJ:=B.a(n,kJ/A.a(n,n]; (back substitution} 
end: 
for i:=n-l downto l do 
for k:=l to nn do 
begin 
factor:•B.a[i,k]; 
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{ ************* * *** * **************************** ******************** *******} (N** MODULE NAME : GAUSS_l ***) 
{*** ------------------------------------------------------------- ***} {A** PROCEDURE solves a set of simultaneous equations using***} 
{*** the Gauss reduction process with partial ***} 
{*** pivoting for accuracy ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE GAUSS_l(A,B) ***) 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS coefficients matrix A (type matrixsml) ***) 
{*** solution vector B (type vectorsml) ***l 













- if coefficient matrix not·square 
- dimensions of solution vector do 






- for details about matrixsml see TYPES ***} 
{ ****************** ***** ** ****** ****** *********************** * ********** * *} 





if (A.rows<>A.cols) then 
begin 
clrscr:HIGHLIGHT(l):gotoXY(lS,lO):writeln('lll coefficient matrix not square lll'):normvideo; 
gotoXY(lS,lS):writeln('press <ENTER> to continue'):readln: 
end 
else if (A.rows<>B.elements) then 
begin 
clrscr;HIGHLIGHT(l); 
gotoXY(lO,lO);writeln('lll dimensions of solution vector do not match 
coefficient matrix 11 l ') :normvideo; 







for i:•l to n-1 do 
begin 
largcoef:=A.a[i,iJ: (look for highest leading coefficient) 
largindex:=i; 
for j:=i+l ton do 
if .abs(A.a[j,iJ) > largcoef then 
begin 
largcoef:=abs(A.a[j ,i J); 
largindex:=j: 
end; 
if largindex<>i then (interchange rows if necessary) 
begin 










for j:=i+l ton do (subtract multiples from row i from lower rows) 
begin 
factor:=A.a[j,iJ/A.a[i,iJ: 
for k:=i+l to n do A.a[j,kJ:•A.a[j,kJ - factor•A.a[i,k]; 
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{ ** * * ** * * * *. ** * * * * * * * * *. * * * * * * ***** *. * * •• * * •• * ••• * * * * * ••• *. * * * * * * * * ••• * *. * } { N** MODULE NAME : ONLINE_MEANSDEV ***) 




{S** CALL SEQUENCE 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
(M** MODULES CALLED 





in an on-line fashion using a recursive mean•••} 
and standard deviation estimator, making use•••} 
of a state to prevent numeric overflows ***} 
ONLINE_MEANSOEV(value,alpha,mean,sdev,state)***l 
new value,NT,mean,std.deviation,state ***} 




- a:=exp(-1/T); T=time constant of detector***} 
=> NT:=a/(1-a) ***l 
- state = dum of value squared / NT; Initial***} 
condition = mean of last five values~2 ***} 
{ **** ***** ************************************* ************** *************} 
PROCEDURE online_meansdev(value,NT:real:VAR mean,stddev,state:real); 
BEGIN 
mean:=(NT*mean +value) / (NT+l); 
state:=(NT•state + sqr(value)) I (NT+l): 
stddev:=sqrt(NT•(state - sqr(mean))/(NT-1)); 
END; 
{*************************************************************************} 























determines the mean and standard deviation 
in an on-line fashion, but not for large 
number of values as numeric overflows occur 
SEMI_MEANSDEV(n,value,mean,sdev,states 1+21 
no of values,new value,mean,std.dev,states 
updated mean, std. deviation and states 1+2 
none 
none 
for many values a numeric overflow will 
occur. Thus rather use online_meansdev 
statel = sum of values; state2 = sum of 




















stddev:=sqrt((statel - 2•mean•state2 + n•sqr(meanl)/(n-1)); 
END: 
{*************************************************************************} 












PROCEDURE calculates the mean and standard deviation ***) 
of a specified range of numbers ***} 
CALL SEQUENCE MEANCALC(data,ch,start,range,mean,dev) ***) 
INPUT PARAMETERS data record, channel to calculate mean from•••} 
, starting pointer and range over which to ***} 
calculate the mean ***} 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS mean and standard deviation ***} 
GLOBAL VARIABLES 
MODULES CALLED 







***} { C** COMMENTS details about the data record in TYPES 
{*************************************************************************} 
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(*************************************************************************} 










PROCEDURE performs a linear regression on two arrays ***} 
of data and determines the constants for a ***} 
95% confidence band ***} 
CALL SEQUENCE REGRESS(corrdata,regdata) •••) 
INPUT PARAMETERS data record (type correlationdata) on which ***) 
regression is to be performed ***} 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS regression results (type regressiondata) ***) 
( G•• GLOBAL VARIABLES 











details about regressiondata and correlation•••} 
data in TYPES ••• } 
{ ******************************************* ******** ******** •• ** •••••••••• } 
PROCEDURE regress(corrdata:correlationdata;VAR regdata:regressiondata1; 
VAR 
sumx ,sumx2 ,sumy ,sumy2 ,sumxy ,dx,dy ,dxy ,d ,Fi :real: 
F:array[l .. 3,1 .. 20] of real; 
1,j,n,nn:inteqer: 
BEGIN 
F[l,lJ:=lO;F[2,lJ:=lS;F[3,1]:=4.96; IF-distribution factors for a 95l confidence band} 
F[l,2]:=15;F(2,2]:=20;F[3,2]:=4.S4; 
F[l,3]:=20;F[2,3]:=25;F[3,3]:=4.JS; 




F[l, BJ :=60;F[ 2 ,BJ :=70 :F( 3 'BJ :=4. oo: 
F[l,9]:•70;F[2,9J:=BO;F[3,9]:=3.9B; 
F[l,10]:=BO;F(2,10]:=90;F(3,10]:=3.96; 














with corrdata do 
for i:al to n do 
begin 
sumx:= sumx + data[l,i]; 
sumx2:= sumx2 + sqr(data[l,i]); 
END: 
sumy:= sumy + data[j+l,iJ; 
sumy2:• sumy2 + sqr(data[j+l,iJ); 
sumxy:= sumxy + data[j+l,iJ•data[l,iJ: 
end; 
dx:= sumx2 - sqr(sunx)/n; 
dy:= sumy2 - sqr(SUJllY)/n; 
dxy:= sumxy - sumx•swty/n; 
d:=dx•dy - sqr(dxy); 




xmean r j J : •sUllX/n: 
slope [ j J : =dxy /dx: 
yconst[jJ:=(sumx2•swny - sumxy•sumx) / (n•dx); 
r[jJ:=dxy / sqrt(dx•dy); 
yerror[ j J :•sqrt(d/(dx*(n-2))): 
if n-2<•10 then Fi:•4.96 







if F[2,iJ>n-2 then nn:•1; 
until nn•i; 




Cl [ j J :=Fi•sqr(yerror[ j J )/dx; 
C2[jJ:=Fi•sqr(yerror[jJ) • (l+l/n); 
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{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
{M** MODULES CALLED 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
{C** COMMENTS 
determines the area under a response over ***} 
a specified range using the trape2oidal ***} 
rule ***} 
AREA(data,ch,start,range) ***} 
data record.channel to determine area from,•••} 
first sample of range, range in samples ***} 





















{ * ••• * * * * * * * ** ** * * * * * * * * * ** * * ** * * * * * * * ** * *** * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * ** } 













( G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
{M** MODULES CALLED 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
{ C** COMMENTS 
determines the area under the quadratic of ***} 
a response over a specified range using the•••} 
trape2oidal rule ***} 
QUADAREA(data,ch,start,range) ***) 
data record,channel to determine area from,***} 
first sample of range, range in samples ***} 

















for i:=(start+l) to (start+range) do 
sum:=sum+(TPO(data.data[ch,iJ,2)+TPO(data.data[ch,i-lJ,2ll*dt/2; 
quadarea: =sum. t 
END; 
{*************************************************************************} 
{N** MODULE NAME CUBICAREA ***) 
{ ... ------------------------------------------------------------- ... } 
{A** FUNCTION determines the area under the cubic of ***} 
(*** a response over a specified range using the•••} 
{*** trapezoidal rule ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE CUBICAREA(data,ch,start,range) ***} 
II** INPUT PARAMETERS data record,channel to determine area from,•••} 
{*** first sample of range, range in samples ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS area under cubic of curve ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED Types •••} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
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{ ************************************* * * ••••• ************************** ***} (N*• MODULE NAME TPO •••) 
{*** ------------------------------------------------------------- ***} 
{A** FUNCTION determines value of a number raised to the ***} 
power n 










number to be raised, dimension of power(n} ***} 
(G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
(M** MODULES CALLED 












































a first order filter •••} 
FILTER(breakfrequency,channel,datarecord) ***} 
break frequency of filter, channel of data ***) 
recorf to filter, data record ***l 




- details about data record in TYPES ***f 
{*************************************************************************} 







if initpoint>data.nsamples then initpoint:=data.nsamples: 
for i:=O to initpoint do initcond:=initcond+data.data[ch,iJ/(initpoint+l): 
factor:=exp(-breakfreq/data.frequency); 
data.data[ch,OJ:=round(data.data[ch,OJ*(l-factor)+initcond•factor): 




(N** MODULE NAME OFFSET ***) 
{*** 
{A** PROCEDURE 
(S** CALL SEQUENCE 
(I** INPUT PARAMETERS 
( O** OllTPUT PARAMETERS 
(G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
(M** MODULES CALLED 
(E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
( C** COllMEllTS 
{*** 
subtracts the bias from a response 
OFFSET(datarecord) 
data record 




- offset is subtracted from all channels 



















if data.whenstep<3 then 
begin 
normvideo:clrscr:gotoXY(lO,lO):HIGHLIGHT(l):writeln('lll ERROR IN OFFSET Ill'); 
gotoXY(lO,l2):HIGHLIGHT(O):writeln('TOO LITTLE SAMPLES BEFORE STEP'): 
qotoXY(lO,l6);writeln('Press any Key to continue'); 














for j :=l to data.nochannel do 
begin 
if error='y' then meaninit:=data.data[1,0J 
else llEANCALC(data,j,O,(data.whenstep-l),meaninit,devinit): 
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MEANCALC(data,j,(data.nsamples-data.whenstep),(data.whenstep-1),meanfin,devfin); 
END: 
if data.step>O then 
begin 







for i:=O to data.nsamples-1 do 
data.data[j,i]:=round(data.data(j,i]-meanfin); 
meaninit:=round(meaninit-meanfin); 















{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
{ M* * MODULES CALLED 
(E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
{C** COMMENTS 
{*** 
normalizes a response in respect to the 
step applied to it 
NORM(datarecord) 
data record 




- all channels are normalized 

















for j:=l to data.nochannel do 












{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
(M** MODULES CALLED 















- samples before step disregarded for all •••) 
channels ***} 
- details about data record in TYPES ***l 
{*************************************************************************} 




for i:= data.whenstep+l to data.nsamples-1 do 
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{ ****************************** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * *****} 





















changes the sampling frequency of the re-
sponse and adjusts the dataarray accord-
ingly 
CHGFREQ(newfreq,datarecord) 
new sampling frequency, data record 




- frequency changed for all Channels 












***} { ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *** •• ******* ************ ***** *********} 





data. frequency: =data. frequency /count: 
data.nsamples:=trunc(data.nsamples/count}; 
i:=O; 
for j:=O to data.nsamples-1 do 
begin 
END: 
for k:=l to data.nochannel do 
data.data[k,jJ:zdata.data[k,i]; 
1: =i +count: 
end: 
{*************************************************************************} 
{H** REVISION HISTORY: ***} 
{ *** VERSION BY DATE COMMENTS ***} 
{ *** 1. 0 KCAD 27-02-90 ***} 
{*** 
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C.3.4 Plotgraf .pas 
{**************************~;*********************************************} 
I*** UNIT PROCEDURE LIBRARY TO PREPARE GRAPHS AND TO PLOT GRAPHS ***) 
I*** FILE: PLOTGRAF.PAS ***) 
{ *** **** *************************************•························~·· *) 
UNIT plotgraf; 
{ ***************************** **** ******** ************* ************* ****** ~ 
INTERFACE 






PROCEDURE autorespscale(data:responsedata;VAR limits:responsescale;ch:inteqer); 
PROCEDURE chgscale(VAR limits:responsescale); 
PROCEDURE labels(data:responsedata;channel,mark:integer;explain:string;limits:responsescale); 
PROCEDURE grafcomp(data:responsedata;limits:responsescale); ' 
PROCEDURE corrgraph(data:correlationdata;regdata:regressiondata;limits:corrscale;ch:integer); 
PROCEDURE autocorrscale(data:correlationdata:regdata:regressiondata:VAR limits:corrscale); 







( N** MODULE NAME : GRAPHINIT . ***} 
{ *** --------------·----------------------------------------------- ***} 
IA** PROCEDURE it registers all graphics screen drivers and***l 
1••• all fonts drivers, aborts the program if a •••) 
(*** certain driver is not present, else it ***} 
{*** determines which graphics adaptor is needed ***) 
I*** and initializes the screen accordingly ***l 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE GRAPHINIT ***) 
II** INPUT PARAMETERS none ***l 
10•• OUTPUT PARAMETERS none •••) 
















GraphOriver, GraphMode, Error 
PROCEDURE Abort(Msg : string)I 
begin 
inteqer; 




{ Register all the drivers > 
if RegisterBGidriver(@CGADriverProc) < O then 
Abort( 'CGA'): 
if RegisterBGidriver(@EGAVGADriverProcl < O then 
Abort('EGA/VGA'); 
if RegisterBGidriver(@HercDriverProc) < o then 
Abort( 'Herc' l: 
if RegisterBGidriver(@ATTDriverProc) < o then 
Abort(' AT&T' l: 
if RegisterBGidriver(@PC3270Dr1verProc) < o then 
Abort( 'PC 3270'); 
{ Register all the fonts ) 
if RegisterBGifont(@GothicFontproc) < o then 
Abort( 'Gothic' l: 
if RegisterBGifont(@SansserifFontproc) < O then 
Abort( 'Sansserif'): 
if RegisterBGifont(@SmallFontproc) < o then 
Abort(' Small'); 
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plots the response data of a real time ***} 
response graph using lines inbetween the ***l 
individual data points ***l 
PLOTDATALIN(data record,channel,limits) •••) 
response data record,channel to plot, limits•••} 
of graph •••} 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
***} 
***} 
GLOBAL VARIABLES none 




for details about data record and limits see•••} 
TYPES ***} 









(limits. ymax-limits. ymin) •( getmaxY-70 l) l: 
tmax:=round(getmaxX-100): 
for k: = ( sampmin+l l to sampmax do 



























plots the response data of a real time ***l 
response graph using points to plot the •••) 
individual data points ***) 
PLOTDATAPIX(data .record,channel, limits) ••*} 
response data record, channel to plot,limits***l 
of response ***} 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
***} 
***} 
GLOBAL VARIABLES none 
MODULES CALLED Graph, Types 
ERROR CONDITIONS 
COMMENTS 
none *** ~ 










for k:= sampmin to sampmax do 
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------------------------------------------------------------- ***} PROCEDURE 
CALL SEQUENCE 
automatically scales the vertical axis of a ***} 
real time response graph and sets the limits•••} 
of the time axis to the extremes (i.e.no of ***} 
samples} ***} 
AUTOSCALE(data record.limits) ***l 




OUTPUT PARAMETERS limits of response 
GLOBAL VARrABLES none 




for details about data record and limits see•••} 
TYPES ***) 
{*************************************************************************} 
PROCEDURE autorespscale(data:responsedata:VAR limits:responsescale:ch:inteqer): 
VAR 
,i: integer 'I 
BEGIN 
limits.ymin:=5000;limits.tmin:=O;limits.ymax:=-5000; 
for i:=O to (data.nsamples-1) do 
begin 
if limits.ymax<data.data[ch,iJ then limits.ymax:=data.data[ch,iJ; 


















CHGSCALE (limits) ••• ) 
{G** GLOBAL VARrABLES 
{M** MODULES CALLED 
limits of response 
New limits of response 
none 





<E•• ERROR CONDrTrONS none •••1 
{C** COMMENTS for details about limits see TYPES ***I 
{*************************************************************************} 
PROCEDURE chgscale(VAR limits:responsescale)r 
VAR 









gotoXY( 45,11) ;write(limits.t.Jll.n:6: 3); 
gotoXY(45,12);write(linits.tllax:6;3); 
gotoXY( 45 ,13) ;write( limits. ymin:6 l; 
gotoXY( 45,14) ;write( limits .ymax:6): 
gotoXY( 5, 20) ;write('Option [',option,' J: ') ;option:mreadkey; 
if option=ll3 then option:='c': 
opt:=ord(option)-481 
case option of 
1 1 1 :readreal( 45,lO+opt,8 ,limits. tmin) 1 
1 2 1 :readreal(45, lO+opt,8, limits.tmax); 
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{ *************************************************************************} {N** MODULE NAME : LABELS ***) 




















insert a label in a time response graph 
LABELS(data record,channel,label,limits) 
Response data record, channel to label, no 
to mark graph with, actual label for expla-
nation of the response at the bottom of the 














for details about data record and limits see•••} 
TYPES ***) 































{A** PROCEDURE plots channel l and 2 of a response data ***} 
£*** record on the same graph ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE GRAFCOMP(data,limits) ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS Response data record, limits Of response ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES limits of response ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED crt,Plotgraf,Types ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
{C** COMMENTS for details about data record and limits see***} 
{*** TYPES ***} 
{*************************************************************************} 
PROCEDURE grafcomp(data: responsedata;limits:responsescale); 
BEGIN 
GRAPHSETUP(data,limits,1,data.title)1 
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plots a graph between two series of data to ***} 
indicate their correlation: ***} 
the procedure initializes the graphics ***) 
screen, plots borders and the axes of the ***} 
graph, inserts all titles and plots the two ***} 
data arrays against each other ***} 
CORRGRAPH{correlation data record,regression***} 
data record.limits of graph, channel to plot***} 
correlation data record, regression data ***} 
record, limits of graph (type corrscale), ***l 
channel to plot ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
{M** MODULES CALLED 







***} none ***} 
for details about correlation and regression***} 
data record and corrscale see TYPES ***} {*** { *********************••••················································} 









for i:=l to data.nsamples.do 
begin 
if xmax < data.data[l,il then xmax:=data.data[l,i]: 
















line( so, 30, so ,maxy-40) :line( so ,maxy-40 ,xl ,maxy-40): 
settextstyle(smallfont,horizdir,41: 
settextjustify(lefttext,lefttextJ: 
outtextXY(60,32,'DETERMINED MASSFLOW [t/hJ'J: 
outtextXY(maxx-170,maxy-47,'ACTUAL MASSFLOW [t/h]'l: 
dy:=(limits.ymax[chJ-limits.ymin(chJ)/lO: 
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settextjustify(centertext,centertext); 




( getmaxY-70 l l: 
outtextXY(xl ,yl, '*'): 
yfit:=regdata.yconst[ch) + regdata.slope[chJ•data.data[l,i); 
y:=yfit + sqrt(regdata.C2[ch] + regdata.Cl[chJ•sqr(data.data[l,iJ-regdata.xmean[chJ)); 
yl:=getmaxY-60-round( (y-limi ts.ymin[chJ l /(limits .ymax[ch ]-limits .ymin[ch J) •(getmaxY-70 l): 
if i>l then line(xo,yup,xl,yl); 
yup:=yl; 
y:=yfit - sqrt(regdata.C2[ch] + regdata.Cl[chJ•sqr(data.data[l,iJ-regdata.xmean[chJll: 
yl :=getmaxY-60-round( (y-limits. ymin[ch J )/(limits. ymax[ch ]-limits. ymin[ch J l* (getmaxY-70 l l: 


















PROCEDURE automatically scales the axes of a correla- ***} 
tion graph ***I 
CALL SEQUENCE AUTOCORRSCALE(correlation data record, ***} 
regression data record,limitsl***t 
INPUT PARAMETERS correlation data record, regression data ***} 
record ***} 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS limits of Graph (type corrscale) ***l 
(G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
{M** MODULES CALLED 







for details about correlation and regression***} 
data record and corrscale see TYPES ***} {*** 
{*************************************************************************} 
PROCEDURE autocorrscale(data:correlationdata;reqdata: reqressiondata;VAR limits:corrscale); 
VAR 
i , ch: intege·r; 
y:real: 
BEGIN 
limits.xmin[ l J :=1000000: limits.xmax[ l J :=-1000000; 
for i:=l to data.nsamples do 
begin 
if li11its.xmax[lJ < data.data[l,il then limits.xmax[lJ:=data.data[l,iJ; 
if limits.xmin[lJ > data.data[l,iJ then limits.xmin[lJ:~data.data[l,iJ; 
end; 
limits .xmin[ 2 J :=limits .xmin[ 1); limits.xmax[ 2J:=limits.xmax[1 J: 
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{ ** *. * ** * •• * * *** •• * * •• *. * * * * ••• * * * * * * * * *. * * *. ** ** *. * *. *. * * *** * ** •• * * * * * *. * } { N** MODULE NAME : CHGCORRSCALE ***) 
{*** ----------------------------------------·--------------------- ***} 
{A** PROCEDURE change the scales of a correlation graph ***l 
(S** CALL SEQUENCE CHGCORRSCALE(limits) ***} 
(I** INPUT PARAMETERS limits of Graph ***l 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS New limits of Graph (type corrscale) ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***) 
{M** MODULES CALLED Crt, Types, Filehand ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
(C** COMMENTS for details about corrscale see TYPES ***} 
{ * * *. * * *. * * ** •• * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *** * •• * * * *. * * ** * * * ••• * * * *. ** * * * * * ** * * * } 











for i:=l to 2 do 
begin 
qotoXY( 19+i•l9 ,12) ;write( limits .xmin[ i J: 6: 3 l; 
gotoXY( 19+i*l9, 13) :write( limits.xmax[ i J :6: 3); 
gotoXY( 19+i•l9 ,14) ;write( limits .ymin[ i l: 6 :3); 
gotoXY( 19+i*l9, 15) ;write( limits. ymax[ i J :6: 3): 
end; 
gotoXY(5,20);write('Option [',option,']: ');option:=readkey; 
if option=#l3 then option:='c'; 
opt:=ord(option)-48: 
case option of 
'l':for i:=l to 2 do readreal(l9+i*l9,ll+opt,7,limits.xmin[i]); 
'2':for i:=l 
'J':for i:=l 




2 do readreal(l9+1*19,ll+opt,7,limits.xmax[iJ): 
2 do readreal(l9+i*l9,ll+opt,7,limits.ymin[i]l: 









{A** PROCEDURE : initializes the screen to display 
" 
6 digi- ***} 
l*** . tal nullber over the whole screen ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE DISPALYINIT[titlel,title2) ***} 
(I** INPUT PARAMETERS titles to display at top and bottom of ***} 
{*** screen ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***) 
(M** MODULES CALLED Graph ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 








rectangle(x div 200,y div 25,x- x div 200,y- y div 25); 
rectangle(x div 50,trunc(y/4.5),x- x div so,y-trunc(y/4.5)); 
settextstyle(triplexfont,horizdir,5)1 
settextjustify(centertext,centertext): 
outtextXY(x div 2,y div 8,titlel): 
settextstyle(triplexfont,horizdir,3); 
settextjustify(righttext,centertext); 
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{ * ************* ******** ******************** * ****************************** } (N** MODULE NAME : DISPALYNO ***} 
{*** ------------------------------------------------------------- ***} (A** PROCEDURE displays a 6 digital number in the middle of***} 
{*** the screen and the associated error at the ***} 
{*** 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS 
(0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
(M** MODULES CALLED 























x: ::::igetmaxx; y: =getm.axY; 
setviewport(x div 50 + x div 100,trunc(y/4.0), 
x- x div 50 - x div 100,y- trunc(y/4.0),clipon)1 
settextstyle(defaultfont,horizdir,12): 
xnew:=x-2•(x div 50 + x div l00}1ynew:=y-2•trunc(y/4.0)1 
clearviewport; 
str(number:6:1,s); 
outtextXYCxnew div 2,ynew div 2,s)1 
setviewport(x div 2,y- trunc(y/4.5) + y div 50, x - x div 3,y- y div 25 - y div 50,clipon): 
settextstyle(defaultfont,horizdir,2): 
xnew:=x- x div 2 - x div 31 ynew:= trunc(y/4.5) - y div 25 - 2• (y div 50)1 
clearviewport; 
str(error: 5: 1,s); 
outtextXY(xnew div 2,ynew div 2,s): 
.END1 
{*************************************************************************} 
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C.3.5 Plotgrad.pas 
{ ******************** ************* ************* * * ***** ** **** * ******* ******} {*** UNIT PROCEDURE LIBARY CONTAINING DATAFILES TO BE USED IN ***) 
{ *** PLOTGRAF. PAS ***) 
{ *** FILE: PLOTGRAD.PAS ***} 
{ ****************** ********************************************** * * * ** ** **} 
UNIT plotgrad: 
{ ***************** ************** ******************** ****** **************** } 
INTERFACE 
{ * * * * * * ** ** *. * * * * * * * * * * * *. * *. * * * * * * * * * *. * * * •• * *. ** * * * * *** * * *** ** * * ** * * * * * * } 
USES types: 
PROCEDURE initmenul(VAR menu:screenmenu): 
PROCEDURE initmenu2{VAR menu:screenmenu); { *. * * * *** * * * *. * * * * * * * ** *. * *. * * ** * * * * * * •• * * ** * * ** * * * ** * * * *** * *. * ** * * * •• *. * * } 
IMPLEMENTATION 
{ ***** ******** ********* ** ***** ****************************** •••••••••• ****} 
{*************************************************************************} 




{A** PROCEDURE initializes the menu defined in this sub- ***} 
{*** routine ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE INITMENUl(menu) ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
(0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS menul (type screenmenu) ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED Types ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***) 
{C** COMl!ENTS details about screenmenu in TYPES ***} 
{*************************************************************************} 
PROCEDURE initmenul(VAR menu:screenmenu}; 
BEGIN 
menu[l J :=' 








w====-=-== m==== ='j1 I 
menu[lO] :c 1 
menu[ 11 J :c' 
menuc121:=' 
menu[l3] :c 1 
menu( 14] :=' 
menu(lS] :=' 
menu[l6]:=' 
menu[ 17] :c 1 
menu[l8]:=' 
menu(l9]:=' 
menu[ 20 J :=' 
menu[21]:=' 
menu[22J:=' 
menu{ 23) :=' 
menu(24}:=' 
EllDI 








II - Time Minimum: !i ' : 
!I - Time Maximum: II ' : 
II - Y Minimum II ' : 
II 4 - Y Maximum 11'1 
II ff': 
II !i" II c - Continue II ' : 
II fl': 
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{A** PROCEDURE initializes the menu defined in this sub- ***} 
{*** routine ... } 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE INITMENU2(menu) ***} 
(I** INPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS menu2 (type screenmenu) ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED Types ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
(C** COMMENTS details about screenmenu in TYPES ... } 
{ ••••••• ** ********* ********* *** ******* ************ ******* ** ******* * *** **** } 
PROCEDURE initmenu2(VAR menu:screenmenu); 
BEGIN 
menu[l) :=' 
menu( 2] :=' 






menu[ 9]: =' 
menu[lO] :=' 






menu[ 17] :=' 
menu[ 18 J :=' 
menu( 19]: =' 
menu(20] :=' 
menu[21J :=' 
menu( 22] :=' 
menu(23 J :=' 








II MENU:.: II'; 
I.I II': 
II II': 
!! Channell : Channel 2 : II ' ; 
II ======== ========= II ' : 
II - X minimum: II ' ; 
!I - x Maximum: !I': 
II - Y Minimum: !I ' : 
II 4 - Y Maximum: II ' ; 
!! ii'; 
II h 







{H** REVISION HISTORY: ***} 
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C.3.6 DT2801 4.pas 
{*************************************************************************} 
{**• UNIT PROCEDURE LIBARY FOR DATA TRANSLATION CARD DT2801 ***} 
{*** FILE: DT2801_4.PAS ***} 




{ •• *********** ******************** •• **************************************} 





base_address = $2EC' 
COlnln_Wait = $4; 
write_wait = $2' 
read_wait = $5' 
cstop = $F' 
cclear = $1; 
ceri:-or = $2: 
cadin = $C; 
cdaout = $8; 
command_req, data_req 
{DT2801 uses port $2EC & $2EDI 
{DT2801 COlllll1andsf 








.{A** PROCEDURE Reads the voltage from A/D channel nwnber ***} 
{*** <chan_no>. ***} 
{ *** Result returned in the integer variable ***} 
{*** <value> in the range -2048 to 2047, [Counts]***} 
{*** 'Corresponding to the voltage input ***} 
{*** -10,000 to 9,9951 [Volt] ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE ADC_READ(chan_no;value) ***l 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS channel no ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS value ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED none ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
{C** COMMENTS none ***} 
(*************************************************************************} 




repeat until (port [colll!lland_rag] and comn_wait) > O; 
port [colllll1and_regJ := cadinr 
repeat until ((port (command_reg] xor write_waitl and lrrite_wait) > o, 
port [data_regJ •= o; 
repeat until ((port [command_regJ xor writa_waitl and write_wait) > o, 
port (data_regJ := chan_no' 
repeat until {port [command_regJ and read_wait) > O; 
low •=port (data_regJ; 
repeat until (port (command_regJ and raad_wait) > O; 
high•=port(data_reg]; 
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{*************************************************************************> 












{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
{ M* *' MODULES CALLED 
Writes a voltage to D/A channel 
The value must be an integer 
O=< value 1:::<4095 
DAC_liRITE(chan_no,value) 













{ E•• ERROR CONDITIONS none ••• } 
{ C** COMMENTS none ***} 
{ *************** ************* ****************** * ************************* * ~ 
PROCEDURE dac_write(chan_no,vaiue:integer); 
VAR 
high, low byte; 
BEGIN 
{Shift the value) 
value:svalue+2048; 
{Impose limits: O[CJ=-10,0000[VJ. 2048[CJ=0,0000[V} & 4095[CJ=9,995l[V]) 
if value<O then value:=O; 
if value>4095 then value:=4095; 
{Find high & low byte values} 
high:=value div 256; 
low•=value - high • 256; 
{Set DT2801 for ADC output} 
repeat until (port [coll\ll\and_regJ and comm_wait) > o; 
port (command_reg] := cdaout; 
{Set Channel number I 
repeat until ((port [command_reg] xor write_wait) and write_wait) > O; 
port [data_reg] := chan_no; 
{output low then high byte} 
repeat until ((port [command_regJ xor write_waitl and write_wait) > O; 
port [data_regJ := low; 
repeat until ((port [command_regJ xor write_waitl and write_wait) > O; 
port (data_regJ •= high; 
END; {dac_write) 
{*************************************************************************} 




{A** PROCEDURE To intitilize the DT2801 card and sets ***} 
{*** channels to zero ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE SET-UP ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS none ***) 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED none ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 







(Set DT2801 port addresses) 
co:mnand_reg: c base_address -1- l t 
data_req: = base_address: 
{Stop DT2801 card & Clear data register} 
port [command_regJ•• cstop; 
teJDp:~ port [data_reg]; 
(Clear DT2801 card} 
repeat until (port [command_regJ and comm_wait) > O; 
port [co1111and_regJ •= cclear; 
{Zero DAC outputs) 
dac_write(O,O); 
dac_write( l, O); 
END; {Set_Up) 
{*************************************************************************} 
- {H** REVISION HISTORY: •••) 
{*** VERSION BY DATE COMMENTS ***} 
{*** 1.0 EHF '86 Written in Turbo 3.0 ***) 
{*** 2.0 KCAD 24-04-89 Converted to a Turbo Pascal Unit***} 
{*** ***} 
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C.3.7 Detmf .pas 
{ ••••••••• ********************* *********** ******** ************ •••••••••• * *} 
{*** UNIT PROCEDURE LIBRARY TO DETERMINE THE MASSFLOW ON A CONVEYOR ***} 
{*** BELT ***) 
{*** FILE: DETMF. PAS ***) 
{ * ••• ***. * *********** ************* ***** * ******************** ******** **** **} 
UNIT detmf: 
{ *********** **************** •• ************ ********************** **** ******} 
INTERFACE 
{. ******* * ******* ******* **************************************************} 
USES Crt,types,math,detmfd,filehand,datalog: 
PROCEDUREdetmassflow(Csp:constant:Ct:time;data:responsedata:mode:integer:VAR massflowdn,massflowup, 
Vavup: real) : 
FUNCTION massflownuc(cm:massflowconst;data:responsedata):real: 
FUNCTION massbin(Cll\:massflowconst:data:responsedata):real: 
PROCEDURE massflowbelt(cm:massflowconst:VAR mfcorr:correlationdata): 
PROCEDURE mfstats(mfdata:massflowdatal: 






















PROCEDURE determines the massflow on a horizontal ***} 
conveyor belt from the kinetic enerqy ***} 
required for a step-up and -down response ***} 
CALL SEQUENCE DETMASSFLOW(Csp,Ct,response datarecord, •••) 
mode,massflowup,massflowdn,Vavupl ***l 
INPUT PARAMETERS records containing constants about speed and•••) 
power responses and timing of the response, ***} 
response data record containing the speed ***} 
and power response, operating mode ***} 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS massflow as determined from step-up and •••) 
GLOBAL VARIABLES 
MODULES CALLED 
-down responses, average speed of belt ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS 


















- modes: 1 - VSO, Vdn=O: 2 - VSD, Vdn>O 1 
3 - SSR, Vdn=O: 4 - SSR, Vdn>O 
- for details about Csp and Ct see TYPES 
{*************************************************************************} 




















F:=(Essup - Csp.Fa•V2ssup - csp.Fb*V3ssup)/Dssup: 
vavup:=Dssup•data.frequency/(Ct.stepdn-ct.ssupl: 
if mode=4 then Vavdn:=Ddyndn*2 • data.frequency/(Ct.stepup-Ct.stepdn) - Vavup 
else Vavdn:=Dssdn•data.frequency/(Ct.stepup-ct.ssdn): 
Ekindn:=Edyndn - (F*Ddyndn + Csp.Fa•V2dyndn + csp.Fb•V3dyndnr: 
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{ * *. * ***. ** ** * * * * * * * * *. * * * * *** * * *. * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * *. * * * * * * •• * * * * * *. * ** * * * * * } {N** MODULE NAME : MASSFLOWNUC ***) 
{*** 
------------------------------------------------------------- ***} {A** FUNCTION determines the massflow using the signal ***} {*** from a nuclear weightometer ***} {S** CALL SEQUENCE MASSFLOWNUC(Cln,response datarecord) ***} (I** INPUT PARAMETERS record containing calibration constants, ***} {*** response data record containing massflow ... , {*** response ***} {0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS massf low as determined by weightometer ***} {G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} {M** MODULES CALLED Types,Buffer ***} {E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
{C** COMMENTS for more information about response data and***} 


















determines the mass in the bin from the ***l 
signal from the hopper bin ***) 
MASSBIN(cm,response datarecord) ***} 
record containing mass calibration constants•••} 
,record containing mass in the bin response ***} 
mass in bin ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
{M** MODULES CALLED 





for details about response data record or 
























PROCEDURE deterinines the massflow on the belt from the***} 
mass in the hopper bin ***} 
CALL SEQUENCE MASSBELT(Cm,n2i,nzf,nsamp,Vav,Masscorr} ***} 
INPUT PARAMETERS record containing mass calibration constants•••} 
,correlation data array ***} 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS massflow figures as determined from the mass***} 
GLOBAL VARIABLES 
MODULES CALLED 





{E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
{ C** COMMENTS 
none ***} 
for d tails about correlation data record or***} 
{*** massflow constants see TYPES ***} 
{*************************************************************************) 





{ Determine Mass in Bin Before Tests were Run } 
massinit:mO; 
for i:=l to mfcorr.n2ero do massinit:==1D.assinit+mfcorr.data[l,i]/mfcorr.n2ero; 
for i:=l to mfcorr.n2ero do 
begin 
vav:=mfcorr.data(4~i); 
factor:=cm.vincl•Clll.dh/(cm.vincl•(cm.dh+Clll.dchl)+Vav•(cm.di+cm.dch2ll • vav/cm.dh • 3.6: 
mfcorr.data(l, i J :mfmassinit-mfcorr.data[ 1·, i J )*factor: 
end: 
Determine Mass in Bin after Tests were Run } 
massfin:=O: 
for i:=(mfcorr.nsamples+l) to (mfcorr.nsamples+mfcorr.n2ero) do 
massfin:=massfin+mfcorr.data[l,i]/mfcorr.n2ero: 
massdiff:=(massinit-massfin)/(mfcorr.nsamples-mfcorr.nzero+2); 
{ Update all Mass Readings in between initial and final Zero-Mass Tests) 
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{*************************************************************************} 


















determines/the total, average, maximum and ***} 
minimum massflow over the last sampling ***} 
period ***} 
MFSTATS(mfdata) ***} 
record containing massflow data ***) 






{E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
(C** COMMENTS 
none ***} 
for details about massflow data record see ***) 





dt: long int: 









for i:=initsample to finsample do 
begin 
if mfdata.data[iJ>mfdata.data[maxJ then max:=i: 
if mfdata.data[i]<mfdata.data[min] then min:=i: 
mfdata.time[i].seclOO:=O: 
end; 
for i:=initsample to (finsample-1) do 
begin 
TIMEDIFF(mfdata.time[i],mfdata.time[i+l],dt): 















gotoXY( 53, 10) :write(mfdata.data( finsample] :6: 2): 











gotolCY( 33, 20) :write(avmassflow:7: 3) r 
gotolCY( l.2,5): 
opt:=readkeyr 
if opt~#l3 then opt:•'q'; 
if (opt='i') or (opt•'I'l then READINT(31,9,4,initsample): 
if (opt='f'l or (opt•'F'l then READINT(31,10,4,finsample): 
if initaample>finsample then initaanple:•finsample-1: 
if initsample<l then initsample:•l: 
if finsample>mfdata.nsanples then finsample:"'lllfdata.nsamplesr 
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{*************************************************************************} 
















PROCEDURE calibrate the calibration constants of speed***} 
power, friction constants and massflow cali-••*} 
bration graph ***} 
CALL SEQUENCE MFCALI (esp) ••• ) 
INPUT PARAMETERS record containing massflow constants ***} 










for details about massflow constants record ***l 
see TYPES ***} 
the massflow constants record is automati- ***> 
cally saved in the const.dat file deleting ••*) 
all previous values of the record ***} 
{ *************************************************************************} 












gotoXY(lO,lO);write('ENTER Password:----'); {Password LEXII 
gotoXY(26,lO): 






if key=pass then 
begin 
INITMENU2(menu); 






gotoXY( 54, 14 l :write( Fa: 8 :4); 
gotoXY( 54 ,15) ;write(Fb: 8: 4): 
gotoXY( 54 ,18) ;write(error:8 :4); 
gotoXY(54,19J;write(offset:8:4); 
gotoXY( 54, 20) ;write(slope:8 :4); 
gotoXY( 5, 25) :write( •option?'); 
opt:=readkey:if opt=#l3 then opt:=•q•; 
case opt of 
's', 'S' :READREAL( 54 ,9 ,10 ,speed): 
'p','P':READREAL(54,10,8,power); 
'l', 'L' :READREAL( 54, 11,6 ,dh); 
'f', 'F' :READREAL( 54, 14 ,8 ,Fa): 
1 V 1 , 'V' :R.EADREAL( 54 ,15,8 ,Fb); 
'e', 'E' :READREAL( 54, 18 ,8 ,error): 
'x', 'X' :begin 
HIGHLIGHT(O):gotoXY(l5,23); 
write(' Automatic or Manual Calibration? (A/Ml ');normvideo; 
write(' ');cal:=readkey;if cal=#l3 then cal:='A'; 
write(cal); 




clrscr;gotoXY( 10' 5) ;HIGHLIGHT(O) ;write( 'CALIBRATING OFFSET'); 
normvideo: 
gotoXY(l0,8) 1 
writeln('NOTE: - The belt must be empty '); 




write( / Please Wait ') :normvideo: 
offset:=O; 
gotoXY (10'14) I 
















for i: =l to ntest do 
begin 








write('Press <ENTER> to continue'};readln; 
end; 
'Y', 'Y' :beqin 
-HIGHLIGHT( 0) ;gotoXY( 15, 23.); 
end; 
write(' Automatic or Manual Calibration? (A/M) ');normvideo; 
write(' ');cal:=readkey;if cal=#lJ then cal:='A';write(cal); 





clrscr ;gotoXY( 10. 5) ;HIGHLIGHT(O); 
write('CALIBRATING SLOPE'l:normvideo; 
gotoXY(lO,B);writeln('NOTE: - The belt must be fully loaded '); 








write{' Please Wait ');norm.video; 
PULSERESPONSE(setpt,pulselength,outch,respdata); 
DETMASSFLOW(Csp,Ct,respdata,mode,dum,mf,Vav); 
clrscr;gotoXY(30,S);writeln('Test No ',i}; 
qotoXY{ 5, 10) ;writeln{ 'Det. Mass flow ',mf: 7: 2, 
Vav : ',Vav:s:J); 
gotoXY(5,13); 
write('Enter actual unitm.ass for previous test [kg/m) '); 
readreal{SS,13,7,mfact); 
gotoXY(l0,20); 
write('Press <ENTER> to continue'};readln; 
slope:=slope+(mf-offset)/(mfact•Vav•J.6)/ntest: 
end; 
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C.3.8 Detrnfd.pas 
{ **************** * ***************** ************ ************** *** **********} {*** UNIT PROCEDURE LIBARY CONTAINING DATAFILES TO BE USED IN ***) { *** OETMF .PAS ***} 
{ *** FILE: DETMFD. PAS ***} 
{ ********** ************************ ************. *********** ***** * *********} 
UNIT detmfd: 
{ ••••••••••••• ***** ••• ********************* *** ************************ **** } 
INTERFACE 
{ ******* ***** ************* ********* ***** ************************* *** * ••••• } 
USES types: 
PROCEDURE initmenul(VAR menu:screenmenu): 
PROCEDURE initmenu2(VAR menu:screenmenu): 








{A** PROCEDURE initializes the menu defined in this sub- ***} 
{*** routine ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE INITMENUl(menu) ***} {I** INPUT PARAMETERS none ***) 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS menul (type screenmenu) ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED Types ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
(C** COMMENTS details about screenmenu in TYPES ***} 
{*************************************************************************} 
PROCEDURE initmenul(VAR menu:screenmenu}: 
BEGIN 
menu[l) :=' 












menu[ 12 J :=' 





menu[ 18] :=' 
menu[l9J :•' 
menu( 20] :=' 
11.enu[21J:a' 
n.enu[ 22] :=' 
n.enur 231 :•' 




II 1r=~========-===-·=======;i II'; 
II fl no Time I inst. Massflow II II': 
II If-- -+----· ---ii II'' 
II II Initial Sample: I t/hr II II ' ; 
II II Final Sample: I t/hr II II'; 
II _.i. =='I II': 
II n•: 
I .--======;-==--===-=o==~~-===;i H': 
H Maximum: t/hr II II ' : 
II Minimum: t/hr II II': 
16.-~====='===='======='=======--:=Ji h 
Total Mass: 
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{*************************************************************************} 






























{E•• ERROR CONDITIONS none •••} 
{C** COMMENTS details about screenmenu in TYPES ***} 
( ******** *********** * ********************** ***** ************************** } 









menu[B l :=' 
menu[9) :=' 
rr======= ==~o==========-===,i': 
















MASSFLOl'I CALIBRATION ROUTINE: 
JF===r =;====:::i:z I =;i 
II Key I Constants: I units: I Value: !I 
11---+-----+-----------+-------jl 
!I s ! Speed I m/sec I Pc count I II 
II p I Power I II I Pc count I !! 
!! l I Belt Length I meters I I! 
~~ I ====-== I ===-zJJ 
rr====;====- ™f™™™= ii f I Forcel Newton/m' 2/sec I ---,/ 





rr= 'F ii 
II e Error ! tons/hour II 
!I x Offset I tons/hour II 
II y Slope I t/hr J t/hr II 
~"=~~..!,,=·====="'=~~~=~~~~_..,~,~~=~=~..di 
NOTE: Calibrate Offset before calibrating Slope 
q Quit 
{••·····································································••} {H** REVISION HISTORY: ***} 
(*** VERSION BY DATE COMMENTS ***} 
{ *** 1. 0 KCAO 28-02-90 ***} 
{*** ***} 
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C.3.9 Datalog.pas 
{************************************••••·································~ 
{*** UNIT CATALOG LIBRARY FOR DATALOGGING PROCEDURES ***) 
{*** FILE: datalog.PAS •••) 
{ ************** *. ********************* ******* ***** ********** ************* *) 
UNIT datalog; 
{ ******************* ********* ************************************ ****** ••• ) 
INTERFACE 
{ * *. * •• * *. * * •• * ** * * * * * * ••••••• *. *. *. * * * **. *. *. *. * * * * ** * * * * * *** * * * •• * ***. * * } 
USES dt2801_4,types,filehand,crt,dos; 
PROCEDURE step(VAR data:responsedata;counts:real;nloop:longint;ch:integer); 
PROCEDURE stepresponse(setpt:real;ch:integer:VAR data:responsedata); 
PROCEDURE chksteptiming(setpt:real:ch:integer;data:responsedata); 
PROCEDURE pulse(VAR data:responsedata;pulsel,pulse2:real:nloop:longint;ch,pulselength:integer); 
PROCEDURE pulseresponse(VAR setpt:real;pulselength,ch:integer;VAR data:responsedata); 
PROCEDURE chkpulsetiming(setpt:real;pulselength,ch:integer;data:responsedata); 
PROCEDURE rndom(VAR data:responsedata:pulsel,pulse2:real;nloop:longint;ch,pulselength:integer); 





{••·······································································> {N** MODULE NAME STEPRESPONSE ***) 
(*** ------------------------------------------------------------- •••} {A** PROCEDURE uses the DT2801 I/O card to step a ***I 
(*** specified output channel and Leggs up to •••} 
{ *** input channels ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE STEPRESPONSE(setpoi'nt,output channel.data ***) 
{ *** record) ***} 
(I** INPUT PARAMETERS setpoint before step [VJ, channel to step, ***) 
{*** data record (see.cownents) ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS data record containing response ***} 
{ G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ••• ) 
{M** MODULES CALLED DT2081_4,Crt,Types •••) 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS if timing has not yet been calibrated ***) 
{C** COMMENTS details about data record: Responsedata is •••} 
{*** a data record containing information about ***} 
{*** a response in terms of: no of samples ***} 
{*** , sampling frequency, no of channels to ***} 
{*** log, size of step, title of response, ***} 
{*** legends for input channels and the actual ***) 
{*** response (for details see TYPES) ***I 
{*** Note that this procedure actually consists ***} 
{*** of two procedure. The 'step' procedure is ***} 
{*** the skeleton data aquasition procedure ***} 
<·······································································••} 





for i:•O to data.nsamples-1 do 
beqin 
if i...tata.whenstep then 
DAC_WRITE(ch,round(counts)); {SEND A STEP TO THE OUTPUT CHANNEL) 
for j: =l to data. nochannel do 
END: 
ADC_READ(j,data.data[j,iJ); {READ A SAMPLE FROM THE INPUT Cl!ANllELI 
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PROCEDURE stepresponse ( setpt: real :ch: integer: VAR data: responsedata): 
VAR 
1, j ,dum:integer; 
nloop, k: longint: 
counts:real; 
BEGIN 
LOADLOOPDATA(nloop): (Load no of waitloops required to put sampling frequency right} 
counts:=( setpt+data. step)• 2048/10. o: 
if nloop=O then 
begin 
sound(2000):delay(lOO):nosound:clrscr:HIGHLIGHT(l): 
gotoXY(lS,lO):writeln('TIMING OF CATALOG NOT YET CALIBRATED Ill'): 




















checks the timing of the step 
routine (see STEPRESPONSE) 
CllKSTEPTIMING(setpoint,output 
record) 





to step, data•••} 
co•• OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
record ***} 
no of wait loops to be executed, stored on ***} 
disc ***} { *** (G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none 
DT20Bl_4,Types,Dos 
***} 
***} (M** MODULES CALLED 
















gotoXY(20,S):writeln('TIMING CALIBRATION OF CATALOG'): 
normvideo; 









HIGHLIGHT(l) :gotoXY( 10. 24): 




OAC_llRITE(ch,round(reset))I (RESET OUTPUT CllANNEL TO SETPOINT} 
TIMEDIFF(tl,t2,dt); 
tact:=dt/(data. nsamples-1 l: 
gotoXY(lO,l);writeC' ',tsanp:9:3,' ',tact:9:3,' 
gotoXY(l0,24):writeC' Ok? [NJ 
gotoXY(32,24);ok:=readkey;if ok=#lJ then ok:•'N':write(ok); 
if (okm'N') or (ok='n') then 
beqin 
, l ;norm.video: 
',nloop:9); 
qotoXY(l0,24):write('ENTER No. of Waitstates to be included: 'l: 
readint(S0,24,5,waitloops):nloop:=Waitloops: 
end; 
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{ * * * *. ** ** * * *. * * * * *. * *. *. *. * * * ** ••• * * * * * * * •• * * * * •• * * * * * * * * * * * * ** ** * ** * * * *. ) {N** MODULE NAME PULSERESPONSE •••) 
{*** ------------------------------------------------------------- ***} {A** PROCEDURE uses the DT2801 I/O card to pulse a speci- ***} 
























channel, data record) ***} 
setpoint before pulse [V), pulselength, ***} 
channel to pulse, data record ***) 
data record containing the response ***} 
none ***} 
DT2081_4,Crt,Types ***} 
if timing has not yet been calibrated ***} 
for details about the data record see STEP-***} 
RESPONSE ***} 
Note that this procedure actually consists ***} 
of two procedure. The 'pulse' procedure is ***) 
the skeleton data aquasition procedure ***} 
{ *********************************************** •••••• ****** ********** •••• } 
PROCEDURE pulse(VAR data:responsedata;pulsel,pulse2:real;nloop:longint;ch,pulselength:integer); 
VAR 
i. j ,dum: integer; 
k:longint: 
BEGIN 
for i:=O to data.nsamples-1 do 
begin 
if i=data.whenstep then DAC_WRITE(ch,round(pulsel)); {SEND A PULSE TO THE OUTPUT CHANNEL) 
if i=data.whenstep+pulselength then DAC_WRITE(ch,round(pulse2)); (RESET THE PULSE TO OUTPUT CH.f 
for j:=l to data.nochannel do ADC_READ(j,data.data[j,i]); (READ A SAMPLE FROM THE INPUT CH.) 
















gotoXY(lS,lO);writeln('TIMING OF DATALOG NOT YET CALIBRATED Ill'); 
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{*************************************************************************} 
























checks the timing of the pulse datalogging ***} 
routine (see PULSERESPONSE) ***} 
CHKPULSETIMING(setpoint,pulselength,output ***} 
channel, data record) ***) 
setpoint before pulse, pulselength, channel***} 
to pulse, data record ***} 





for details about the data record see STEP-***) 
RESPONSE ***} 










gotoXY(20,S):writeln('TIMING CALIBRATION OF CATALOG'): 
normvideo: ' 














TIMED I FF ( tl, t2, dt) : 
tact:=dt/(data.nsamples-1): 
gotoXY(lO,l);write(' ',tsamp:9:3,' ',tact:9:3,' .. 
gotoXY(l0,24):write(' Ok? [NJ 
gotoXY(32,24):ok:=readkey:if ok=#l3 then ok:='N':write(ok): 




gotoXY(l0,24):write('ENTER No. of Waitstates to be included: '): 
readint(S0,24,5,waitloops);nloop:=waitloops; 
end: 
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uses the DT2B01 I/O card to send pulsedata ***) 
to a specified channel in a random fashion.***} 
The resultinq response can be used in Auto ***} 
Correlation Techniques. Up to 6 input ***} 
channels can be logged ***} 
RANDOMRESPONSE(setpoint,pulselength,output •••} 
channel, data record) ***} 
setpoint before test [VJ, pulse length, •••} 
channel to pulse, data record ***l 
data record containing response ***} 
(G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
(M** MODULES CALLED 




if timing has not yet been calibrated 















2) the no of samples may have to be in-
creased in TYPES (from 500 -> 5000) 
Note that this procedure actually consists ***} 
of two procedure. The 'rndom' procedure ***} 
is the skeleton data aquasition procedure ***} 
{ * * * * **. * ** •• *. * •• * * *** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **. * * * * * * **** } 








for i:=O to data.nsamples-l do 
begin 
c:=c+l: 
if c=pulselength then 
begin 
x:=random: 
if x>0.5 then DAC_iiRITE(ch,round(pulsel)J (SEND A PULSE TO OUTPUT CHANNEL} 
else DAC_iiRITE(ch,round(pulse2)): (RESET OUTPUT Cl!AllNEL TO DEFAULT VALUE} 
c:-=O; 
end; 
for j:=l to data.nochannel do ADC_REAIJ(j,data.data[j,iJJ: (READ A SAMPLE FROM INPUT Cl!AllNEL} 










pulsel: =C setpt+data. step) *2048/lO. o: 
pulse2:zsetpt*2048/l0. 0, 
if nloopzO then 
begin 
sound(2000J;delay(lOOJ:nosound:clrscr;HIGHLIGHT(lJ: 
gotoXY(l5,lO):writeln('TIMING OF DATALOG NOT YET CALIBRATED 111•1: 
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PROCEDURE checks the timing of the Random Datalogging•••} 
routine (see RANDOMRESPONSE) •••} 
CALL SEQUENCE CHKRANOOMTIMING(setpoint,pulselength,output•••} 
channel, data record) ***} 
INPUT PARAMETERS setpoint before pulse, pulselength, channel***} 
to step, data record ***} 








{E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
(C** COMMENTS 
none ***} 
for details about the data record see STEP-***} 
RESPONSE ***} {*** 










gotoXY(20,5};writeln('TIMING CALIBRATION OF CATALOG'); 
normvideo: 















1 ) ;normvideo; 
DAC_liRITE(ch,round(pulse2)}; (RESET OUTPUT CHAllNEL TO DEFAULT VALUE} 
TIMEDIFF(tl,t2,dt}; 
tact:=dt/(data.nsamples-1); 
gotoXY(lO ,1) :write(' ',tsamp:9:3,' ',tact:9:3,' 
gotoXY(l0,24);write(' Ok? (NJ 
gotoXY(32,24);ok:=readkey1if ok=#l3 then ok:='N';write(ok); 
',nloop:9): 
if (ok='N') or (ok•'n'l then 
begin 
gotoXY(l0,24);write('ENTER No. of Waitstates to be included: '); 
readint(50,1a,s,waitloopsl1nloop:"'Waitloops; 
end; 
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C.3.10 Dlog.pas 
{*************************************************************************} 
{*** PROGRAM PERFORMS A STEPTEST AND RECORDS THE RESPONSE ***) 
{ *** FILE: DLOG.PAS ***} 
{ * ****** ** **************** ************** ************** ************* ****** *} 
{ ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ********* **** ************* * ********************* } 
















this program performs a step or pulse test 
and records the response of up to six input 
channels and stores the data on a file 
MAIN PROGRAM 
sampling frequency, no of samples, size of 
step or pulse, step up or down, filename, 
title of response, sample at which to step 
the input, length of pulse, operation mode 
(i.e. step or pulse or random} 












{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 




Plotgraf ,Dlogd ***} 






















{ • • * PROCEDURES * * * ) 
{*************************************************************************} 
{ ____ ;_ ____________________________________________________________________ ) 





if data.step>O then step:='UP' else step:='DOWN': 





if mode=' STEP ' then 
begin 
gotoXY( 8, 14) :write( 't - toggle Step [',step,' J 'l; 
end: 
if mode='PULSE' then 
begin 
gotoXY(42,19)1write('Length of Pulse 
end: 
if mode='RANOOM' then 
begin 
gotoXY(S0,16);write{'PULSE 'l: 




' , pulselenqth: 4}: 
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if save='n' then 
begin 
gotoXY(20,lO):write('SAVE PREVIOUS RESPONSE? [n)'); 




gotoXY(25,lO);writeln('PERFORMING TEST - PLEASE WAIT'); 
new:='n': 






else if mode='PULSE' then PULSERESPONSE(setpt,pulselength,outputch,data) 
























if mode-='PULSE' then 
begin 
gotoXY(lB,12)1write('p - Length of Pulse 
end; 




gotoXY(lB,ll);write('p - Length of Pulse 
end; 
gotoXY(Sl,lS);write(data.nochannel); 







gotoXY( 5, 24) ;write( 'Option [qJ: ') ;opt:=readkey1 












case opt of 
'C', 'c' :begin 
READINT(51,15,1,data.nochannel); 
SAVELOOPDATA(O); 
if data.nochannel>6 then 
end: 





READREAL( 49 ,8, 5 ,data. frequency); 
SAVELOOPDATA( 0); 
end; 
'L','l':for i:=l to data.nochannel do 
begin 




gotoXY( 51, 15+i) ;wri te(clear); 
gotoXY( 51, 15+i) ;write(data. labels[ i J); 
end; 
'M', 'm' :begin 
if mode= I STEP, then mode:=, PULSE, 




'N', 'n' :READINT( 49, 7, 4 ,data.nsamples); 
1 0 1 , 1 0 1 :begin 
READINT(5l,14,1,outputch); 






'P','p':if mode='PULSE' then READINT(49,12,4,pulselenqthl 
else if modec'RANDOM' then READINT{49,ll,4,pulselength): 
'E', 'e' :begin 
READREAL( 51, 9, 5, setpt l; 
DAC_iiRITE(outputch,round(setpt*2048/lO)); 
end: 
'S', 's' :READREAL( 51, 10, 5,data.step); 
'W','w':if mode<>'RANDOM' then READINT(49,ll,4,data.whenstep}r 
'T','t':if mode='STEP' then Cl!KSTEPTIMING(setpt,outputch,data) 
end; 
else if mode='PULSE' then 
CHKPULSETIMING(setpt,pulselength,outputch,data); 
else if mode='RA.NOOM' then 
CHRRANDOMTIMING(setpt,pulselength,outputch,data); 
until (opt='q'l or (opt='Q'); 
END; 







limits. yitax• •2000; 
GRAPHSETUP(data,limits,1,data.title); 
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{*************************************************************************} ( *** MAIN PROGRAM ***} 















case option of 
#13:doresponse; 













until (option='q') or (option='Q'l: 
if save='n' then 
begin 
clrscr;gotoXY(20,lOJ;write('Save last Response? [nJ')1option:=readkey; 
if option=#13 then option:='n'; 
if (option='Y'l or (option='y'l then saveresponse: 
end; 
{*************************************************************************} 
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C.3.11 Dlogd.pas 







{ ********************************* ** **** ••••• ******* ******* ***** ***** *****} 
UNIT dlogd: 
{ ***** * * ***** ************************ *********** ** •••••• ********** ****** ** } 
INTERFACE 
{ *********** •••••••• * ********* ****** ••••••••••••••••••••••• ********** ** ••• } 
USES types: 
PROCEDURE initdata(VAR data:responsedata:VAR pulselength:integer:VAR setpt:reall: 
PROCEDURE initmenul(VAR. menu:screenmenu): 
PROCEDURE initmenu2(VAR menu:screenmenu): 
{ ******************************** ************************* •••••••••• ******} 
IMPLEMENTATION 
{*************************************************************************} 




{A** PROCEDURE defines default values for the data capture ***} 
{ ... package DLOG ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE INITDATA(data,length Of pulse) ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
{O** OUTPUT PARAMETERS response data record, length of pulse ***) 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED Types ***} 
CE** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
,{C** COMMENTS for details about response data record see ***} 
{*** TYPES ***} 
<·····································································•***} 







data. labels[ l] :='SPEED': 
data. labels[ 2 J :='POWER': 
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(*************************************************************************} 
{N** MODULE NAME : INITMENUl ***) 
{*** 
-------------------------------------------------------------
***} {A** PROCEDURE initializes the menu defined in this sub- ***) {*** routine ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE INITMENUl (menu) ***) 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS none ***} {O** OUTPUT PARAMETERS menul (type screenmenu) ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED Types ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
{C** COMMENTS for details about screenmenu see TYPES ***} 
{ * * * *. * * * * * * *. *. * *. * * ••• * **. * * * * ** *. * *. * ••• * * * * ***** * * * ** *. * * *. * * * •• * * * * * * } 
PROCEDURE initmenul{VAR menu:screenmenu): 
BEGIN 
menu[l J :=' 








menu( 10} :=' 
menu[ 11] :=' 
menu{12] :=' 
menu[l3J:=' 




menu( 18] :=' 
menu[l9J :=' 
menu( 201: =' 






II PACKAGE II ' : 
II =~~~!!=~!!~~~~~!!~L II': II===== -=-,, === -==-=~I': 
n I! II': 
II II II': 
II MENU:': II . FORMAT: II': 
II 11 II ' : 
II II II': 
II II II': 
II <ENTER> - ·start logging Data II No of Samples ii': 
II II Sampling Frequency Hz ii': 
I! II II': 
II n TEST = Response II ' : 
II v - View Response II Size of II': 
II c - Change Format n I! ' : 
II s - Save Response II at Sample II'; 
ft II 1!'1 
II II II': 
II q - Quit II II': 




{N** MODULE NAME : INITMENU2 ***) 
{*** 
------------------------------------------------------------- ···~ {A** PROCEDURE initializes the menu defined in this sub- ***} 
{*** routine ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE INITMENU2 (menu) ***} 
{I** INPUT P ARAllETERS : none ···~ {0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS menu2 (type screenmenu) ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED Types ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
{C** COMMENTS for details about screenmenu see TYPES ***} 
{ **.* •• ** ** ** * ** •• *** * * * * •••••• ***** ** ••••• * **** ** ***** * * *** * * * ••• * * **. * *** l 
PROCEDURE initmenu2(VAR menu:screenmenu): 
BEGIN 
menu(l} :-=' 









.. ·.· .. ·.-.± 
~-.·_· CHANGE FORMAT: ~ 
m - Mode: Response 
n - No of Samples 
f - Sampling Frequency 
e - setpoint 
s - Size of 
w - at sample No 
0 - output channel to 
c - No of Channels to Log 
1 - Labels: Channel 
•••• ••••••• m •m'i& 
Hertz 






























menu[ 18] :""' 
menu[l9] :=' 
menu{ 20 J :""'' 
menu[ 21] :=' 
menu[22J:=' 






{H** REVISION HISTORY: ***! 
(*** VERSION BY 
1.0 KCAD {*** 
{*** 
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C.3.12 Graf .pas 
{ ******************************* * ***** * *********************************** } 
!*** PROGRAM TO DISPLAY RESPONSE DATA FILES GRAPHICALLY ***l 
{*** FILE: GRAF.PAS ***} 
{ ***************** ******** ******************************* ********** *******} 




{A** DESCRIPTION loads a real time response and displays the ***} 
{*** response on the screen ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE Main Program ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS file to display graph off ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED Plotqraf,Crt,Filehand,Graph,Types,Grafd ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 











{str50 defined in Filehand as string(50]} 
recorddata:array[l .. 5} of responsedata: 
lab:array[l .. 5) of labtype; 
name:array[l .. 51 of str50; 









{ *** PROCEDURES *** J 
{*************************************************************************} 













gotoXY( 52, 7l ;write( i l; 
normvideo; 
gotoXY(22,llJ;write(lab[iJl; 
gotoXY( 22 ,13 l ;write( name[ ill; 






















gotoXY(22,19l:write('Press <C> to Change or <ENTER> to Continue 'l: 
key:=readkey: 




gotoXY(22,19);write('Press <ENTER> to Continue '); 
HIGHLIGHT ( 0 l : ,-




gotoXY(22,19);write('Press <ENTER> to Continue 'l: 






if prevname<>name[i] then 
begin 
end 
for·j:= 'l to nochannel do 
if (name[iJ=name[jJl and (i<>jl and (load='y'l then 
begin 
COPYRESPONSEDATA(recorddata[j],recorddata[i]); 
load:= 1 n'; 
sound(lOOOJ;delay(SOOJ;nosound; 
end; 
if load='y' then LOADRESPONSEDATA(name[iJ;recorddata[iJ); 
else if recorddata[i].frequency=O then COPYRESPONSEDATA(recorddata[lJ,recorddata[iJl: 
normvideo; 
dispmenu; 
gotoXY(22,19):write('Press <ENTER> to Continue '); 
HIGHLIGHT ( 0) ; 
gotoXY( 22, 15) :writeln(channel[ i J): 
gotoXY(22,lS);key:=readkey1 
if key<>#l3 then VAL(key,channel[i),j); 
normvideo; 
dispmenu; 
if i=l then 
begin 
end; 
if new='y' then 
begin 






gotoXY(22,19)1write('AUTOscale [NJ? 'l1key:•readkey1 
if (key='Y') or (key='y') then AUTORESPSCALE(recorddata[ 11 ,limits ,channe.l ( 1 J): 
endt 
gotoXY(l5,l9);write('Fix File <f>, Channel <c> or Nothing <ENTER> Globally '); 
case readkey of 
'F','f':for j:=2 to 5 do 
begin 
name[ j J :sname[ l J; 
COPYRESPONSEDATA(recorddata'r l J ,recorddata[ j J l: 
end; 
'C','c':for j:=2 to·s do channel[j]:•channel[l]; 
end; 
end: 
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C.3.13 Grafd.pas 













PROCEDURE initmenul(VAR menu:screerunenu): 





(N** MODULE NAME : INITMENUl ***} 
{*** ------------------------------------------------------------- ***} 
{A** PROCEDURE initializes the menu defined in this sub- ***} 
{*** routine ***} 
(S** CALL SEQUENCE INITMENUl(menu) *** t 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
(0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS menul (type screerunenu) ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED Types ***} 
IE** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
{C** COMMENTS details about screenmenu in TYPES ***} 
{*************************************************************************} 












menu[ 11 J :=' 
menu[ 12] :=' 
menu[13J:=' 
menu[ 14} :=' 





menu[ 201 :=' 
menu[ 21] :m' 
11enu[22):c' 
llenU[23):=' 
menu[ 24 J: =' 
EllDI 
~j~~~~==~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~=,==-===-==;i't 
I ' c;il:Ti~ii R~~PONSE DISPLAY PACKAGE . ! ~:; 
II \ = fl': 
11 II ' : !! .,.,.,,,,,,., fl': 
1 miu; 11·: 
II !I': 
II II': 
II n - No of channels to display ( l. . 5 l II ' : 
fl d - Define files to display II': 
II !I': 
fl c - Change scales of Graph II': 
!I v - View Graph II ' I 
II II': 
II II': 
11 q - Quit II': 
II II': 
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{ ****************** ******************* *********************** *********** ** } {N** MODULE NAME : INITMENU2 ***} 

















initializes the menu defined in this sub- ***} 
routine ***} 
INITMENU2 (menu) ***} 
none ***} 




details about screenmenu in TYPES ***} 
{ *** * ************ *********** ****** ***** ************ * *** *** ···~· * ********** } 
PROCEDURE ini tmenu2 (VAR menu: screenmenu) ; 
BEGIN 
menu[l] :=' 
menu[ 2] :-=' 










menu[ 13]: =' 
menu{14):=' 
menu( 15 J: =' 
menu[ 16 J :=' 




menu[ 21] :=' 
menu[ 22]: =' 
menu[ 23 J :=' 











II !I': II Label II'; 
11 Ii': 
II File II'; 
II fl': 







{ H** REVISION HISTORY: ***} 
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C.3.14 Mfcm.pas 
{ ********** ************************************** ******* ******** **********} {*** PROGRAM TO CORRELATE MASSFLOW DERIVED FROM THE ENERGY RESPONSE ***! 
( *** {*** TO ACTUAL MASSFLOW ON AN CONVEYOR BELT FILE: MFCM. PAS ***} ***} 
{ **** *********** ****** ***************** ********* ***************** ********* } 




{A** DESCRIPTION correlates the actual massflow on a horizon-•••} 
{*** tal conveyor to a massflow figure determined***} 
f *** from the kinetic energy response of the sys-•••} {*** tem, calling the responses manually from a •••} 
{*** datafile ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE MAIN PROGRAM ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS name of datafile ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS actual and determined mas sf low figures ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED crt,Types,Filehand,Detmf,Ma!;h,Plotgraf, ***} 
{*** Mf cmd ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 




















{ *** PROCEDURES ***} 
{*************************************************************************} 
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gotoXY( 15, 7) ;writeln( 'Filename: ',name); 
gotoXY{lS,lS);writeln('enter position of main sample counter using direction keys: '); 
~HIGHLIGHT(l);gotoXY(24+samplepos,S);write('"'');normvideo; 
option:=readkey; 
if option<>#lJ then 
if option=#O then 




until option=#l 3; 
repeat 
clrscr; 
gotoXY( 15, 71 ;writeln( 'Filename: ',name); 
gotoXY(l5,15);writeln('enter position of test counter using direction keys: "); 
HIGHLIGHT(l);gotoXY(24+samplepos,B);write('C'); 
gotoXY( 24+testpos ,s) ;write('"'') ;normvideo; 
option:=readkey; 
if option<>#lJ then 
if option=#O then 















gotoXY( 19 ,9) ;write( name); 
gotoXY(l9,12); 
if actmf=O then write(namef) 
else 
begin 





gotoXY( 4, 25) ;write( 'Option[qJ: 'l; 
opt:=readkey; 
if opt=#lJ then opt:='q'; 
case opt of 
'n', 'N' :PILENAME(name, ' 1 ); 
1 2 1 ,'Z':if actmf=O then FILENAME(namef,''); 
's',, 'S' :FILENAME(corrname,'' l: 
't','T':corrdata.title:=CHGTITLE('Title ',corrdata.title); 
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case mode of 
3 : modechar: ='STANDARD: LONG PULSE' : 
4:modechar:='SPECIAL: SHORT PULSE'; 
'end: 
case actmf of 




gotoXY( 56,10) ;writeln(nset): 
gotoXY{56,l2);writeln(ntest): 
gotoXY( 50 ,18) ;writeln(mfchar): 
gotoXY(45,l9);writeln(modechar); 
gotoXY( 15, 14): 
if actmf=O then writeln('z - no of Zero Massflow Samples 
gotoXY(5, 25) ;write( 'Option (q]: '): 
option:=readkey; 
if option=#13 then option:='q'; 
case option of 
'n', 'N' :begin 
READINT( 56, 10. 5. nset): 
corrdata.nsamples:=nset•ntest; 
end; 




'z','Z':if actmf=O then READINT(56,14,5,corrdata.nzero); 
'a' ,'A':begin 
actmf: =actmf+l: 
if actmf=2 then actmf:=O; 
end; 
'm', 'M' :begin 
mode:=mode+l; 
if mode>4 then mode:•3; 
end; 
'f', 'F' :chgname: 
end; 
until Coption='Q'l or (option='q'l; 






gotoXY( 25. 22) ;write( 'PULELENGTH [I ,pulselength:4.' J: ') ;READINT( 44. 22 ,4 ,pulselength): 
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(-------------------------------------~-----------------------------------} {*** determine massflow.on belt ***} (-------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
PROCEDURE mfbelt(name:string)' 
VAR 














LOADRESPONSEDATA (name' respdata l ' 
DETMASSFLOW(Csp,Ct,respdata,mode,massflowdn,massflowup,vav}; 















if code <> a then 
repeat 
clrscr: 
gotoXY(20,lO);writeln('Invlid Counter entered! '); 




until code.= O: 
no::i::::no+l: 
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(-------------------------------------------------------------------------) {*** Main Body Of Procedure: MANUALMASSFLOW ***} (-------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
BEGIN 
INITMENUl (menu 1 ' 
repeat 
clrscr,WRITEMENU(menu)' 
gotoXY(5,25) 'write( 'Option? Cql ')' 
opt:=readkey;if opt=#l3 then opt:='q'; 
case opt of 
'v', 'V' :initvars; 











'f', 'F' :chgname; 
end: 
until (opt='q') or (opt='Q'); 
END; 
{*************************************************************************} 









INITMENU2 (menu) ; 
xmax:=O; 
for i:=l to corrdata.nsamples do 
if corrdata.data[l,i]>xmax then xmax::=corrdata.data[l,i]: 
repeat 
clrscr,WRITEMENU(menu)' 
with regdata do 
for i:sl to 2 do 
begin 
gotoXY( 38+( i-1) •20 ,10) ;writeln(slope[i] :8 :4); 
gotoXY( 38+( i-11•20, 111 :writeln(yconst[ i J :8:41: 
gotoXY( 38+( i-1) *20 ,13 J :writeln(xmax:6: 2,' t/hr' l; 
gotoXY(38+( i-1)*20,14 J :writeln(error[ i] :6: 2,' t/hr' 1: 
gotoXY( 38+( i-1 )*20 ,15) ;writeln( error[ i ]/xmax•too :6: 2,' %' 1; 
gotoXY(38+( i-l 1*20,17) ;writeln(r[ 1J:6:41: 
end; 
gotoXY( 5, 25) ;write( 'Option: (qJ' l; 
opt:•readkey;if opt=#l3 then opt:='q'; 
case opt of 
'c','C':CHGCORRSCALE(corrlimits); 
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{*************************************************************************} 
{*** transfer files to and from disc ***) 






INITMENU3 (menu) ' 
repeat 
clrscr;WRITEMENU(menu); 
qotoXY( 5, 25) ;write( 'Option? [ql 'l: 
opt:=readkey;if opt=#13 then opt:='q'; 
case opt of 
'l', 'L' :begin 
FILENAME(corrname,''l: 
LOADCORRDATA( corrname ,corrdata, regdata): 
REGRESS(corrdata,reqdata); 










until (opt='q'l or (opt='Q'); 
{*************************************************************************} 


















HIGHLIGHT(l):qotoXY(20,lO);write(' Please Wait - Processing Data '): 
normvideo; 
tO:sround(timelimits.tmin•timedata.frequency); 
if tO<O then tO:=O; 
tl:=round(timelimits.tmax•timedata.frequency); 
if tl>corrdata.nsamples then tl:=corrdata.nsamples; 
nsamp:=tl-tO+l: 






if filttime<=O then filttime:=0.00000000000001; 

































clrscr; WRITEMENU (menu) 1 
gotoXY(S,25J:write('Option? [qJ 'l: 
opt:=readkey;if opt=#l3 then opt:='q'; 
case opt of 
't','T':begin 
if done=false then processdata;done:=true; 
GRAPHSETUP(timedata,timelimits,l,'TONNAGE'); 






'c', 'C' :begin 
if done=false then processdata;done:=true; 
CORRGRAPH(tempcorr,tempreg,corrlimits,2); 
end; 
's', 'S' :begin 
CHGSCALE( timelimi ts l: 
corrlimits.ymin[2J:=timelimits.ymin/iO; 











until (opt='q'} or (opt='Q'}; 
END; 




write(' Please enter sampling time of tonnage samples (in sec) 
filttime:=Or 

















gotoXY( 13, 14 J ;writeln( zerocali :5: 211 
gotoXY(l3,16J;writeln(slopecali:5:2J; 
gotoXY( 13 ,19 J ;writeln(filttime: 5: 2) 1 
gotoXY(60,lOJ;writeln(tempreg.yconst(2J:5:4); 
gotoXY(60,llJ;writeln(tempreg.slope[2J:5:4); 



















gotoXY(S,251 :write( 'Option (gJ: 'J: 
opt:=readkey:if opt=ll3 then opt:='g': 
case opt of 




'z', 'Z' :begin 
READREAL( 11, 14, 9, zerocali l: 
done:=false; 
end; 




'f', 'F' :begin 
READREAL( 13, 19, 7, filttime): 
done:=false: 
end; 
'q', 'G' :dispgraph: 
'c', 'C' :begin 
end; 
processdata ;done: =true: 
end: 
until (opt='q'J or (opt='Q'l: 
END: 
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{ •••••••••••• ******** *********** ************* ********* ******************** ~ { *** MAIN PROGRAM •••} 





with corrdata do 
begin 
nsamples:=nzero+nset•ntest: 
title:='MASSFLOW CORRELATION: ' 
end; 
new:='y': 














case option of 
'm','M':manualmassflow: 





't', 'T' :transferr 






until (option='q'J or (option='Q'l: 
{*************************************************************************} 
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C.3.15 Mfcmd.pas 
{ **************************. **** ** ***************** ***** ******************} 







{ *********************************************** ************* ••• ****** ** ** } 
UNIT mfcmd: 
{*************************************************************************} 
INTERFACE { **** •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ******** ••••••• } 
USES types: 
PROCEDURE initvar(VAR Ct:time: VAR nsamples,ntest,nzero,samplepos,testpos,mode,actmf:integer); 
PROCEDURE initmenuO(VAR menu:screenmenu): 
PROCEDURE initmenul(VAR menu:screenmenu}: 
PROCEDURE initmenull(VAR menu:screenmenu): 
PROCEDURE initmenul2(VAR menu:screenmenu): 
PROCEDURE initmenu2(VAR menu:screenmenu); 
PROCEDURE initmenuJ(VAR menu:screenmenu); 
PROCEDURE initmenu4(VAR menu:screenmenu); 




























Initializes the Variables used by the ***) 




timing variables, no of samples, no of 
per sample, no of initilizing samples, 
position of sample and test counter in 
























nzero: .. sr 
saaplepos:=6: 
testpos:=61 
{i.e. long pulse option) 11.ode:m3; 
actm.f:so: {0 - actual massflow is obtained from mass in the hopper bin} 
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{A** PROCEDURE initializes the menu defined in this sub- ... ) 
{*** routine ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE INITMENUO (lnenu l ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS menuo (type screenmenu) ... } 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED Types ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
{C** COMMENTS for details about screenmenu see TYPES ***} 
{ ** * *********************************** ******* ************ ****** ••••••••• *} 
PROCEDURE initmenuO(VAR menu:screenmenu): 
BEGIN 
menu fl]:=' 
menu( 2] :=' 
























Ii II'• ii II'; 
II ii'• 
II ii': 
II 'MENU::: II'' 
!I ii'• 
II II'• 
I! II'• II m - Mass flow Data Aquasi tion from !I': 
ii Real Time Responses II' ; 
Ii II'• 
II r - Results II'; 
ii II'• Ii t - Transfer Data to and from file II' : 
II II'• 




11 q - ouit Ii'' 
II II': 
b =-= =~= ====11'; 
END: 
{*************************************************************************} 











PROCEDURE initializes the menu defined in this sub-
routine 
CALL SEQUENCE INITMENUl(menu) 
INPUT PARAMETERS none 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS menu (type screenmenu) 
GLOBAL VARIABLES none 
MODULES CALLED Types 
ERROR CONDITIONS none 












PROCEDURE initmenul(VAR menu:screenmenu): 
BEGIN 
menu[l) :=' 



















menu{ 20] :=' 
menu( 21]: =~ 
menu[ 221 :=' 
menu[ 23] :=' 
menu( 24] :=' 
END; 
..... >m• ····c· .. ··.i.:+mm ···:"¥ ........ '.i'.M 
~···· Manual Massflow Data Acquisition ffi;;i 
. .. er ,,;," ... m •••• WF .. ·;4 
v - Variables Initialization 
f - Filenames Definition 
r - Run 
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{A** PROCEDURE initiali2es the menu defined in this sub- ***} {*** routine ***} {S** CALL SEQUENCE INITMENUll(menu) ***} {I** INPUT PARAMETERS none ***} {0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS menu ***} {G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED Types ***) (E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} {C** COMMENTS for details about screenmenu see TYPES ***} 
{ *** ********************************* * **** ******************** ** ******* * * *} 




menu(3 J :=' 






n - No of Massf low Sample Sets 
(including Initial Zero Massflow Samples) 
t - No of Tests per Set 
a - Actual Massflow obtained from 
m - Mode of Operation 
q - Quit 
menu[lO] :=' 








menu[ 19 J: =' 
menu[20J :=' 
menu[ 21 J :=' 
menuf22J:=' 
menu( 23] :=' 
menu[ 24 J :=' I!:= -==== 
END: 
{*************************************************************************} 
{ N** MODULE NAME : INITMENU12 . ***) 
{*** 
-------------------------------------------------------------
***} {A** PROCEDURE ini tiali2es the menu defined in this sab- ***} {*** routine ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE INITMENUl 2 (menu ) ***} {I** INPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS menu ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***1 
{M** MODULES CALLED Types ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
{C** COMMENTS for details about screemnenu see TYPES ***} 
{*************************************************************************} 











11.enu{ 10 J :=' 
aenu[ll] :=' 
menu[l2):•' 







menu[ 20] : ... ' 
menu[21J: ... ' 
menu[ 22 J :•' 
menu(23]:=' 
menu[ 24 J :=' 
ENO; 
. ~"'' ............................. -........... .. Filenames 
n - Filename of First Massflow sample 
(i.e. First Zero Massflow sample] 
z - Filename of Final Zero Massflow Sample 
s - Filename to Save correlation Data to: 
t - Title of Correlation Test 
p - Indicate Position of Counters in Filenames 
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{ ******* ****************************** ******************************** •••• } {N** MODULE NAME : INITMENU2 ***} 

















INITMENU2 (menu l 
none 













{ * *********** * ••••••••• ** ******************** ********* ********************} 
PROCEDURE initmenu2(VAR menu:screenmenu): 
BEGIN 
menu(l] :=' 






menu[ 8} ~=' 
menu[9] :=' 
menu[lO] :=' 
menu[ 11] :=' 
menu[12J :=' 
menu[13 J :=' 
menu( 14 J :=' 
menu[15]:=' 
menu[16 J :=' 
menu[ 17] :=' 
menu[lB] :=' 
menu(19J:=' 
menu[ 20} :=' 
menu( 21] :=' 
menu{ 22] :=' 
menu(23]:=' 






!! As from : II ' : 
I! ,---------,----------~ ': 
I! I Step Dn Response ! step Up Response II': 
!! r--------+--------!!': 
II Y constant: I I II ' : 
II Slope: I I !! ' I 
!! I I I!': 
I! Full Scale Deflection I I !! ': 
II Error at Mean ! ! II': 
11 t error of I I II ' : 
II I I I!': 
I! Correlation coefficient I I II': 
lf-------------1----------'----------!!': 
fl !!': 
!! v - View Correlation Graph II': 
II c - Change Scales of Correlation Graph I!': 
II II': 
11 q - QUit 11'' 
~==-=== =-=z ====zw~I: 
END: 
(*************************************************************************} 




{A** PROCEDURE initializes the menu defined in this sub- ***) 
{*** routine ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE INITMENU3 (menu) ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS menu3 (type screenmenu) ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***l 
{M** MODULES CALLED Types ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
{C** COMMENTS for details about screenmenu see TYPES ***} 
(*************************************************************************} 











-=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==·~~~ .... 11'1 
menu[ 10 J :=' 
menu[ll]:=' 
menu[l2J :~• 
menu[ 131: =' 




menu{ 18) :111 1 
menu(l91 :=' 
menu[ 201 :=' 
menu(21]:=' 
menu[22):=' 
menu( 23 J: =' 
menu{ 24 J :=' 
............ ..··_-_@L ... · _____ ·_~\:" 
Transfer Files 
·· .... · ......... &. ......... EL 
1 - Load Correlation Data File 
s - Save Correlation Data File 
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{*************************************************************************} 




{A** PROCEDURE initializes the menu defined in this sub- ***} 
{*** routine ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE INITMENU4 (menu) ***) 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
(0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS menu4 ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED Types ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
{C** COMMENTS for details about screenmenu see TYPES ***} 
{ * *************** *********** ******* ************************ ******** * ****** t 









menu[S J :=' 
menu[9J:=' 
menu(lO] :=' 
menu( 11] :=' 
menu[12J :=' 
menu[l3] :=' 
menu( l4 J :=' 
menu[lSJ :=' 
menu[l6] :=' 
menu( 17 J :=' 
menu[l8] :=' 
menu[ 191 :=' 
menu[20] :c' 
menu{ 211 :=' 
menu[22]:=' 
menu{23]:=' 
menu[ 24] :=' 
rr====--====-= =m=~'; 
II 11': 
II SUBROUTINES Ii ' : 
II I!'• 
I!- .--------------jl ': 
II I I!'• 
II I 11': 
II I !!': 
II I II'• 
I! o - Offset of weightometer I Y-Intercept: II': 
II I Slope II': 
I! I fl'• II z - Zero calibration I Correlation II': 
II I Coefficient: II': 
II s - Slope calibration I II': 
II f--- -ii'• 
II I II': 
!I - Filter time constant I II': 
II i !!': 
lf---------------l II': 
II c - Do Calculation I Weightometer tons II': 
H g - Graphical Results I New Technique tons II'• 








{A** PROCEDURE initializes the menu defined in this sub- ***} 
{*** routine ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE INITMENU41 (menu) ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS menu (type screenmenu) ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{MU MODULES CALLED Types ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none •••} 
{C** COMMENTS for details about screenmenu see TYPES ***} 
{*************************************************************************} 
PROCEDURE initll'lenu4l(VAR menu:screenmenu); 
BEGIN 
menu[l 1 :=' 
menu[ 2] :=' 










11911U[12] !• 1 





menu( 18 J :=' 
menu[19] :""'' 
m.enu(20J:•' 
menu[ 21]: =' 
menu[ 22 J :=' 
menu[23]:=-' 
menu[ 24 J :=' 
END: 
~~iiiT&w'.\1@' ...m·~G!\ir~a~p1!1.·.hm .. ~!i!C:~a!il1~Rffiems~u~1~t'.\1s~-~--~ ...!il .. '.\1. ~~~."'.\1.~W-~ 
;! .. . ;;.~ 
t - Graph of Real Time Response 
c - Graph of Correlation Graph 
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C.3.16 Mfca.pas 
{ ***************************** ******* ********** * *** **************** * ******} {*** PROGRAM TO DETERMINE THE MASSFLOW ON A HORIZONTAL CONVEYOR BELT ***) 
{*** FROM THE POWER AND SPEED RESPONSE IN AN ON-LINE FASHION ***) 







{ •• ** **** *********** ***************** •••• ************* ***************** *** } 
{ ••••••• * ******* ***. ******* ** ****** •••••••••••• ** *** ···········~······ ****} {N** PROGRAM NAME : MFCA ***I 












conveyor by determing the kinetic energy ***} 
consumed by the system during a pulse per- ***} 
turbation and correlates this reading to a ***} 




MAIN PROGRAM ***l 
n.a. ***l 
mass flow figures ***) 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 




Datalog ,Math ,DT2801_4 ,Mfcad *** L 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
























{*** PROCEDURES ***) 
{*************************************************************************} 






INI'l'MENU2 (menu2 J; 
repeat 


























gotoXY(lO,lllrif actmf=l then writeln(' 
gotoXY(56,lll;if actmf=O then writeln(corrdata.nzerol; 
gotoXY( 56, 12 l rwriteln(wait): 
gotoXY( 56 ,13) rwriteln(setpt: 5: 21: 
gotoXY(46,l6);writeln(modecharl; 
gotoXY( 30, 20) rwriteln(datanamel; 
gotoXY( 30 ,19 l ;writeln(corrdata. title): 
gotoXY(50,l5l;writeln(mfchar)r 
gotoXY(lO,lllrif actmf=l then writeln(' 
gotoXY(5,251 rwrite( 'Option (q]: 'l r 
option:=readkey; 
if option=ll3 then option:='q' r 
case option of 
'n','N':READINT(56,l0,5,corrdata.nsamples); 
'2', 1 z 1 :READ INT( 56, 11, 5 ,corrdata. nzero); 
's,, 'S' :REAOINT( 56, 12, 5 ,wait); 




'm', 'M' :begin 
mode:=mode+l; 
if mode>4 then mode: =l; 
end; 
'a', 'A' :begin 
actmf:=actmf+l; 
if actmf>l then actmf:=O; 
end; 
'f', 'F' :FILENAME(dataname,' '); 
't', 'T' :corrdata.title:=CHGTITLE( 'TITLE: ',corrdata.titlel; 
'c' ,'C':CHKPULSETIMING(setpt,pulselenqth,outch,respdata) 
end; 
until (option='Q'l or (option='q'l; 
case mode of 
l:begin 





outch:=O; (OUtputchannel o is dedicated to the VSDI 
pulselength:=Ct.stepup-ct.stepdn; 
HIGHLIGHT ( 0 l ; 
gotoXY( 25,251 rwrite(' Size of Step [ • ,respdata.step:4:l,' l :. 'l; 




outch:=l; (OUtputchannel l is dedicated to the SSR) 




outch:=l; (OUtputchannel l is dedicated to the SSR) 
respdata.step:=-10; 
HIGHLIGHT(O); 
gotoXY(25,25) ;write(' Pulselength [' ,pulselength:3,' l: 'l; 
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{***===================================================================***} 






mf:array[l .• 2] of real: 
key,ss:boolean; 
opt:char: 
countstr:string[ 2 J; 
(-------------------------------------------------------------------------} ( checks if and which key has been pressed ) (-------------------------------------------------------------------------) 
PROCEDURE checkkey: 
BEGIN 
if keypressed then 
begin 
opt:=readkey: 
if (opt='q'l or (opt='Q'l then key:=true: 
if actmf=O then 
if (opt='z'} or (opt='Z'l then key:=true; 
end; 
END: 





dev:array[l .. 2) of real; 
mean:array(l .. 2] of integer; 
BEGIN 
INITVAR2 (check l : 
repeat 
PULSERESPONSE(setpt,O,outch,check); 
for j:=l to 2 do MEANCALC(check,j,O,check.nsamples-1,mean[j),dev[j)l: 
if (mean[lJ>lOOl and (mean[2J>O) then 
if (dev(l)/mean[lJ<O.l) and (dev[2J/mean(2)<0.1) then 
ss:=true; 
checkkey: 
until (ss=true) or (key=true): 
END: 
(-------------------------------------------------------------------------} { copies the massflow samples into the data correlation array for a later} 
( regression test } (-------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
PROCEDURE mfcorrelation: 
BEGIN 
with corrdata do 
begin 
if actmf=l then data(l,countJ:aMASSFLOWllUC(Cll,respdata) 
else data[l,countJ:~MASSBIN(cm,respdata): 






{ performs a pulse response of the system and determines the massflow } 
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(-------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
perform an initializing test to have a 2ero reference with the belt } 
( being empty } (-------------------------------------------------------------------------) 




clrscr;HIGHLIGHT(O);gotoXY(JO,lO);writeln(' ZERO-MASSFLOW TEST: ');normvideo; 
gotoXY(20,12);writeln(' Press <ENTER> continue if belt is empty '); 
readln; 
clrscr;HIGHLIGHT(O);gotoXY(25,lOJ;writeln(' Performing Zero-Massflow Test ');normvideo; 










if waitloops<O then waitloops:=O; 
if actmf=O then zeromftest(countl; 
repeat 
















until (i=l) or (key~true); (i=waitloops) 
end; 
until (countscorrdata.nsamples) or (key=true); 
closeqraph; 
tempdum:=O; 
with corrdata do 
begin 










if corrdata.nsamples>5 then REGRESS(corrdata,reqdata): 
if tempdum<>O then FILENAMECdatana~e,''); 
SAVECORRDATA(dataname,corrdata,regdata); 
























if actmf=O then 
begin 
for j :=l to nzero do 
for k:=l to 3 do data[k,jJ:=data[k,nso.mples+j]1 
count:=nzero: 
end; 
if tempdum<>O then nsamples:=tempdum: 
end; 
until (opt='q') or (opt='Q'); 
END; 
Appendix C: Software Listings 
( ************* ******************** ** ** *********** ***** ***** ***************} 
f *** MAIN PROGRAM ***) 













gotoXY(S,25) ;write( •option? 'l; 
option:=readkey; 
case option of 
, i 1 , 'I' :chgvars; 
'r', 'R' :mftest: 
'c','C':mfcali(Csp,setpt,pulselength,outch,mode,Ct,respdata); 
end; 
until (option='q'l or (option='Q'); 
{*************************************************************************} 
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C.3.17 Mfcad.pas 
{*************************************************************************} 
{*** UNIT PROCEDURE LIBRARY CONTAINING DATAFILES TO BE USED IN ***l 
{ *** MFCA ***} 







PROCEDURE initvarl(VAR Ct:time:VAR corrdata:correlationdata;VAR respdata:responsedata:vAR wait;actmf, 
mode,outch:integer:VAR setpoint:real)r 
PROCEDURE initvar2(VAR check:responsedata); 
PROCEDURE initmenul(VAR menu:screenmenu); 

















PROCEDURE initializes the variables used by the ***) 
Program MFCA ** • } 
CALL SEQUENCE INITVARl(Ct,corrdata,respdata,massact,mode ***} 
setpoint, corropt) ***} 
INPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS Ct - timinq consatnts, values for correlat- ***} 
ion and response data record, initial set- ***} 
point of to be applied to plant, initiali- •••) 
various options ***} 
GLOBAL VARIABLES 
{M** MODULES CALLED 



























corrdata.title:='Massflow Test: ': 




actmf:=lr { o - actual massflow is obtained from Hopper bin} 
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{ ************************************ ********************************* ****} 













PROCEDURE initializes the menu defined in this sub-
routine 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
{M** MODULES CALLED 




















PROCEDURE initmenul(VAR menu:screenmenu); 
BEGIN 
menu{l J :=' 



















menu[ 21] :=' 
menu[22]:=' 













II - Initialize Variables II'; 
!I II': 
!I c - Calibrate Massflow constants II'; 
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{*************************************************************************} 
{N** MODULE NAME : INITMENU2 ***l 
{*** ------------------------------------------------------------- ***} {A** PROCEDURE Initializes the Menu defined in this Sub- ***l 










(I** INPUT PARAMETERS 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
(G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
{M** MODULES CALLEO 
menul (type screenmenu) 
none 
Types 
( E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
{ C* * COMMENTS 
none 
for details about screenmenu see TYPES 
{ *** •••••••••••••••• ******* *************************** ********************} 
PROCEDURE initmenu2(VAR menu:screenmenu); 
BEGIN 
menu[l] :=' 








menu[ 10] :=' 
menu(ll]:=' 
menu[l2] :=' 




menu[ 17] :=' 
menu[18J:=' 
menu(l91 :=' 
menu[ 20] :=' 
menu[ 21 J: =' 
menu[221 :=' 
menu[23]:=' 
menu[ 24) :=' 
ENO: 






II '.MENU:· II': 
II !I': 
II II': !i n - No of Massflow Samples per File II': 
Ii 2 - No of Initial. Zero-Massf. Samples II': 
II s - Sampling Time [sec J II ' : 
ii p - steady state Setpoint II': 
ii II': 
!! a - Actual Massflow obtained from !I': 
II m - Mode of operation II': 
II II': 
II II': 
n t - Title II': 
II f - Filename II': 
II II': 
II I!': 
II c - Calibrate Timing of datalogging Procedure q - Quit II': 
~= '• 
{*************************************************************************} 
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C.3.18 Mf .pas 
( ************ ***************** ************* ************* ***********• ****** } 
I*** PROGRAM TO DETERMINE THE MASSFLOW ON A HORIZONTAL CONVEYOR BELT ***) 
I*** FROM THE ENERGY AND SPEED RESPONSE IN AN ON-LINE FASHION***} 
{*** FILE: MF.PAS ***} 
{ * * * **************** * ***** ·······~····· ******* ******** ****** ***** * ****** ** } 
{ * * ***** ** * ******* * ******* ******************** ************** * ********** ***} ( N** PROGRAM NAME : MF * **} 
{*** ------------------------------------------------------------- ***} 
{A** DESCRIPTION o"etermines the massflow on a horizontal ***} 
{*** conveyor by determing the kinetic energy ***) 
{*** consumed by the system during a pulse per- ***} { *** turbation. ***} 
IS** CALL SEQUENCE MAIN PROGRAM ***} 
II** INPUT PARAMETERS n.a. ***l 
fO** OUTPUT PARAMETERS massflow figures ***} 
IG** GLOBAL VARIABLES 


























{•••••································································••••} { * * * PROCEDURES * * * } 
{***••··································································••} 
{***=======2=========================1r.r.:1:===============================***} 







Il!ITMENU2 ( menu2 J : 
repeat 









gotoXY( 56 ,12) :writeln(wait): 

















option: =readkey 1 
if option=#l3 then option:='q'; 
case option of 
'n','N':READINT(56,10,5,mfdata.nsamples); 
's', 'S, :READINT( 56, 12, 5 ,wait); 




'm', 'M' :begin 
mode:=mode+l; 
if mode>4 then mode:=l; 
SAVELOOPDATA(Oll 
end; 




until (option='Q') or (option='q'); 
case mode of 
l:begin 





outch:=01 (OUtputchannel a is dedicated to the VSD) 
pulselength:=Ct.stepup-Ct.stepdn1 
HIGHLIGHT(0)1 
gotoXY(25,19)1write(' Size of step [',step:4:1,'J: '); 









outch:=l1 {Outputchannel 1 is dedicated to the SSR> 
step:=-10; 
HIGHLIGHT(0)1 
gotoXY( 25,19) 1write(' Pulselength [' ,pulselenqth:3,' J: ') 1 
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{•••===================================-===============================•••} 











{ chec:Jcs if and Which key has been pressed > 
{ ------------------------------------------------------------------------- > 
PROCEDURE checkkey1 
BEGIN 
if keypressed then 
begin 
opt:=readkey1 
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dev:array[l .. 2] of real: 
mean:array[l..2] of integer: 
BEGIN 
INITVAR2 [check l : 
repeat 
PULSERESPONSE(setpt,O,outch,check); 
for j: =l to 2 do MEANCALC(check, j, o ,check. nsamples-1, mean[ j J.dev[ j]): 
if (mean[lJ>lOOJ and (mean[2J>Ol then 
if (dev[l]/mean[l]<O.l) and (dev[2]/mean[2J<O.l) then 
ss:=true; 
checkkey; 
until (ss=truel or (key=truel: 
ENO: 
(-------------------------------------------------------------------------} { perfonns a pulse response of the system and determines the massflow } 

































delay( 1000) : 
checkkey; 
until (key~true) or (i=l); (i=Waitloops}: 
end; 
until (count"'lllfdata.nsanples) or (key=true); 
closegraph: 

























if count<9 then delete(dataname,pos+l,l) 
else delete(dataname ,pos, 2): 
count: =count+l; 
str (count, counts tr l ; 
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{ ************************ ****** ••••••• ******** •••••••• ****. ** •••• ****** ***} 
I * * * MAIN PROGRAM * * * l 













gotoXY(5,25) ;write( 'Option? 'l; 
option:=readkey; 
case option of 
'i','I':chgvars: 
'r','R':masstest; 







until (option='q'l or (option='Q'); 
{*******************~*****************************************************} 
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C.3.19 Mfd.pas 







{ *************** **** ** ********* ****** * ******** *********** ************ ***** ~ 
UNIT mfd; 
{ ************** ******************** ****************** **** **** ********** ***} 
INTERFACE 
{ * * ********* ************************ *********************** ***************} 
USES types; 
PROCEDURE initvarl(VAR ct:time;VAR respdata:responsedata;VAR mfdata:massflowdata; 
VAR wait,mode,outch:integer:VAR setpoint:real); 
PROCEDURE initvar2(VAR check:responsedata); 
PROCEDURE initmenul(VAR menu:screenmenu); 
PROCEDURE initmenu2(VAR menu:screenmenu); 
{ * •• * * * * * * * *. * ** * *. * * * * * •• * * ** ** * * ** * * * *. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *. *. *. * * * * * ** * * ** * * } 
IMPLEMENTATION 
{ **** ********************************** ***** *********** ****** *************} 
{*************************************************************************} 
{N** MODULE NAME : INITVARl ***) 
{*** 




{S** CALL SEQUENCE 
{*** 
Program MF ***} 
INITVARl{Ct,corrdata,respdata,massact,mode ***} 
setpoint, corropt) ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS 





Ct - timing consatnts, values for correlat- ***} 
ion and response data record, initial set- ***} 
point of to be applied to plant, initiali- ***I 
various options ***} 
(G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 











COMMENTS for details about data records see TYPES 
{*************************************************************************} 
PROCEDURE initvarl(VAR Ct:time;VAR respdata:responsedata;VAR mfdata:massflowdata; 
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{ * * ** * * * * **** *. * •• * *** •• *. * ••• * * * * * * •••••• *. * * ••••••••••• * *. * * * * * * * * •• * * * * } 




{A** PROCEDURE initializes the variables .used by the ***} {*** Program MF ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE INITVAR2(check) ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
(0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS variables for check response data record ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
(M** MODULES CALLED Types ***} 
(E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ... } 
{C** COMMENTS for details about data record see TYPES ***} 
( • *****************. ***************************************** ********* * ***} 





check. step: =O: 
check.whenstep:=O; 
END: 




{A** PROCEDURE initializes the menu defined in this sub- ***} 
{*** routine ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE INITMENUl (menu) ***} 
(I** INPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS menul (type screenmenu) ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED Types ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
{C** COMMENTS for details about screenmenu see TYPES ***} 
{*************************************************************************} 














menu[ 12) :=' 
menu(13]:=' 






menu[ 20] :=' 
menu[21}:•' 
menu[22J:=' 
menu[ 23 J :=' 
menu[ 24 J :•' 
PACKAGE 
i - Initialize Variables 
m - Massflow Statistics 
c - Calibrate massflow constants 
r - Run Massflow meter 
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( * * * ** •• * *. ** ** ** * * * * •• * ** *. * •• * * * ** •••• * * * * * * * ••• * ***. * *. * ** *. ~. * ** * * * * *. } 



















Initializes the Menu defined in this Sub-
routine 
INITMENU2 (menu l 
none 















{ ****************** *********** ******* ************ *************************} 
PROCEDURE in~tmenu2(VAR menu:screenmenu): 
BEGIN 
menu[l l :=' 









menu( 11]: =' 
menu[l2):=' 



















!! 'MENU:''' II'; 
II II': 
I! ii': 
II n - No of Massflow Samples per File II'; 
II h 
II s - Sampling Time [sec J ii'; 
II p - Steady State Setpoint n ' ; 
I! Ii'; 
!I II': 
!I m - Mode of operation Ii'; 
!I II': 
II Ii': 
II t - Title II'; 
!I f - Filename Ii': 
I! ii': 
!I Ii'; 
I! c -- calibrate Timing of datalogging Procedure q .- Quit ii'; 
~===-== ===m=-:!I'; 
{*************************************************************************} 
{H** REVISION HISTORY: ***} 
{*** VERSION BY DATE COMMENTS ***} 
{*** 1. 0 KCAD 28-02-90 ***l 
{*** •••} 
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C.3.20 Estimate.pas 
{ ********************************** ••••• ********* ************** ***********} {*** UNIT PROCEDURE LIBRARY TO DETERMINE THE TRANSFER FUNCTION OF A ***) 
{ *** MEASURED RESPONSE ***} 
{*** FILE: ESTIMATE. PAS ***} 
{ ••••••• ************* **************** ****. *************** *********** ******} 
UNIT estimate: 
{ * **************************************** **************** ******* *********} 
INTERFACE 





PROCEDURE set_up_u2r ( p: parameterdata ;data: responsedata): 
PROCEDURE set_up_u2c(p:parameterdata;data:responsedata); 
PROCEDURE lse(VAR B:vectorsml): 
PROCEDURE lse2(VAR p:par.ameterdata:VAR data:responsedata): 
PROCEDURE nelm(eps:real:VAR para:parameterdata:VAR data:responsedata): 
{**********************•••··············································••} IMPLEMENTATION 
{••·······································································> 




{A** PROCEDURE sets up the U matrix used for the Least ***} {*** Squares parameter estimation technique to ***} 
(*** find the poles of the transfer function •••} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE SET_UP _Ul (data) ***} {I** INPUT PARAMETERS measured response data record, limits of ***} 
{ *** response ***} {0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS U matrix (type matrixbig) •••} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES limits of response, u matrix ***} 
(M** MODULES CALLED Types ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 







max:=round(limits.tmax • data.frequency) 1 
m:=modell.order: 
if min<m+l then min:=m+l: 
for i :=min to max-1 do 
begin 
u.afi-m,lJ:=lr 






















------------------------------------------------------------- *** l 
PROCEDURE sets up the Y vector used for the Least ***} 
Squares parameter estimation technique to ***l 
find the poles (c:=l) or the zeroes (c:=2) ***} 
of the transfer function ***} 
CALL SEQUENCE SET_UP_Y(c,data) ***l 
INPUT PARAMETERS c indicates case (1 =palest 2 =zeroes): ***} 
measured response data record, limits of ***} 
response ***l 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS Y vector (type vectorbig) ***l 
GLOBAL VARIABLES limits of response, Y vector ***l 
MODULES CALLED Types ( ***) 
ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
COMMENTS for details about response data, limits and ***} 





















if (c=l) and (min<m+l) then c:=m+l else c:=min; 
for i :=c to max-1· do Y. v[ i+l-c] :=data. data[ 1, i J: 
Y.elements:=max-c; 
END; 
{ *** *** *** *** *************** ******** * **** ******** ****** **************** *** } {N** MODULE NAME : SET_UP_U2R ***) 




{S** CALL SEQUENCE 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS 
{ *** 
{*** 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
{M** MODULES CALLED 
CE** ERROR CONDITIONS 
{C** COMMENTS 
{*** 
Squares parameter estimation technique to ***} 
find the 2eroes of the transfer function ***) 
with real poles ***} 
SET_UP_U2R(parameter,data) ***) 
measured data record, parameter data record ***} 
containin9 the poles of the transfer ***} 
function, limits of response ***} 
u matrix (type matrixbig) •••) 
limits of response, U matrix ***} 
Types •••) 
none ***l 
for details about response data, parameter ***} 
data, limits and matrixhig see TYPES •••) 







max:=round{limits.tmax • data.frequency): 










{N** MODULE NAME : SET_UP_U2C ***) 
PROCEDURE sets up the U matrix used for the Least 
Squares parameter estimation technique to 
find the zeroes of the transfer function 
with complex poles 
CALL SEQUENCE SET_UP_U2C(parameter,data) 
INPUT PARAMETERS measured response data record, parameter 
data record containing the poles of the 
transfer function, limits of response 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS u matrix (type matrixbigl 
GLOBAL VARIABLES limits of response, U matrix 






























COMMENTS for details about response data, parameter ***} 









for i:=min to max-1 do 
begin 




U. a( i+l, 3] :cfactor•sin(p. para[S ]*tl: 
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{*************************************************************************} 

















performs the Least Squares estimation alga- ***} 
rithm by solving the equation Ut•U!Ut•Y •••} 
LSE(B) ***) 
vector B, matrix u (matrixbig) and vector y ***} 
(vectorbig) •••) 
solution Matrix ***} 
matrix U and vector Y ***} 
Math, Types •••} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
{C** COMMENTS 
none 




{ *** ***) 
{*************************************************************************} 














fits a transfer function to a measured ***} 
response in the s-domain using the 2 stage ***} 
{*** least squares estimation algorithm ***) 
(S** CALL SEQUENCE 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS 
(*** 
LSE2{parameter,data) •••) 
measured response data record, modell data ***} 
record ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
{M** MODULES CALLEO 
(E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
{ *** 
coefficients of transfer function ***} 
modell (type modeldata) •••} 
Crt,Math, Types ***} 
if poles in the z-plane are too close to the•••I 
l•l=l contour ***) 
for details about response data, parameter ***} 










clrscr:gotoXY(l6,6):writeln('REGRESSING USING THE LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATOR'): 
SET_UP _Ul (data) : 
SET_UP_Y(l,data); 
LSE(B)r 
gotoXY(l0,12):writelnC'Pole Position - Distance from Origin in the z-plane! ',sqrt(B.v[3])!4!2): 
if abs(abs(sqrt(B.v[3Jll-l)<O.OS then 
begin 
HIGHLIGHT(ll:gotoXY(25,15):writeln('lll MODEL NOT ACCURATE Ill'): 
HIGHLIGHT ( 0) : gotoXY ( 11, 17) : 
writeln('Poles in the Z-Plane are close to the IZI = 1 contour'}: 
endr 
case modell.order of 





p.para( 3 J !=-B.v[ 2 J: 
end; 
(Gain} 
2 ! begin { 2nd order Response) 
discriminant:=sqr(B.v[2J/2) - B.v[JJ: 
(pole) 
if discriminant > o then {i.e. real poles} 
begin 
p.para[4J!=-ln(-B.v[2J/2+sqrt(discriminant)) • data.frequency:<pole l} 
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else {i.e. complex poles} 
end; 
begin 
p.para[4]:=-ln(sqrt(B.v[3Jll * data.frequency:{real part of pole pair) 
p.para[SJ:=arctan(-sqrt(-discriminantJ•2 / B.v[2)l •data.frequency: 
(imaginary part of pole pair} 
SET_UP_U2c(p,data); 
SET_UP _Y( 2 ,data l: 
LSE(Bl: 
p.para[JJ:=B.v[lJ: 
p. para[ 6 J :=( sqr(p.paraf 4 J J+sqr(p.para[ s J J l •B. v[ 2 J /(p.para[ 5 l*B. v[ 31-B. v[ 2 l*P· para[ 41 l: 


























Nelm is a non-linear regression package, ***} 
which determines the parameters of a trans- ***} 
fer function ***) 
NELM(epsilon,para,datal ***I 
parameter data record containing initial ***} 
estimates for the parameters of the transfer•••} 
functiOn, epsilon = required accuracy limit,••*} 
measured data record, limits of response ***} 
updated parameter data record, updated ***} 
modelled response ***} 
limits of response ***} 
Crt, Types, Model ••*} 
(E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
(C** COMMENTS 
oone ***} 
- for more information about response data, ***} 
{*** limits and parameter data see TYPES ***) 
{*** - to quit from NELM press <ENTER> ***} { *. *** * * •• ***. * * * *. * ** •• * * * * * ** * * * * * ** * * * * * * * *** * * * ••• * * •• * * * •••• * * •• * * * * * } 
PROCEDURE nelm(eps:real:VAR para:param.eterdata;VAR data:responsedata); 
VAR 
f, fs, fO ,ao ,s :I-eal: 
k,ix,i,j,kl,nn,nl,n,np,xn,ih,is,kO,il,kev:integer; 
h:array[l •. 10] of real: 
fp:array[l .. 22] of real; 
p:array[l .. 1201 of real• 
xs:array[l. .101 of real: 
x,xd:parameterdata; 
loopend,endd:char; 





if ih=l then is:=2 
else is:=l; 
for i:=l to nl do 
if i<>ih then 
if fp[iJ>fp[isJ then is:=i: 
k:=(ih-lJ•n+l:kO:=nn+l: 








DETRESP(para ,data l: 
f:=SUMERRSQR(para,data): 
if f<fp[ill then 
begin 
kO:=nn+l; 


































for i:=l to n do 
end; 
begin 
p[kJ :=x. para[ i J; 
k:=k+l; 
end: 
else if f<fp[ is J then 
begin 
fp[ ih) :=f; 
ih:=is; 








if f<fp[ihJ then 
begin 
for i:=l to n do 
begin 














for i:=l to 10 do xd.para[iJ:=xs[iJ; 
COPYPARA(para,xd); 
DETRESP(para,data); 
fs: mSUMERRSQR( para ,data); 
if fs<fp[ihJ then 
begin 






if fp[ 1J>fp[2 J then ih:=l 
else ih:=2: 
for 1:=3 to nl do 
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if il <> 1 then 
begin 
k:=( il-1 i•n; 
for i:=l to n do 
begin 
k:=k+l; 







for i :=2 to nl do 
for j : =1 to n do 
begin 
k:=k+l; 
p[k J :=O. S•(p[k]+p[ j) l; 
end; 
loopend:='n'; 




SELECTPARA( para' xd l; 
n:=x.no;ix:=O; 
for i:=l to 22 do fp[iJ:=O' 
clrscr;gotoXY(25,12),writeln('REGRESSING USING NELM'); 
for i:=l to n do 
begin 
h[i):=o.02•abs(x.para[iJ); 





f :=S!JMERRSQR(para ,data l; fp[ 1 J :=f; 
if ix=O then 
begin 
for 1:=-1 to n do 
begin 
k:=i; 
for j :=l to nl do 
begin 
p[kJ :=x.para[i J; 





end; (for j :=l to nl} 
(for i:=l to n) 
ix=O} 
repeat {LOOP I} 
k:Qn+l; 
for i:=2 to nl do 
' begin 








end; (for i:=2 to nll 
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i:=J1 
repeat {LOOP II) 
if fp[i]>fp[ih] then 1h:=1 
else if fp[ 1J<fp[11 J then 11:=i1 
i:=i+ll 
until i>nl1 {LOOP II) 
xn:=n: 
repeat {LOOP IIII 
kl:=nn: 
for i:=l to n do 
begin 
k:=i1s:=O; 
for j :=l to nl do 
begin 
if j<>ih then s:=s+p[k]; 
k:=k+n: 
end1 {for j:=l to nll 
kl:=kl+l; 
pf kl] :=s/xn; 
end; {for i:= 1 to n) 
k:=nn+l; 








for i:=l to nl do s:=s+sqr(fp[iJ-fO); 
s:=s/xn;aO:=sqrt(s); 
gotoXY( 3, 3); 
writeln( 'Eps:' ,eps:lO, / Std dev. : I I ao : 12, , S[EiJ•2:',f0:12); 





if endd<>'y' then innerloop: 
until loopend='y'1 {LOOP III) 
if endd<>'y' then outerloop; 
until endd='y'; {LOOP I} 
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C.3.21 Model.pas 
{ * * **** * *. * •• * ••• * * ** * ** * * * * * ** * * * * ***. * * * * * * •••• ** •• * ** * * * **. *. * * * *. * *. * * } {*** UNIT PROCEDURE LIBRARY TO DEFINE A THEORETICAL MODEL ***} 
{*** FILE: MODEL.PAS ***l 
{ *************************** * ******* ****** * ***** * * ***** ****** ******* ** *** *) 
UNIT model: 
{ ***** ******************* ******* * ******* **** * ****** *********** ******* * •••• } 
INTERFACE 





PROCEDURE fittimeOO(p:parameterdata:VAR data:responsedata): 
PROCEDURE fittimell(p:parameterdata:VAR data:responsedata); 
PROCEDURE fittime2l(p:parameterdata:VAR data:responsedata): 
PROCEDURE fittime22(p:parameterdata:VAR data:responsedatal: 
PROCEDURE fitzl(p:parameterdata:VAR datamod:responsedata): 
PROCEDURE fitz2(p:parameterdata:VAR datamod:responsedata): 
PROCEDURE initmodel(VAR parameter:parameterdata:VAR data:responsedata): 
PROCEDURE detresp{parameter:parameterdata;VAR data:responsedata); 
FUNCTION sumerrsqr(p:parameterdata;data:responsedata):real; 
PROCEDURE chgpara(VAR para:parameterdata:VAR data:responsedata): 
PROCEDURE inltpara(VAR para:parameterdata): · 
PROCEDURE selectpara(para:parameterdata:VAR parasel:parameterdata): 
PROCEDURE copypara(VAR para:parameterdata;parasel:parameterdata); 




{N** MODULE NAME : FITTIMEOO ***l 
{*** 
(A** ------------------------------------------------------------- ***} PROCEDURE calculates a series of theoretical function ***} 
{*** values for a linear response (a/sA2) for a ***l 
{*** given set of parameter values ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE FITTIMEOO(parameter,responsedata) ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS Parameter data record, response data record ***} 
{O** OUTPUT PARAMETERS modelled response in response data record ***l 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none •••} 
{M** MODULES CALLED Types ***l 
{E•• ERROR CONDITIONS none •••) 
{C** COMMENTS for details about parameter data record and ***l 
{*** response data record see TYPES and for the ***} 
{*** meaning of the parameters see MODELO ***} 
{*************************************************************************} 









if t>p.para[2J then value:=p.para[3J•(t-p.para[2J) {if t>then dead time} 
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{*************************************************************************} 
{N** MODULE NAME : FITTIMEll ***) 
{*** ------------------------------------------------------------- ***} {A** PROCEDURE calculates a series of theoretical function ***} 


















values for a first order response, i.e. 
a(sz+l)/(sp+l} for a given set of parameter 
values {in the real time domain} 
FITTIMEll (parameter 1 responsedata} 
Parameter data record, response data record 




for details about parameter data record and 
response data record see TYPES and for the 



















for i :=O to data.ns1!.111ples-l do 
begin 
t:=i/data.frequency, 
if t>p.para[2] then {if t>then dead time) 
value:=l-exp(-(t-p.para[2ll*p.para[4Jl 
else value:=O: {if t< than dead time then value=O} 
data.data[ 2 ,i J :=round(p. para[ l J+p.para[ 3 J*value)' 
end: 
END• 

















PROCEDURE calculates a series of theoretical function ***} 
values for a second order response with real••*} 
poles , i.e. a(sz+l)/((sp+l)(sq+l)) for a •••) 
given set of parameter values (in the real ***} 
time domain) ***} 
CALL SEQUENCE FITTIME2l(parameter,responsedata) ***} 
INPUT PARAMETERS Parameter data record, response data record ***} 








for details about parameter data record and 
response data record see TYPES and for the 



















if t>p.para[2] then {if t>tben dead time) 
value:= l + Kl•exp(-p.para[4J•(t-p.para[2J)l + K2*exp(-p.para[SJ•(t-p.para[2]}] 
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{ ************ ••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ******************** ** •• } 
{N** MODULE NAME : FITTIME22 ***) 















calculates a series o~ theoretical function ***} 
values for a second order response with ***} 
complex poles , i.e. - ***} 
a(sz+l)/((s+p+jq)(s+p-jq)) for a given set ***} 
of parameter v~lues(in the real time domain)***} 
FITTIME22(parameter,responsedata) ***} 
Parameter data record, response data record ***} 
modelled response in response data record ***} 
none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
( C** COMMENTS 
Types •••} 
none ***) 
for details about parameter data record and***) 
response data record see TYPES and for the ***} 
meaning of the parameters see MODELO ***} { *** ( ... 
{ * •• **************** *************************** ******* ** ********* ******* **} 






for i:=O to data.nsamples-1 do · 
begin 
t:=i/data.frequency; 


















PROCEDURE calculate a series of theoretical function ***} 
values for a first order response (using a ***} 







Parameter data record, response data record 







{ M•• MODULES CALLED Types ••• ) 
{E•• ERROR CONDITIONS none •••) 
{C** COMMENTS for details about parameter data record and ***} 
{ *** response data record see TYPES and for the ***} 
{*** meaning of the parameters see MODELO •••} 
{*************************************************************************} 














for i:=3 to datamod.nsamples-1 do 
data[iJ:=B•u_l - D•data[i-11: 
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{ •••• * •• * * •••• * * •••• **. * ** * * •••••• *. * *** ** * * * * * * •• * * * *** •• * *. * ** * •••••• * * •• 
















PROCEDURE calculate a series of theoretical function ***} 
values for a second order response (using a ***> 
z-domain model) for a given set of parameter***} 









Parameter data record, response data record ***} 




for details about parameter data record and 
response data record see TYPES and for the 





















data[ o J :=O; 
data(lJ:=O: 
data( 21 :=round(B l: 
for i:=3 to datamod.nsamples-1 do 
data(iJ:=B•u_1 + c•u_2 - D•data[i-1] - E•data[i-2]; 


















{M** MODULES CALLED 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
{ C** COllKEllTS 
{*** 
to choose a particular model, e.g. a first 
or second order model in the t- or z-domain 
INITMODEL(parameter,responsedata) 
parameter data record, response data record 
record describing the model, initial para-




for details about response and parameter 
































case modell.typ of 
O:label2:=' NONE': 
l!label2!• 1 REAL': 
2:label2:='COMPLEX': 
end; 
gotoXY( 34, 12) :write( label2): 
qotoXY(S,20):write('Option [',opt,']: '):opt:=readkey: 












case opt of 
1 0 1 : begin 
modell.order:= modell.order+l; 
if modell.order=3 then 
Appendix c: Software Listings 
begin (change here if higher order models are included} 
sound(lOOO);delay(250);nosound; 
modell.order:=O; 
modell. typ: =O: 
end; 
if modell.order=l then modell.typ:=l; 
end; 


























{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
{M** MODULES CALLED 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
{ C** COMMENTS 
{*** 
calculate a set of theoretical function 
... } 
***} 
values for a given set of parameter values ***} 
depe'1ding on the specified 1110del ***} 
DETRESP(parameter,responsedata} ***} 
parameter data record, response data record,***} 
specified model data record ***} 




for details about response, parameter or 






{ ************ ***** *************** ********************* ****************** **} 
PROCEDURE detresp(parameter:par8.ll.eterdata:VAR data:responsedata): 
BEGIN 
case modell.order of 
O:fittimeOO(parameter,data); 
l:fittimell(parameter,data); 











{S** CALL SEQUENCE 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS 
<*** 
(0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
{M** MODULES CALLED 




determines the sum of error squared between ***} 
a measured and a modelled response ***} 
SUMERRSQR(parlil!leter,responsedata) ***} 
parameter data record, response data record,***} 
limits of response ***} 
sum of error squared ***> 
limits of response ***} 
Types ***} 
none 
for details about response and parameter 











min:=round(limits.tmin • data.freguencyl1 
max:=round(limits.tmax • data.frequency): 
error:=O: 
for i:=min to max-1 do 
begin 
diff:=data.data(l,iJ-data.data[2,1J; 
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change model parameters manually ***} 
CHGPARA(parameter ,responsedata) ***} 
old parameter data record,limits of response•••} 
updated parameter data record ***} 
limits of response ***} 
Crt,Plotgraf,Types,Modeld ***} 
none ***} 
***} { ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *************************************_*** ** **** } 



















gotoXY( 39, 7) ;writeln( error: 12}; 
for i := 1 to para.no do 
begin 
if para.varifi]=O then par:='FIXED' else par:='VARIABLE'; 
gotoXY( 19 ,lO+i}; 
write(!,' - Parameter ',i,' :' 1 ,para.para(i]:lO:S,' ',par); 
end: 
gotoXY( 5, 20} ;write( 'option [',option,' J: '} ;option:=readkey;writeln(option); 
if option=#lJ then option:='c'; 





else if option='v' then 
begin 
gotoXY(S,22);write('Which Parameter to change from fix<-> var? '); 
fix:=ORD(readkey)-48; 
if para.vari[fixJ=O then para.vari[fix}:=l else para.vari[fix}:=O; 
end 




{N** MODULE NAME : INITPARA ***} 
{*** ------------------------------------------------------------- ***} {A** PROCEDURE initialize the parameters of the specified •••) 
{ *** model ***} 
!S** CALL SEQUENCE INITPARA(parameter) •••} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS modell ***I 
!O** OUTPUT PARAMETERS initial estimates of model parameters •••I 
(G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
{M** MODULES CALLED 
!E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
l C** COMMENTS 
modell ***} 
Types ,Modeld ***} 
none ***} 
for details about modell or parameter data ***} 
{*** record see TYPES ***} 
{*************************************************************************} 
PROCEDURE initpara(VAR para:parameterdata); 
BEGIN 
case modell.order of 
0: INITPARAOO (para); 
l: INITPARAll (para} ; 
2: if modell. typ = l then INITPAR.\21 (para) 
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{ * ********************* ********************** ************************* **** } {N** MODULE NAME : SELECTPARA ***) 
{*** ------------------------------------------------------------- ***) {A** PROCEDURE copies model parameters to be regressed into***} 
{*** a seperate parameter data record which is ***) 
{*** then used by NELM ***} 
(S•• CALL SEQUENCE SELECTPARA(parameter,paraselect) •••} 
{!** INPUT PARAMETERS parameter data record ***) 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS new parameter data record with selected ***} 
{*** parameters to be regressed on ***} 
{G•• GLOBAL VARIABLES none •••} 







for details about parameter data record see ***} 
TYPES ***) 
{ ************** ********** ***** **************** * •••• ********* ****** ********} 
PROCEDURE sel~ctpara{ para: parameterdata;VAR parasel: parameterdata) : 
VAR 
i, k: integer; 
BEGIN 
k:=O; 
for i :=l to para .no do 
if para. vari ( i l =l then 
beqin 
k:=k+l; 




for i:= k+l to para.no do 
begin 
parasel.para[i]:=l; 




{N** MODULE NAME : COPYPARA ***) 
{*** ------------------------------------------------------------- ***} {A** PROCEDURE copies the regressed model parameters back ***} 
(*** into the old parameter data record to deter-***} 
{*** mine the sum of error squared and to display***} 
{*** the result graphically •••) 
{ S•• CALL SEQUENCE COPYPARA( para' parasel l ••• } 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS regressed parameter data record ***} 





{G*• GLOBAL VARIABLES 
{M** MODULES CALLED 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
{ C** COMMENTS 
{*** 
none ***} 
for details about parameter data record see ***} 
TYPES ***l 
{*************************************************************************} 
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C.3~22 Modeld~pas 
{*************************************************************************} 











{ * *. *. *. * * * * * •• * * •.• *. * ••••• * *. * •• * * * ** *** * ••• * •• * ••• * * * •••• * * *. *. * * ••••• * * } 
USES Types: 
PROCEDURE initmenul(VAR menu:screenmenu)1 
PROCEDURE initmenu2{VAR menu:screenmenu); 
PROCEDURE initparaOO(VAR para:parameterdata}: 
PROCEDURE initparall(VAR para:parameterdata): 
PROCEDURE initpara2l(VAR para:parameterdata): 









{A** PROCEDURE initializes the menu defined in this sub- ***} 
{*** routine •••} 
(S** CALL SEQUENCE INITMENUl (menu) ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS menul (type screenmenu) ... ~ 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED Types ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
{C** COMMENTS details about screenmenu in TYPES ***} 
{*************************************************************************} 
PROCEDURE initmenul(VAR menu:screenmenu); 
BEGIN 
menu[ l] :=' 
menu[ 2] :=' 
menu[3 J :=' 
11enu[4J:=' 
menu[51 :c 1 








menu( 13 J :=' 
menu[ 14] :=' 
11enuc1s1 :=' 
menu[ 16] :=' 
aenu.[17] :=' 
menu[lBJ :=' 
menu( 19] :a' 
n.enu(20]:•' 
11enu[21]:=' 
menu[ 22] :m' 
menu[23]:=' 
menuf 24] :m' 
END: 
'"""'""' .. ·,,"·"·"""""'}'~,,."" ~- . RE-SPECIFICATION OF MODEL 
~·.-.................... 1'E ..... .. 
OPTIONS: 
o - Response s order 
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{A** PROCEDURE initializes the menu defined in this sub- ***} 
{*** routine ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE INITMENU2(menu) ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS menu2 (type screenmenu) ***) 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED Types ***} 
(E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
{C** COMMENTS details about screenmenu in TYPES ***} 
. {. ********************************* ** ********************* •••••••••••••••• } 











!i" -=========~=-=-=========- -===iJ': 
II II'; 
II II'' !I ii'; 
!I II'' 
II II'' II SUM OF ERROR'2 II'; 
II II'; 
II h 







menu[l 7] :=' 
menu[lS] :=' 
menu[l9] :=' 
menu{ 201 :=' 




























initializes the parameter for a zero order 




























cc•• COllllENTS details about parameter data record in TYPES***} 
{*************************************************************************} 






para.vari( l J :=O; 
para.vari[2J:=O; 
para.vari(JJ:=l; 
Parameter of Model: Linear Response 
Parameter(lJ = Baselevel 
Parameter(21 Dead Time 








NOTE: flag = 
flag = a 
=> parameter can be reqressed on 
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PROCEDURE initializes the parameter for a first order ***l 
model as defined in this subroutine ***} 
CALL SEQUENCE INITPARAll (parameter 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS none 
{ O** OUTPUT PARAMETERS parameter data record 
{ G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none 






{E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
{C** COMMENTS 
none ***} 
details about parameter data record in TYPES***} 
{ ******************** *** ****************************. ********************* > 
PROCEDURE initparall(VAR para:parameterdata); 
BEGIN 





Parameter of Model: First order Response - No Zeroes} 
END; 
====================================================) 
no of Parameter 
Para.meter[l} = Baselevel value flag 
Parameter(2J =Dead Time value flag 
Parameter(3J = staedy state Gain value flag 
Parameter[4} = Real Pole value flaq 
NOTE: flag = => parameter can be regressed on 
flag = o => parameter cannot be reqressed on 
{*************************************************************************} 
IN** MODULE NAME : INITPARA21 ***} 
{*** ------------------------------------------------------------- ***} {A** PROCEDURE initializes the parameter for a second order***} 
{*** model with real poles as defined in this ***} 
{*** subroutine ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE INITPARA2l(parameter) •••) 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS none •••} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS parameter data record ***} 
{ G.. GLOBAL VARIABLES none ••• } 
{ M*. MODULES CALLED Types ••• } 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
{C** COMMENTS 
none ***} 
details about parameter data record in TYPES***} 
{*************************************************************************} 









para.vari( 1 J :=O; 
para.vari[2J:=O; 
para.vari( 3 J :=l; 
para. vari ( 4 J :=l; 
para.vari[SJ :=1; 
para. vari (6 J :=O; 
{no of parameter} 
Parameter of Model: Two Real Poles with Real Zero} 
END; 
====-- -======~-====~--~=======~===========) 
no of Parameter 
Parameter[lJ = Baselevel value flag 
Parameter[2J = Dead Time value flag 
Parameter[JJ = Steady state Gain value flag 
Parameter[4J = First Real Pole value flag 
Parameter[ SJ Second Real Pole value flag 
Parameter[6J = Real Zero value flag 
NOTE: flag = => parameter can be regressed on 
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{*************************************************************************} 
{N** MODULE NAME : INITPARA22 ***} 
{*** ------------------------------------------------------------- ***} {A** PROCEDURE initializes the parameter for a second order***} 
{*** model with imaginary poles as defined in ***} { *** this subroutine ***} 
[ S** CALL SEQUENCE INITPARA22 (parameter) ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 






{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 
(M** MODULES CALLED 
(E** ERROR CONDITIONS 
[C** COMMENTS 
none ***) 
details about parameter data record in TYPES***} 
{ ********** •• ******* ******** •••••••• ****** •••••• * ********************* ** **} 
PROCEDURE initpara22(VAR para:parameterdata): 
BEGIN 
para.no:=6; 
para.para[ l] :=O; 
para.para[2]:=100; 




{no of parameter} 
para.vari[l]:=O; 
para.vari(2}:=0t 
para. vari[ 3 J :=O: 
para.vari[4] :=l; 
para. vari[ s J :=l: 
para.vari[6] :=l; 
Parameter of Model: Complex Conjugate Poles with Real Zero 
END; 
no of Parameter 
ParameterflJ = Baselevel 
Parameter [ 2 J = Dead Time 
Parameter[3] = Staedy State Gain 
Parameter(41 =Real Part of complex 
Parameter(S] = !mag.Part of Complex 









NOTE: flag = 
flag = 
=> parameter can be regressed on 








(H** REVISION HISTORY: ***} 
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C.3.23 Detfric.~ 
{*************************************************************************} 
{*** PROGRAM TO DETERMINE THE DEPENDANCE OF FRICTION UPON BELTSPEED ***I 
{*** AND MASSFLOW ON THE BELT ***) 
{*** FILE: DETFRIC.PAS ***} 
{ *************************************************** * **** ************ *****} 























determines the dependance of friction upon 
beltspeed and Eassflow on the belt, i.e. it 
creates a file which can then be used to 
determine the coefficients of the function 
F = f(V,ml. 
MAIN PROGRAM 
datafile 





































(*** PROCEDURES ***) 
{****************************************************************** ... *****} 
{ -----------------------------------------------------------------------) 
(*** change position of counters in filename ***l 
{ -------------------------------------------------------------------------) 




qotoXY(lS, 7) rwriteln( 'Filename: ',name): 
gotoXY(lS,lS);writeln('enter position of main sample counter using direction keys: 'l: 
HIGllLIGHT(l):gotoXY(24+samplepos,Bl:write('A'l:normvideo: 
option:=readkey: 
if option<>#l3 then 
if option=#O then 


















gotoXY(lS, 7) ;writeln( 'Filename: ',name); 
Appendix C: Software Listings 
gotoXY(lS,lS);writeln{'enter position of test counter using direction keys: '); 
HIGHLIGHT(l);gotoXY(24+samplepos,8);write('C'): 
gotoXY( 24+testpos, B) ;write( 1 "" 1 ) ;norm.video; 
option: =readkey: 
if option<>#l3 then 
if option=#O then 
















gotoXY( 19 ,12) :write( name); 
gotoXy( 19, 15) ;write( namef); 
gotoXY(l9,18);write(datname); 
gotoXY(l9,2l);write(corrdata.title); 
gotoXY(4, 25) ;write( 'Option[qJ: 'J; 
opt:=readkey; 
if opt=#l3 then opt:='q'; 
case opt of 
'n', 'N': FILENAME( name,,,); 
1 2 1 , 'Z' :FILENAME(namef, 11 ); 



















gotoXY(5,25);write('Option [q]: 'l: 
option:=readkey; 
if option•#l3 then option:~'q'; 
case option of 
's', 'S' :READINT(5Ei ,10,5,nsetl; 
't', 'T' :READINT(5Ei,12,5,ntest); 
'z', 'Z' :READINT( 56 ,14, 5 ,corrdata.nzero); 
'P', 'P' :chqpos: 
'n', 'N' :chgname; 
end; 
corrdata.nsamples:=corrdata.nzero+nset•ntest; 
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for j:=l to n do 
begin 
















clrscr;qotoXY( 10, 10) ;write( 'Starting Sample: [',start: 3, ') ') :READINT( 33 ,10, 4 ,start): 
gotoXY(l0,12);write('No of Samples : [',range:3,_'] ');READINT{33,12,4,range); 
getmass(O,corrdata.nzero,name); 
for i:=l to nset do 
begin 
if i<lO then 
begin 
delete(name,samplepos,1); 
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{ *************************** *********** ********* ******************* ****** *} { *** MAIN PROGRAM ***} 





with regdata do 
for i: =l to 2 do 
begin 
slope[i J :=O; 
yconst[iJ :=O; 
xmean [ i] : =O; 




yerror[ i 1: =O; 
end; 
with corrdata do 
begin 
nsamples:=nzero+nset•ntest; 
















case option of 
'i', 'I' :chgvars; 
'd', '0' :detfriction; 





until (option='q'l or (option='Q'): 
{*************************************************************************} 
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C.3.24 Detfricd.pas 




FILE: DETFRICD. PAS 
***} 
***} 
{ **** **************** ********** *************** ******* ••••••• ********** * *** } 
UNIT detfricd: 
{ * *** * * * ** ** **. * * * * * * * * *. * •• * * *. *. * * * *** * * * * * * •• *. * * *** * * * * •• * *. * * * * * * **. * ~ 
INTERFACE 
{ ************* ****************** ******* ************** ************ ••• ******} 
USES types: 
PROCEDURE initvar(VAR nsamples,ntest,nzero,samplepos,testpos:integer); 
PROCEDURE ini tmenul (VAR menu: screenmenu) : 
PROCEDURE initmenu2(VAR menu:screenmenu): 




























INPUT PARAMETERS none •••) 
OtrrPUT PARAMETERS no of samples, no of tests per sample, no of***) 
initializing samples, position of sample and***} 
of test counter in filename ***} 
GLOBAL VARIABLES 
MODULES CALLED 
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{A** PROCEDURE initializes the menu defined in this sub- ***} 
{*** program ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE INITMENUl{menu) ***l 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS menul (type screenmenu) ***) 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED Types ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none *'"*} 
{C** COMMENTS details about screenmenu in TYPES ***} 
{ *************** •••••••••• *. ***** ************** ** ** ****** ******* * ******** * } 
PROCEDURE initmenul(VAR menu:screenmenu); 
BEGIN 
menur 1] :=' 















menu[ 17] :=' 
menu[lB 1 :=' 
menu(19]:=' 
menu[ 20] :=' 
menu[ 21] :=' 
menu[22]:=' 
menu[ 231: =' 

































i - Initialize Variables II': 
II': 





s - save Data II': 
II': 
II': 








{A** PROCEDURE initializes the menu defined in this sub- ***} 
{*** program •••} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE INITMENU2 (menu l ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS none •••} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS menu2 (type screenmenu) ***} 
(G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ···~ {M** MODULES CALLED Types ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
{C** COMMENTS details about screenmenu in TYPES •••} 
(************••·························································••} 















menu{ 14] :=' 
menu[ 15): =' 
menu[ 16] :=' 
menu[ 171: =' 
menu[lB] :=' 
menu[l9J:=' 




menu{ 24] :=' 
-,': 
II': 
II': INITIALIZE VARIABLES .... ~ 




s - No of Massflow Sample sets II': 
n (excluding Zero Mass flow Samples) II'; 
. fl t - NO of Tests per Set fl ' I 
II II': 




II !I': II n - Change Filenames and Titles of Correlation Data II': 
II p - Indicate Position of counters in Filename II': 
II II': 
II g•: 
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{A** PROCEDURE initializes the menu defined in this sub- ***} (*** program ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE INITMENU3(menu) ***} 
{I** INPUT P ARA!IETERS none ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS menu3 (type screenmen~) ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***l 
{M** MODULES CALLED Types ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
{C** COMMENTS details about screenmenu in TYPES ***} 
{ ******************** * ********* ********** ********** ************* **********} 
PROCEDURE initmenu3(VAR menu:screenmenu): 
BEGIN 
menu( 1] :=' 
menu[ 2] :=' 
menu[3]:=' 
menu{ 4] :=' 





; CHANGE: .. 
n - Filename of Normal Massflow Samples: 
(Including Initial Massflow Samples) 
z - Filename of Final zero Massflow Samples: 
s - Filename to Save Friction Data to 






















menu[ 10) :=' 







menu[ 18] :=' 
menu( 19]: =' 
menu[ 20] :=' 
menu(21] :=' 
menuf22):=' 
menu[ 23]: =' 
menu( 24} :=' 
q - Quit 11': 
~=======--===~~==~ ====~' ~ 
END: 
{*************************************************************************} 
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c. 3. 25 Dconv .pas' 
{ **** *************** ************* ***** * * ******** ************** ******* ***** } {*** PROGRAM TO CONVERT A RECORDED TIME RESPONSE ***) 
!*** FILE: DCONV.PAS ***} 
{ ******* ***** *** * ******** ******* * ****** ** •••••• * * ***. ******* * *************} 




















DESCRIPTION The programs loads up a recorded response. ***} 
It then can filter, subtract the offset, ***} 
disregard all samples before the step, norm-***} 
alize a step_UP response and change the ***} 
sampling frequency. Lastly it saves the pro-••*} 
cessed response ***} 
CALL SEQUENCE MAIN PROGRAM ***) 
INPUT PARAMETERS file to convert, which conversion to perform••*} 
breakfrequency of filter, new sampling freq-***} 
uency ***} 































module:array[l .. 5] of string[J]; 
opt:char; 
{*************************************************************************} 
{ *** PROCEDURES *** J 
{*************************************************************************} 





PLOTDATALIN (data' ch' limits) ; 
LABELS (data, ch, l , what, limits) ; 
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{-------------------------------------------------------------------------) {*** Do Conversion ***} {-------------------------------------------------------------------------) 






for i:=l to 5 do 
begin 




case i of 
l:begin 
for j:=l to data.nochannel do filter(break,j,data): 





















what:='Sampl. Freq. changed'; 
end; 
end; 
if save='YES' then SAVERESPONSEDATA(name,data); 





SAVERESPONSEDATA( name. data)' 
delete(name,pos-1,ll: 
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{ *********************************** ********* ••• *************** ***********} { *** MAIN PROGRAM ***} 
{ **************************** ••••••••••••••••• *************** ****** ****** *} 
BEGIN 
INITMENUl (menu l ; 
name:='': 




endid: =copy (name, pos-4, 4) ; 
LOADRESPONSEDATA( name, data) ; 
for i:=l to 5 do module(iJ:='ON'; 





if data.step>O then step:='UP' else step:='DOWN': 
clrscr; 
WRITEMENU(menu); 
for i:=l to· 5 do 
begin 
gotoX~{(-S+i•l4 ,9) ;write(module[i J); 
end; 
gotoXY(37,17);write(break:6:2); 
gotoXY(37, 18) ;write(newfreq:6: 2); 
gotoXY(41,19);write(graf); 
gotoXY( 41, 20) ;write(save); 
gotoXY( 63 ,16) ;write(data.data[ 1,0 J: 5); 
gotoXY(63,17);write(data.data[l,data.nsamples-lJ:S); 
gotoXY(65,18);write(data.frequency:6:2); 
gotoXY(67 ,19) ;write(data.whenstep); 
gotoXY( 66, 20) ;write( abs( data.step): 5: 2 l; 
. gotoXY(67, 21) ;write( step); 
gotoXY(5,25);write('Option? 'J;opt:=readkey; 
case opt of 
'f','F':if modUle[l]='ON' then module{l]:='OFF' else module[l):='ON': 
'o','O':if module(21='0N' then module(2J:='OFF' else module(2]:='0N': 
's'·,'S':if module(3J='ON' then module(3]:='0FF' else module[3]:='0N': 
'n','N':if module[4]='0N' then module(4J:='OFF' else module(4}:='0N': 
'c','C':if module(SJ='ON' then module[SJ:='OFF' else module(SJ:='ON': 
'b', 'B' :readreal( 36 ,17, 7 ,break); 
'd', 'D' :begin 
REAOREAL(36,18,7,newfreq): 






'r','R':if save='YES' then save:='NO' else save:='YES'; 





gotoXY(20,lOJ;write('Which channel do you want to view? 'l:readln(chJ; 
end: 








until (opt~'q'l or (opt='Q'); 
{*************************************************************************} 
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C.3.26 Dconvd.pas 







{ *************** * *** ************* ** ***** **************** ** ************ ****} 
UNIT dconvd; 
{ *** * ••••••••••••• **** **************** ** ************ ** ********* •••• ****** *} 
INTERFACE 
{ * *. *. *. *. ** **. *. * * * * * *** * * * * * * * * * *. *. * * * ••• * * ** * * *. * •• ** * * * •• * *. * * * * * *. ** } 
USES types; 
PROCEDURE initmenul(VAR menu:screenmenu): 
-L~ • * * * * * * * • * * * * * • * • * ~· * * • * * * * • * * * * * • ** • • * * * * ** * * * * * * * • • • ** * * * * * * * • * * • • * * ** l 
IMPLEMENTATION 
{ • * •• * * * * * * * * * * * * ••• * ** * * * **. * * * * * *. * * * * * * * * *** * * * * *** *. * * ** * * * ** * ••• * •••• } 
{ ********************* ********* •••••••••••••••••• ******* ************ •••••• } 











PROCEDURE initializes the menu defined in this sub-
program 
CALL SEQUENCE INITMENUl(menu) 
INPUT PARAMETERS none 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS menul (type screenmenu) 
GLOBAL VARIABLES none 
MODULES CALLED Types 









COMMENTS for more details about screenmenu see TYPES ***} 
{*************************************************************************} 
PROCEDURE initmenul(VAR menu:screenmenu): 
BEGIN 
menu[l] :=' 
menu( 2] :=' 
menu[3] :=' 










menu[ 13] :=' 
menu[l4] :=' 
menu[lS] :=' 
menu[ 16) :=' 
menu( 17] :=' 
menu[l8 J :=' 
menu[l9]:=' 
menu[ 20] :=' 
menu[21] ::o: 1 
menu( 22] :a' 
menu[23J :=' 





II ir===~ ir====;i rr=====;i rr=====n rr======n 
!I II !I llSubtractll I! Disregard II llNorinalizell II Change II 
lr>llFilterll->11 Offset 11->ll samples 11->l!Response !!->!!Sampling ii 
!I II !I II II ii before Step I! II II II Frequency!! 
11 lb:~:=!l n.... :di ~=] ~===ii 





















<RETURN> - Do Conversion 
b - Breakfrequency of Filter: 
d - New Sampling Frequency 
g - Plot Intermediate Responses 
r - Save intermediate Responses 
• - switch Selected Module ON/OFF 
II x - New File 










II / II 
II 
.... II'; 
Fixed Variables: II': 
Initial offset: 
Final Offset 
Sampling Freq. : 
Time of Step 














IH** REVISION HISTORY: ***} 
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C.3.27 Fit.pas 
{ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• **** * ••••••• * ***** ****. * *** } 
I*** PROGRAM TO FIT A FUNCTION TO REAL TIME RESPONSE ***} 
{*** FILE: FIT.PAS ***} 
{ ** •••• *************** ********. ******* •••••••• * * ••••• *********** ** *******.} 
{ ***************************** •• ******************* ••••••••••••• ****** ****} 









DESCRIPTION to fit a function to a measured response ***) 
using Nelm (a non-linear regression tech- ***} 




MAIN PROGRAM ***} 
{*** 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
{ *** 
file of measured data, initial estimates of ***} 
parameters, accuracy requirements ***l 
parameters of model after running regression•••} 
technique ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES 






































data.labels[ 2 J :•'FITTED'' 
data.title:='RESPONSE REGRESSION:': 
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{ ··~· * •••••••••••••• ********* ***********. ********** ****** ********** *** •••• } {*** MAIN PROGRAM ***} 
{ *********~********************** •••••••••• *** ****** ***********************} 
BEGIN 




FILENAME (name, ' / ) : 
LOADRESPONSEDATA( name. origdata); 
gotoXY(20,20};write('Which Channel to Investigate? ');readint(50,20,l,channel): 








gotoXY( 5, 25) ;write( 'Option? ') ;option:=readkey ;wri teln(option), 
case option of 
'm','M': INITMOOEL(paradata,data}; 
'p', 'P': CHGPARA(paradata,datal; 
'g','G': GRAFCOMP(data,limits}: 
's', 'S': CHGSCALE( limits): 
'n','N': begin 






FILENAME {name, / / ) ; 
if prevname<>name then LOADRESPONSEDATA(name,origdata); 





until (option='q') or (option='Q'); 
{ ***** * ******** *************************** ************************** •••••• ) 
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C.3.28 Fitd.pas 
( *** **** ••••••••••••••••••••• ************** ********** ****** *********** •••• } 
{*** UNIT PROCEDURE LIBARY CONTAINING DATAPILES TO BE USED IN ***} 
{ *** FIT. PAS ***} 
{*** PILE: PITD. PAS ***} 
{ ********************* **** * ******** ****** * ********* ***** ******* * *** *******} 
UNIT fitd: 
{ ************************************** ********************** ***** ******** } 
INTERPACE 
{ ***** ********************* ***** * * ************************ ****************} 
USES types: 
PROCEDURE initmenul(VAR menu:screenmenu): 
{ ******************************* *************** ****************** ••••••••• } 
IMPLEMENTATION 
{ ******************************************************. ****** ********** **} 
{*************************************************************************} 




{A** PROCEDURE initializes the menu defined in this sub- ***} 
{*** program ***} 
{S** CALL SEQUENCE INITMENUl(menu) ***} 
{I** INPUT PARAMETERS none ***} 
{0** OUTPUT PARAMETERS menul (type screenmenu) ***} 
{G** GLOBAL VARIABLES none ***} 
{M** MODULES CALLED Types ***} 
{E** ERROR CONDITIONS none ***} 
{C** COMMENTS details about screenmenu in TYPES ***} 
{*************************************************************************} 


















menu[ 17] :=' 
menu[ 18 J :=' 
menu(l9] :=-' 
menu[20]:,,,., 
:nenu( 21 J :=' 
nenu[22J:=' 
menu[ 23 J: =' 
menu[ 24 J :•' 
END; 
ir--======~·=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=·~=====;i'; 
Ii ~_;;;;;;.· ···"''"'"~,m~ !I': 
!I ~SYSTEM PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION PRoG~ I! ' : 
II .·.··.·· .. '.:"""'.~-#~~'."'.~ !I': 
II !I': 
I! II': 




II p - Re-specify Model Parameters Ii'; 
!I m - Change Model ii ' : 
ii II': 
II g - Draw Graph !I ' ; 
II s - Change Plotting Scales H '; 
!I !I': 
II n - Run Nelm I!': 
II l - Run Least Squares Estimator II': 
II II': 
II f - select New Measured Response II': 
II II': 




{H**. REVISION HISTORY: ***) 





















 In this Appendix the menu structure and the functions of the available options are explained briefly. Actions 
required by the user in form of key strokes are declared in 
triangular brackets, e.g. <r> requires the user to press 
the key 'r'. 
D.1 DLOG.EXE 
D.1.1 Basic Menu Structure: 
Main Menu 
<ENTER> <v> <c> <s> 
'" 
,, ,, 
Capture View Change Save 
Data Response Format Response 
Figure D.1: Menu structure of DLOG.EXE 
D.1.2 Description of Available Options: 
Capture Data: Capture a real time response with 
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View Response: Plot the Response of all the 
channels logged on screen. 
Save Response: Define title and save the 
captured response to a specified file on disc. 
Change Format: Change one or more of the 
following variables: 
<m> - Mode of Operation: Toggle between Step, 
Pulse or Random Sequence Test 
<n> - No of samples to log 
<f > - Sampling frequency 
<e> - Initial Set point 
<s> - Size of step 
<w> - When to step the output channel 
<o> - Which output channel to step 
<c> - No of channels to log 
<l> - Label of each channel logged 
<p> - Length of pulse in case of a pulse 
response 
<t> - Calibrate timing of capture routine 
Step Up/Down?: When in Step Mode the option 
exists in the main Menu to toggle <t> the step 












D.1.3 Copies of the Menus used: 
MENU: 
<ENTER> - Start logging Data 
v - View Response 
c - Change Format 
s - save Response 
q - Quit 
Option: 
Appendix D: Menu Structures 
FORMAT: . 
No of Samples : 501 
Sampling Frequency : 50.0 Hz 
TEST = PULSE Response 
Size of PULSE : -10.00 
PULSE at Sample 100 
Length of Pulse : 250 
Figure D.2: Main menu of DLOG.EXE 
c:::z11C;~1 
m - Mode: PULSE Response 
n - No of Samples 
f - sampling Frequency 
e - Setpoint 
s - Size of PULSE 
w - PULSE at Sample No 
p - Length of Pulse 
o - output channel to PULSE 
c - No of Channels to Log : 
l - Labels: Channel 1 : 
Channel 2 : 












t - Calibrate Timing q - Quit from this Menu 
Option [ q]: 
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D.2: MFCM.EXE 
D.2.1 Basic Menu Structure: 
View Change Load 



























Figure D.4: Menu structure of MFCM.EXE 












Manual Hassflow Data Acquisition: In this option 
the mas sf low on the CB is determined from a 
series of real time pulse responses. 
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certain filenames and variables need to be 
de·fined which is done - in the Filenames 
Definition and Variables Initialization Menus. 
In the VARIABLES INITIALIZATION menu the 
following needs to be defined: 
<n> - no of massf low sample sets 
<t> - no of massf low tests per set 
<z> - no of zero massf low samples in the case 
where the reference mas sf low is 
obtained from the mass in the hopper 
bin (see description in chapter 5) 
<a> - whether the reference mas sf low is 
obtained from the hopper in the bin or 
from a standard massf low meter 
<m> - what test mode was used to in the real 
time response tests (either long pulse 
where the system is allowed to reach 
steady state in the perturbed . mode or 
short pulse where the system is already 
stepped up .again while still slowing 
down) 
In the FILENAMES DEFINITION menu the following 
needs to be defined: 
<n> - filename of real time response of first 
massf low sample 
<z> - final zero massflow sample 
<s> - the filename of where the massf low 
correlation data should be saved to 
<t> - the title of the set of data 
<p> - indicate the position of the test and 
set counter in the filename 
The operation of the RUN procedure is explained 
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jstart procedure I ' of RUN 
~ 
-
I I ! !Determine filename of next 
real time response 
!Load Real time Response I 
Determine the massf low from 
the step up response 
Determine the massf low from the 
speci~ied reference instrument 
t 
Repeat for no of tests . , 
per massf low sets 
Repeat for no of specified ~ , 
massf low test 
If reference massf low is 
obtained from mass in the hopper 
then adjust all the readings 
accordingly 
Perform linear regression 
on the results 
II End of RUN procedure II 
Figure D.5: Flowchart of to illustrate the 
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Display Results: In this option the results from 
the regression between the massf low estimates 
from the step-up and step-down tests and the 
reference instrument are shown numerically. The 
VIEW CORRELATION GRAPH option shows the 
correlation graphs of the step-down and step-up 
responses versus the reference mas sf low. The 
scales of these graphs can be changed in the 
CHANGE SCALES menu. 
Transfer Data: In this option the results 
obtained from the manual data acquisition can be 
saved (SAVE DATA) and massflow correlation files 
obtained at a earlier stage from either the 
manual data acquisition or from a automatic data 
acquisition can be loaded (LOAD DATA). 
Data Processing: This option can be used to 
determine the calibration coefficients of the 
correlation between the estimates from the step-
up response and the reference massflow meter. 
The following needs to be defined: 
<o> - the off set of the reference instrument 
<z> - the zero offset or y intercept of the 
calibration curve 
<s> - slope of calibration curve 
<f> - filter time constant 
The option of the first order filter is included 
to account for the dynamics of the instruments 
and the process involved (see explanation in 
section 3. 3) . The RECALCULATE option thus 
performs a linear regression on the calibrated 
and filtered data set and thus shows the 
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The instrument is correctly calibrated if the y-
intercept equals zero and the slope equals unity 
in these results. It has to be noted that the 
filter time constant improves the correlation 
coefficient as the noise is filtered out, but it 
also reduces the span over which the samples are 
varying. To make a judgement on the filter time 
constant one should have a look at the GRAPHICAL 
RESULTS. Here options exist to display the 
correlation graph and to display the mas sf low 
samples from the step-up response and the 
reference instrument versus time on a graph 
called 'Time Plot'. The scales of both types of 
graphs can be adjusted automatically or changed 
manually. 
D.2.3 Copies of the Menus used: 
Option? 
MENU:•····· 
::;:· .... ·.··.•(. 
m - Hassflow Data Acquisition from 
Real Time Responses 
r - Results 
t - Transfer Data to and from file 
d - Data Processing 
q - Quit 












o - Off set of weightometer 
= 10.50 
z - Zero calibration 
= 2465.69 
s - Slope calibration 
= 4.72 
f - Filter time constant 
= 600.00 
c - Do Calculation 
g - Graphical Results 
q - Quit 
Option: 





Weightometer : 208.84 tons 
New Technique : 250.85 tons 
% Error 20.117 
Figure D.7: Data Processing menu 
Option? [q] 
(:MENU:{ 
t - Graph of Real Time Response 
c - Graph of Correlation Graph 
s - Change Scales of Real Time Response 
a - Auto-scale Real Time and Correlation Graph 
q - Quit 













Appendix D: Menu Structures 
MENU: 
1 - Time Minimum: o.ooo 
2 - Time Maximum: 14580.000 
3 - Y Minimum 203 
4 - Y Maximum 772 
c - Continue 
Option (c]: 
Figure D.9: Change Scale menu in Data 
Processing option 
:JIENU: }: 
v - Variables Initialization 
f - Filenames Definition 
r - Run 
q - Quit 
Option: 
Figure D.10: Menu for Manual Massflow Data 















Appendix D: Menu structures 
n - Filename of First Massflow Sample : 
(i.e. First Zero Massflow Sample) 
data\.dat 
z - Filename of Final Zero Massflow Sample : 
data\.dat 
s - Filename to Save Correlation Data to: 
data\.cor 
t - Title of Correlation Test 
Massf low Correlation Test: 
p - Indicate Position of Counters in Filenames 
q - Quit 
Figure D.11: Menu to define filenames in Manual 
Data Acquisition 
::::·:·. :·:·:=::::>./:: 
n - No of Massf low Sample Sets : 9 
(including Initial Zero Massflow Samples) 
t - No of Tests per Set : 5 
z - no of Zero Massf low Samples : 5 
a - Actual Massf low obtained from BINMASS 
m - Mode of Operation : STANDARD: LONG PULSE 
q - Quit 
Option [q]: 













Appendix D: Menu Structures 
As from : 
Step Dn Response Step Up Response 
Y co~stant: 
Slope: 
Full Scale Deflection 
Error at Mean 















c - Change Scales of Correlation Graph 
q - Quit 
Option: 
Figure D.13: Menu to display correlation results 
Option [ c): 
1 - X minimum: 
2 - X Maximum: 
3 - Y Minimum: 
4 - Y Maximum: 



























Appendix D: Menu Structures 
MENU: 
l - Load Correlation Data File 
s - Save Correlation Data File 
q - Quit 
Option? [q] 












Appendix D: Menu Structures 
D.3: GRAF.EXE 
D.3.1 Basic Menu Structure: 
i i Hain Menu I 
l<d> 
I I 
\<n> \<c> /<v> 
l. l 1 .., I 
No of Define I Change I View I channels Files to Scales Response 
to display display II i of Graph ~ i ~ I I n 
Figure D.16: Menu structure of GRAF.EXE 
D.3.2 Description of Available Options: 
No of channels t;o display: 
of channels to be plotted 
Specify the number 
Define files t;o display: The following must be 
specified for each channel: 
1) Label describing the response displayed 
in this channel. 
2) The filename of 
the response. 
3) The channel in 
the response 
Change Scales of graph: 
the plot. 
the file which contains-
the file which contains 
Change the scales of 
View Response: Plots the response in the 













Appendix D: Menu Structures 
D.3.3 Copies of the Menus used: 
Option: 
GRAPHICAL RESPONSE DISPLAY PACKAGE 
MENU: 
n - No of channels to display (1 .. 5) = 1 
d - Define files to display 
c - Change scales of Graph 
v - View Graph 
q - Quit 
Figure D.17: Main menu of GRAF.EXE 
Label 
File : data\.dat 
l!:=::==C=ha=nn=el=: =~=es=s=<ENT=ER>=t=o =Co=nt=in=ue====J 
Option? 












Appendix D: Menu Structures 
D.4: MFCA.EXE 
D.4.1 Basic Menu Structure: 
l Main Menu I 
<i> <c> <r> 
. '
,, ,, 
Initialize Calibrate Run 
Variables Massf low Massf low 
Constants Test 
Figure D.19: Menu structure of MFCA.EXE 
D.4.2 Description of Available Options: 
Initialize Variables: The following Variables 
need to be specified: 
<n> - Total no of massf low samples 
<z> - No of zero massf low samples if 
reference massf low estimate is obtained 
from mass in the hopper bin 
<s> - Massf low sampling time 
<p> - Steady state setpoint 
<a> - Source of reference massf low estimate 
<m> - Toggle between mode of operation: 
- VSD: Belt stopped 
- VSD: Belt only slowed down 
- SSR: Belt stopped 
-
SSR: Belt only slowed down 
\ 
<f> - Filename of where the massf low 
correlation data should be saved to 













Appendix D: Menu Structures 
Calibrate Massflow Constants: To run this option 
the password 'LEXI' needs to be entered. Thus 
the following constants can be changed: 
<s> - [m/sec] per [PC count] 
<p> - [Watts] per [PC count] 
<l> - physical length of belt [m] 
<e> - Error at mean (95% confidence bands) 
[tons/hour] 
<x> - Off set of measurement to be subtracted 
[tons/hour]. This value can be 
determined automatically if the belt is 
run empty. 
<y> - Slope of calibration curve [t/hr/t/hr]. 
This value can also be determined 
automatically by running the belt at 
full load, performing a massflow test, 
then doing a belt cut and entering the 
unit mass on the belt [kg/m] into the 
package. [NOTE: to determine the slope 
automatically the offset has to be 
calibrated first]. 
Run Hassf low Test: The two flowcharts below 
illustrate the procedure of this option. The 
first flowchart explains the procedure if the 
reference massf low estimate is obtained from the 
mass in the hopper bin, and the second flowchart 
explains the procedure if the reference massf low 












Appendix D: Menu Structures 
Load Calibration Constants 
Do a specified number of massflow tests with belt being empty 
N Check for Steady State 
e 
i 






Do Pulse Response 
Determine the massflow from kinetic Energy 
Determine massf low from mass in the Hopper 
Display massflow on screen 
Check if key has been pressed 
Do a specified number of massflow tests with belt being empty 
Adjust massflow .reading obtained from mass in the hopper 
Do a Linear Regression for both Results from 
Up and Down Responses 
Save actual Kassflow Samples and Regression Results 
No 
Return to Hain Menu 
Figure D.20: Flow diagram for massflow test if 
reference massflow is obtained from 












Appendix D: Menu Structures 
Load Calibration Constants 
N Check for Steady State 
e 
i 






Do Pulse Response 
Determine the massf low from kinetic Energy 
Determine massf low from massf low meter 
Display massf low on screen 
Check if key.has been pressed 
No 
Do a Linear Regression for both Results from 
· Up and Down Responses 
Save actual Massflow Samples and Regression Results 
No 
Return to Main Menu 
Figure D.21: Flow diagram for massflow test if 
reference massf low is obtained from 












Appendix D: Menu Structures 
D.4.3 Copies of the Menus used: 
Option? 
MENU: ..• •. 
i - Initialize Variables 
c - Calibrate Hassflow·constants 
r - Run Hassf low Test 
q - Quit 
Figure D.22: Main menu of MFCA.EXE 
n - No of Kassflow Samples per File 500 
s - Sampling Time [sec) 15 
p - steady State Setpo1nt o.oo 
a - Actual Kassf low obtained from NUCLEAR 
m - Mode of Operation VSD: Vdn=O 
t - Title : Hassflow Correlation Test: 
f - Filename : data\.cor 
c - Calibrate Timing of datalogging Procedure 
Option: 
q - Quit 













Appendix D: Menu Structures 
Key Constants: units: Value: 
s Speed m/sec / Pc count 6.0E-0004 
p Power W / Pc count 4.8830 
1 Belt Length meters 4.800 
f Force! Newton/m"2/sec 0.0000 
v Force2 Newton/m"3/secr2 0.0000 
e Error tons/hour 4.5000 
x . Off set tons/hour 1942.1037' 
y Slope t/hr I t/hr 3.1879 
NOTE: Calibrate Offset before calibrating Slope 
. q - Quit 
Option: 













Appendix D: Menu Structures 
D.5: MF.EXE 
D.5.1 Basic Menu Structure: 
I ~ Main Menu ~ I 
\<i> 
I I 
<m> /<c> l<r> I i 111 ~ .., 
!! II 11 Initialize Display I calibrate Run ~ Variables Mass flow Mass flow Massflow 
statistics Constants Meter ~ 
ij 
Figure D.25: Menu structure of MF.EXE 
D.5.2 Description of Available Options: 
Initialize Variables: The following Variables 
need to be specified: 
<n> - Total no of massf low samples 
<s> - Massf low sampling time 
<p> - Steady state setpoint 
<m> - Toggle between mode of operation: 
- VSD: Belt stopped 
- VSD: Belt only slowed down 
- SSR: Belt stopped 
- SSR: Belt only slowed down 
<t> - Title of massf low test 
<f > - Filename of where the mas sf low data 
should be saved to 
<c> - Calibrate timing of data capture 
routine 
Hassf low Statistics,: In this option the average, 
total, maximum and minimum massflow can be 












Appendix D: Menu Structures 
Calibrate Massflow constants: Options in this 
menu are exactly the same as in MFCA.EXE. 
Run Massflow Meter: The flowchart down below 












Appendix D: Menu Structures 
Start Run Hassf low Heter 
Load calibration constants 
N Check for Steady State 
e 
i 






Do Pulse ]esponse 
Determine the massflow from kinetic Energy 
Display massf low on screen 
Check if key has been pressed 
No 
save actual Hassflow Samples,Error and Time of Sample 
No 
Return to Hain Menu 
, Figure D.26: Flow diagram for massflow 












Appendix D: Menu Structures 
E.5.3 Copies of the Menus used: 
Option? 
i - Initialize Variables 
m - Massf low Statistics 
c - Calibrate massf low constants 
r - Run Massf low meter 
q - Quit 
Figure D.27: Main menu of MF.EXE 
·:;·:···:·.· . .:.:;.·.::·:·;::.: 
:llENU:;:: 
n - No of Massflow Samples per File 500 
s - Sampling Time [sec] 15 
p - steady State Setpoint o.oo 
m - Mode of Operation VSD: Vdn=O 
t - Title : Testing Massflow Meter: 
f - Filename : data\.dam 
c - Calibrate Timing of datalogging Procedure q - Quit 
Option: 





























121. 49 t/hr 
2.41 t/hr 
Options: chg: i - initial sample, f - final sample; q - quit 











Constants: units: Value: 
Speed m/sec / Pc count 6.0E-0004 
Power W / Pc count 4.8830 
Belt Length meters 4.800 
Force! Newton/m"'2/sec 0.0000 
Force2 Newton/m"'3/sec"'2 0.0000 
Error tons/hour 4.5000 
Offset tons/hour 1942.1037 
Slope t/hr I t/hr 3.1879 
NOTE: Calibrate Offset before calibrating Slope 
q - Quit 













E.1 DATA A: REAL TIME RESPONSE DATA FORMAT 
Filenames: *.dat 
501 100 -10.00000 (NO of samples; First channel; No of channels: When to apply step; 
so.ODDO Samplinq frequency ) Size of step> 
SPEED POWER TONNAGE Leqends for channels l to Jf 
MASSFLOW: lOOt Speed Perturbation: Cl099011 ( Title of response) 
1744 222 76 
1754 214 75 
1765 211 7l 
1760 219 72 
1746 225 77 
1747 223 75 
1750 225 69 
1764 232 69 
1772 232 74 
to no of Samples) 












E.3 DATA C: MASSFLOW DATA FORMAT 
Filenames: *.darn 
Title: Testing Mass flow Meter! Vxx9911 
















Error [ t/hr J : 
4. 50 
[hrs :min: sec J 
16:28:28 










( to no of samples] 
361 












for - - -
Inclined • 
Conveyor 





l r f=9start 
Stop 
Figure F.1: Circuit diagram for the 380 V network of the 
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Appendix F: Circuits for Laboratory Rig 
100 
Time Constant= R * c· 
Figure F.4: Anti-aliasing filter and A/D protection 
Strain-Gauges: 
Signal Conditioning Circuitry 
and 
Amplifier 
0 •• lOV 
..._~~~~~~--tDisplay 
----~~~~~~~---11on Panel 
To Ch 3 of A/D Card of PC 
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1.2 1.4 1.6 
Figure G.1: Calibration of speed for laboratory test 
rig 
Table G.1: 




Std Err of Y Est 
R Squared 
No. of Observations 






X Coefficient(s) 0.000498809 
Std Err of Coef. 0.000000515 












Appendix G: Laboratory Calibration Results 






























260 ' .:500 340 380 420 460 
l"leasured Power: P. T. [W] 
O Ano109 Power l"leter + Fitted Linear 
Figure G.2: Calibration graph for power transducer 
when system is operating with VSD 
Table G.2: 




Std Err of Y Est 
R Squared 
No. of Observations 
Degrees of Freedom 
X Coefficient(s) 









Regression results for calibration of PT 
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360 380 400 420 440 460 480 SGO 520 540 560 530 
f·leasur-ed Power·: P.T. [W] 
o Anol0g Dower f'leter + Fitted Linear 
Figure G.3: Calibration graph for power transducer 
when system is operating in Direct Mode 
Table G.3: 




Std Err of Y Est 
R Squared 
No. of Observations 
Degrees of Freedom 
X Coefficient(s) 








Regression results for calibration of PT 












Appendix G: Laboratory Calibration Results 
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0 0.4 0.6 0.8 i 1.2 ·1.4 1.6 2 (Thousands) 
PC counts 
Figure G.4: Calibration graph of mass in hopper bin 




Std Err of Y Est 
R Squared 
No. of Observations 
Degrees of Freedom 
X Coefficient(s) 




































0 20 40 
Determined 11F [t/hr] 
Figure G.5: Confirming calibration for massflow on 




Std Err of Y Est 
R Squared 
No. of Observations 
Degrees of Freedom 
X Coefficient(s) 





















Appendix G: Laboratory Calibration Results 
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iO 30 50 70 90 110 130 150 170 190 210 
MASS ON BELT [kg) 
a ACTUAL FORCE + FITTED FORCE 
Figure G.6: Modelling load friction with a first 
order model 




Std Err of Y Est 
R Squared 
No. of Observations 







X Coefficient(s) 1.847472 -255.950 





Table G.6: Regression results of modelling the load 













Appendix G: Laboratory Calibration Results 
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f·IASS ON BELT [kg) 
D fa.CTUAL FORCE + rlT7Eu rORCE 
Figure G.7: Modelling load friction with a second 
order model 
Table G.7: 




Std Err of Y Est 24.47488 
R Squared 0.963694 
No. of Observations 180 
Degrees of Freedom 175 
X Coefficient(s) 0.249630 -523.975 0.006933 293.4309 
Std Err of Coef. 0.124967 50.51729 0.000527 51.91040 
Regression results of modelling the load 












Appendix G: Laboratory Calibration Results 
G.5 CALCULATION OF TIME CONSTANT OF TEST RIG 



















o. 0 -l-+--+-+-+-+-+--+-+-+~---'M~-.L.-::+::;:::::;:+:;:::::;:::;:::;:::+:;::+:::;::+::::;:::+~-+-1--+-i-+-+-+-+-+-tt+-+=i 
o.oo l.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 
Ch 1: SPEED Ch 2: POWER 
Figure G.8: Typical pulse response of laboratory test 
rig 
Calculation of Time Constant: 
v(t0 ) = v 0 = 1524 counts 
v(t1 ) = v 1 = 388 counts 
6 v = v 0 - v 1 = 1136 counts 
0.63* f::::.v = 716 counts 
vx = v 0 + (0.63*_6v) = 1103 counts 
=> tx = 3.45 sec 
=> 1:P = tx - t 0 = 0 .15 sec = 150 msec 
Hence a "rp can be approximated as 100 msec. Hence 












H.1 SPEED AND POWER RESPONSES FROM TESTS 
H.1.1 Various Speed Steps applied with VSD 
Speed Response _________ _ 








600.0 \ ~00.0 
200.0 
0.00 1.00 3.00 i.00 ~.00 
Ch l: MF :: 0 uhr Ch 2: Mf' ~ 28 Vhr Ch 3i MF ~ 15~ t .. ·hr 
Figure H.1: Speed response of system; Initial 











Ch 1: Mf = 0 t/hr 
Power Res nse 
1.00 2.00 3.00 5.00 
Ch 2: MF = 2S t/hr Ch 3: Mf = '5~ Vhr 
Figure H.2: Power response of system; Initial 






























o.o I I I I Time [secl I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 i.00 5.00 
Ct"1 2: MF' = 36 t/hr Ch 3: Mr = 68 t/t"1f 
. Figure H.3: Speed res~onse of system; Initial 










600.0 \~~l iOO.O 200.0 I 
.\ /,r-- \~.cf o.o I I I I I 
0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 i.00 5.00 
Ch 1: MF = 0 11hr Ch 2: MF = 36 tihr Ch 3: MF = 68 t;~,r 
Figure H.4: Power response of system; Initial 




















Appendix H: Laboratory Test Results 















1 '100.0 r' 
200.0 
I Time (secl 
0.0 I I. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
0.00 i.00 2.00 3.00 i.00 5.00 
Ch 1: MF' = 0 \/hr Ch 2: i"tf' = 31 v~.r Ch 3: MF' = 60 vhr 
Figure H.5: Speed response of system; Initial 
setpoint = 100%; step = 50% 
Power Response 



















00 0.00 3.00 i.00 
cr, 1: Mf = o tlhr er. 2: Mr = 31 t1hr Cr, 3: Mf = 60 vhr 
Figure H.6: Power response of system; Initial 





























Appendix H: Laboratory Test Results 
S(!OB! Res!lOnse I 
12000.0 T [.COUNTS] I 
1800.0! '11 
1000.0 4~ k II 1100.0~ p 1,1 






1400.0 t I 
1 
ZOO.Ot Time [secl I 
0.0 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 i.00 5.00 
Ch 1: MF' = 0 tihr Ch 2: Mr = 31 Vhr Ch 3: MF' = 60 tihr 
Figure H.7: Speed response of system; Initial 
setpoint = 100%; Step = 25% 
I Power Response I ~20-00-.0-,-0-c_o_v_N_T_s_]~~~~~~~~~__.._~~~~~~~~~~~~---. 




~~ot . 1 
1100.0! ~\\ 
200.0::: = : =j ~~::::=;:==::= :f~~ l 0.0~l=li 111~\///:1111~111111111111111111~ecl 
~00 1.00 ~00 &00 ~00 ~00 
Ch 1: MF" = 0 t;hr Ch 2: MF' = 31 t/hr Ch 3: Mr = 60 t1~1r 
Figure H.8: Power response of system; Initial 












Appendix H: Laboratory Test Results 
H.1.1 Various Initial Speed Setpoints using 'vso to 
Perturb the system 











ZOO.O Time Csecl 
o. 0 +++++++-+-+-+-+-+-H-1-+-+-+-+-+"'t--'l-+-++---~++-+-+-+-+-+-+-H-1-+-+-+-+~ 
. ~00 LOO 100 ~00 ~00 
Figure H.9: Speed response of system; Initial 
setpoint = 100%; Step = 100% 







Power Res onse 
ctr 1: Mr = O vhr Ch 2: MF" = 22 vhr Cl'"1 3: MF" = 48 t1hr 
Figure H.10: Power response of system; Initial 












Appendix H: Laboratory Test Results 




I. I Hoo.at 




1000.0 t 11 ~·111 
600.0 t I// \~ ii 
400.or 11( II 
200.04- If I 
I ~ r Time [sec] I 
o.o I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I { I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
o.oo 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 
Ch 1: MF' = 0 t1t"1r Ch 2: Mr = 22 tihr C~1 3: MF' = 45 t1hr 
Figure H.11: Speed response of system; Initial 












Power Res onse 
2.00 3.00 
Ch 1: MF = 0 tlhr Ch 2: MF = 22 t!hr Ch 3: MF = 45 tihr 
Figure H.12: Power response of system; Initial 












Appendix H: Laboratory Test Results 
H.2 CORRELATION GRAPHS AND REGRESSION RESULTS 
H.2.1 Constant Initial Speed; Different Steps 
STEP-UP: Correlation: V109914 aa.·.: 10V -> OV 
ACTUAL MASSFLOW [ vhl 
18 23 27 32 36 ii 
Figure H.13: Correlation graph: Initial speed 
setpoint = 100%; Step = 100% 
xesuJt$ 
..... .... 
As from : 
Step Dn Response Step Up Response 
Y constant: 1.0404 6.9305 
Slope: 97.1450 213.4396 
Full Scale Deflection 42.68 t/hr 42.68 t/hr 
Error at Mean 7.01 t/hr 2.28 t/hr 
% error of 16.42 % 5.34 % 
Correlation coefficient 0.9655 0.9962 
v - View Correlation Graph 
c - Change Scales of Correlation Graph 
q - Quit 
Option: [q] 
i5 
Table H.1: Regression results: Initial speed 
















Appendix H: Laboratory Test Results 
STEP-UP: Auto-Correlation: V107511: lOV -> 2.5V 
ACTUAL NASS FLOW C tthl 
10 15 20 25 30 35 '\O '15 
Figure H.14: Correlation graph: Initial speed 
setpoint = 100% ; step = 75% 
Y constant: 
Slope: 
Full Scale Deflection 
Error at Mean 
% error of 
Correlation coefficient 
As from : 













v - View Correlation Graph 
c - Change Scales of Correlation Graph 
q - Quit 
Option: [ q] 
50 
Table H.2: Regression results: Initial speed 












Appendix H: Laboratory Test Results 
STEP-UP: Auto-Correlation: V105011: lOV -> 5V -> 







-:_., ·~ ·-. I 
.ii y.-. _/1 





ACTUAL MASSF"LOW ct 1hl I 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Figure H.15: Correlation graph: Initial speed 
setpoint = 100% ; Step = 50% 
As from : 
Step Dn Response Step Up Response 
Y constant: 0.4913 4.1473 
Slope: 78.1247 135.3784 
Full Scale Deflection · 53.24 t/hr 53.24 t/hr 
Error at Kean 26.14 t/hr 6.24 t/hr 
% error of 49.09 % 11. 71 % 
Correlation coefficient 0.7802 0.9820 
Option: [q] 
Table H.3: 
v - View Correlation Graph 
c - Change Scales of Correlation Graph 
q - Quit 
Regression results: Initial speed 












Appendix H: Laboratory Test Results 
248 T DETER Ml NED MASSFLOU ( tJhl . - • • / 
:t /:,y:,. 
! .. ·~ : y :I • .. ,/ ' :y 
ts2f • ~: • If • / I • •• :,:--;.·· :y 
II 169T :·. .·; /~ ~ • • 
11 l56~/ :: /.• I :. •• 
· .. I •.,!,T -;r:-_ • • 
I li3 /'" ••• " .. 
I • ••• 130 
ACTUAL MASSFLOW [ t!hl 
15 20 25 30 35 '10 
Figure H.16: Correlation graph: Initial speed 
setpoint = 100% ; Step = 25% 
As from : 
Step Dn Response step Up Response 
Y constant: 0.7294 2. 7274 
Slope: 49.4534 117.3974 
Full Scale Deflection 48.02 t/hr 48.02 t/hr 
Error at Mean 25.54 t/hr 11.58 t/hr 
% error of 53.18 % 24.11 % 
Correlation coefficient 0.7405 0.9241 
v - View Correlation Graph 
c - Change Scales of Correlation Graph 
q - Quit 
Option: [q] 
50 
Table H.4: Regression results: Initial speed 




















Appendix H: Laboratory Test Results 
H.2.2 Differing Initial Speed; Total Step 
STEP-UP: Correlation: VSD109912 
ACTUAL MASSFLO~ C Uhl 
12 18 30 36 12 19 51 
Figure H.17: Correlation graph: Initial speed 






As from : 
Step Dn Response Step Up Response 
Y constant: 0.9858 8.0725 
Slope: 109.9347 206.2537 
Full Scale Deflection 56.72 t/hr 56.72 t/hr 
Error at Mean 8.13 t/hr 3.20 t/hr 
% error of 14.34 % 5.64 % 
Correlation coefficient 0.9721 0.9955 
v - View Correlation Graph 
c - Change Scales of Correlation Graph 
q - Quit 
Option: [q] 
60 
Table H.5: Regression results: Initial speed 


















Appendix H: Laboratory Test Results 
STEP-UP: Auto-correlation: V759912: 7.5V -> OV -
,
111 
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20 2i . 32 36 
Figure H.18: Correlation graph: Initial speed 
setpoint = 75% ; Step = 75% 
As from : 
Step Dn Response Step Up Response 
Y constant: 1.0830 9.5797 
Slope: 75.9730 205.2282 
Full Scale Deflection 38.80 t/hr 38.80 t/hr 
Error at Mean 7.99 t/hr 3.57 t/hr 
% error of 20.60 % 9.21 % 
Correlation coefficient 0.9443 0.9880 
v - View Correlation Graph 
c - Change Scales of correlation Graph 
q - Quit 
Option: [q] 
iO 
Table H.6: Regression results: Initial speed 























Appendix H: Laboratory Test Results 
STEP-UP Auto-correlation: V509911: 5V -> OV -> 







ACTUAL t1ASSFLOW [ t/hl 
Figure H.19: Correlation graph: Initial speed 
setpoint = 50% ; step = 50% 
As from : 
Step Dn Response Step Up Response 
Y constant: 1.1733 14.1461 
Slope: 40.7756 204.5264 
Full Scale Deflection 30.08 t/hr 30.08 t/hr 
Error at Kean 4.83 t/hr 2.42 t/hr 
% error of 16.04 % 8.03 % 
correlation coefficient 0.9784 0.9944 
Option: [q] 
Table H.7: 
v - View Correlation Graph 
c - Change Scales of Correlation Graph 
q - Quit 
Regression results: Initial speed 












Appendix H: Laboratory Test Results 
H.2.3 SSR: Stopping the HCB 
STEP-DOWN: OJRRELATION: SSR3: 100% -> 0% -> 10 
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Figure H.20: Correlation graph for step -down 
response: Perturbation with SSR 
STEP-UP: OJRRELATION: SSR3: 100% -> 0% -> 100% 
201 T OETERMINEO MASSFLOW (t1hl 
188 
_/ // 
/ . / 
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Figure H.21: Correlation graph for step -up 













Appendix H: Laboratory Test Results 
: 
" Results ···· .... 
·.·.· ..... 
As from : 
Step Dn Response Step Up Response 
Y constant: 1. 7276 3. 7771 
Slope: 194.2205 65. 9635 
Full Scale Deflection 35.86 t/hr 35.86 t/hr 
Error at Mean 7.43 t/hr 7.92 t/hr 
% error of 20.72 % 22.08 % 
Correlation coefficient 0.9535 0.9477 
Option: [q] 
Table H.8: 
v - View Correlation Graph 
c - Change Scales of Correlation Graph 
q - Quit 













Appendix H: Laboratory Test Results 
H.2.4 SSR: Slowing HCB down 
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Figure H.22: Correlation graph for step-down 
response: Perturbation with SSR; 
system only slowed down 
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Figure H.23: Correlation graph for step-up 
response: Perturbation with SSR; 



















·Appendix H: Laboratory Test Results 
As from : 
Step Dn Response Step Up Response 
Y constant: 1.2580 2.1717 
Slope: 197.8101 183.6393 
Full Scale Deflection 





% error of 25.60 % 91. 45 % 
Correlation coefficient 0.9236 0.5896 
Option: [q] 
Table H.9: 
v - View Correlation Graph 
c - Change Scales of Correlation Graph 
q - Quit 
Regression results: Perturbation 












Appendix H: Laboratory Test Results 
H.2.5 Effect of Filtering the Samples 
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Figure H.24: Time plot of estimated and 
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Figure H.~5: Correlation graph of estimated 













Appendix H: Laboratory Test Results 
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Figure H.26: Time plot of estimated and 
reference massf low for 
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Figure H.27: Correlation graph of estimated 

















Appendix H: Laboratory Test Results 
1DNNAGE 









·-v--I so.of ~ 
Time [secl 
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C1"1 1: Aciual Tonn.age Ct"1 2: Dt-termined Tonnage 
Figure H.28: Time plot of estimated and 
reference massflow for ~f = 600 
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Figure H.29: correlation graph of estimated 
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Appendix I: Circuits for Mine Rig 
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Circuit diagram of Sample and Hold circuit 












Appendix I: Circuits for Hine Rig 
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Appendix I: Circuits for Hine Rig 
2100.0 PC OUTPUT ':I. 2 I ~ 3 I '3 1750.0 I 
1400.0 I I 
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Ch I: PC OUTPUT Ch 2: TIMER INPUT Ch 3: Tl MER OUTPUT 
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Figure J .1: co.rrelation- ·g.r-Jph for si:>ee!ci. of -conveyor belt 
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Regressioh· output:-· 
Constant'. · · 




- ' . - ~ R Squared -;c) ~-9997 21· - -
No. of Observations 
Degrees of Freedom 
- • H f 
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Appendix J: Calibration Results for Mine Rig 
DETERMINING THE TIME CONSTANT OF THE PLANT 
Below a typical pulse response of the system is shown: 
II 2000.0 (GOlli.Jl'SJ (\ I \ 1800.0 v, 
i \J 1600.0 
\ l llHOO.O \ 111200.0 \ o.61·v \ 111000.0 
\ 
\ II aoa.o \ 11600.0 ~' 11400.0 "v-"J.__r .. f' \ I I I 200.0 \ \ 
II 
Time Csecl 
I o.o 0.00 2.00 i.00 6.00 B.00 10.0IJ 
Ch I: SPEED Ch 2: POWER 
Figure J.2: Typical pulse response of test plant on a mine 
The time constant is equal to that time, that the system 
needs to reach 63% of the new setpoint after a step was 
applied. 
Thus 
Va = v(ta) = 1755 counts 
v 1 = v(t1 ) = o counts 
~v = v 1 - Va = 1755 counts 
0.63 * ~v = 1106 counts 
=> vx = Va + ( O. 63 * ~ v) = 1106 counts 
tx = 7.42 sec 
Thus 
"k'p = tx - ta = 0. 42 sec 
'tp was thus approximated with o. 2 seconds or 200 msec. 
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Appendix K: Mine Test Results 
J\ 
I j \\ /\\~£ 
1! ~ 
Time Csecl 
o. 0 -t-+-+-t-HH-t-1-++-t-+-+-t-t-H--t""l--+-t--t--t--t--,H-t-T-+-t--t-+-+-t-t-"H-t-+-t-t--+-t-HH-t-1-+-1 
0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 
Ch 1: HF = 0 vhr Ch 2: HF = 220 vhr 
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,Ch !: HF' = 0 vhr Ch 2: MF' = 220 t1hr 












Appendix K: Mine Test Results 
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Figure K.5: Speed pulse response for Va = 25% 
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Appendix K: Hine Test Results 
K.2 CORRELATION CURVES FOR DIFFERENT FILTER TIME CONSTANTS 
• 
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Figure K.7: Correlation curve for ~f = 60 s 
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Appendix K: Mine Test Results 
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Appendix K: Mine Test Results 
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Figure K.10: Time plot for test done at Va = 100% 
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Appendix K: Hine Test Results 
I TONNAGE 
1·.--::-::t-,O.-I ti-hr -----.1-~---1-f-\~-----. 
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Figure K.12: Time plot for test done at v 0 = 75% 
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Appendix K: Mine Test Results 
f •200.0-o>.1 "" 
TONNAGE 
·:: f\ 
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Figure K.14: Time plot for test done at v 0 = 50% 
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Appendix K: Hine Test Results 
900.0 ~ JA 
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Figure K.16: Time plot for test done at Va = 25% 
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Appendix K: Kine Test Results 
K.4 CROSS VALIDATION RESULTS 
K.4.1 Initial Speed Setpoint = 75% 
Y - Intercept= 2484.70 
Slope = 3.78 
Time Interval Total Tons Error 
[sec] [t] [ % ] 
O<=t<=2000 29.09 0.463 
2000<=t<=4000 10.31 -50.31 
4000<=t<=6000 21.15 -17.25 
6000<=t<=8000 51. 83 -5.93 
8000<=t<=10000 45.51 -2.34 
10000<=t<=12000 57.01 -1.24 
12000<=t<=14000 34.23 22.14 
O<=t<=14000 249.14 -8.62 
Table K.1: Table of cross validation results for 












Appendix K: Hine Test Results 
K.4.1 Initial Speed Setpoint = 50% 
Y - Intercept= 2162.50 
Slope = 7.01 
Time Interval Total Tons Error 
[sec] [tJ [ % ] 
O<=t<=2000 47.59 -0.22 
2000<=t<=4000 37.19 -11.28 
4000<=t<=6000 33.92 -24.44 
6000<=t<=8000 28.85 -12.77 
8000<=t<=10000 7.42 -54.34 
10000<=t<=12000 24.17 -20.66 
12000<=t<=13890 26.43 -6.79 
O<=t<=13890 205.57 -13.18 
Table K.2: Table of cross validation results for 












Appendix K: Mine Test Results 
K.4.1 Initial Speed Setpoint = 25% 
Y - Intercept= 1610.00 
Slop.e ·- 9 .13 
Time Interval Total Tons Error 
[sec] [ t] [ % ] 
O<=t<=2000 28.94 0.88 
2000<=t<=4000 28.27 0.97 
4000<=t<=6000 27.27 8.09 
6000<=t<=8000 27.55 2.33 
8000<=t<=l0000 21.42 -1.12 
O<=t<=lOOOO 133.44 2.35 
.-
Table K.3: Table of cross validation results for 












Appendix K: Mine Test Results 
K.5 RESULTS FROM CONTROLLED SPEED TESTS 
K.5.1 Time Plots for different Filter Time Constant 
I TONNAGE 
lr20-oo-.o-T-.-o.-1-v-hr~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-,i 
1800.0 "" r\ , j\ /.fa. "' 
1600.0 i\,,,,/V \ "'J\/rv\ V ~ /.''-. 
v '\ .. -~ \~ W'f'\ ~ 
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Figure K.18: Time plot for Test 2 when speed is 
controlled; ~f = 600 s 
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Figure K.19: Time plot for Test 2 when speed is 




















Appendix K: Mine Test Results 
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Figure K.20: Calibration graph for Test 1 when 
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Figure K.21: Calibration graph for Test 2 when 












Appendix K: Hine Test Results 
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Figure K.22: Calibration graph for Test 1 when 
speed is controlled; ~f = 6000 s 
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Figure K.23: Calibration graph for Test 2 when 
speed is controlled; ~f = 6000 s 
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